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PREFACE

ORIGIN OF TEE STUDY

—

- c

A variety of wastes are genezated in drilling oil and gas we~~S,
including drill cuttings and used drilling fluids.’ The dispasal of
these wastes is licensed by the U.S. Envi~onmental  Protection Agency
(EPA) under the National PoUutane  Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) (40 CFR 122-125)- Permitting such discharges on the oueee
continental shelg (0cs)2 has o=asioned c~nsiderab~e  P~b~i~ debate
aboue how much they may harm ‘the marine environment.

To improve the technical basis for decision making about
discharging driUing fluids and cueai.ngs in the marine’ envimunene,

3 turned to the National I%esearehthe Bureau of Land Management
Council for a critical review of the subject. In respcmse8 the
Assembly of Engineering’ of the Naeional Research COUKX?Q convened
the Panel on Assessment of Fates and Effects of Drilling ~l~ids and
Cuetings in the Marine 13nvircxunenC under the auspices of tie MaFine
Board. Members of the panel were selected for theig experience in

l~riili.ng  fluid is also calkd mud os drilling mudr bae?ause iE
often looks like mud. AU these terms am commonly used in the oil and
gas industzy.  For consistency, the term drilling fluid is used
throughout this zeport.

‘“The OCS is that portion of the _submeKged coneinenkal margin Eha&
is subjeet to U.S. jurisdiction. For the purpose of this rqxxt, the
CKX exeends  from a state’s offshore boundary (3 miles offsho~e except
off Texas and west FS.osida where state boundaries ex~end 3 leagues-+
nautical miles-offshore) out go eh~ limit of economic  exploitation.

‘I% a .recmqanization of the National Reseazch Council in the
sp~ing of 1982, the Assembly of Engineering was subsumed by the newly
created Ckmumission on Engineering and Technical Systems.

v
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marine biolWYf marine environmental analYsis*  toxicolqical studies
of marine animalst chemical oceanography? benthic ecology~ the (

technology and chemistry of drilling fluids, and offshore drilling
L

operations. Consistent with the policies and procedures of the
National Research Council? appropriate balance of Perspectives was an
important consideration

The charge to the panel

in choosang panel members.

. .
SCOPE OF STUDY

was to establish a credible teohnical basi’s for
deoisions about discharging drilling fluids and cuttings in the marine
environment. The panel proceeded by reviewing and critically apprais-
ing the available knowledge concerning the fates and effects of dzil&-
ing fluids and cuttings on ,ahe tXS. It assessed the adequacy and
app&icabiLity  of existing research and the trans~erability  of reseazch
zesults ao different sites and hydrodynamic regimes. The pane& also
considered additional needed research as well as various means to
mitigate the potential effects of drilling discharges.

In agreement with ’its charge the panel focused on discharges made
during exploratory and development drillinq~ as opposed to those made
during other phases of OCS operations. .IE did not consider the fates
and effects of the formation waters primarily produced during oil and
gas production, nor those of certain specialty dri&Ling  fluids used
infrequently and in limited quantities during periodic maintenance
operations and in preparing wells for production. The panel further
restricted its study to water-based drilllng  fluids, since these are .“
the fluids used in the vast majority of (2CS wells and are the only kind
of fluids currently permitted to be discharged on the OCS.

Driiling  discharges are but one impact on the marine environment -

froq petroleum resource development. Xn addition to specialty driUing
fluids (not covered in this report as explained above),. waters from
hydraarbon-bearingf  ormations are discharged during production, and
spills or blowout%s may occur. Also”, petroleum development may compete
with “other resou~ce uses, such as fishing. It is the combination of
factors that contribute to the effects of OCS petroleum development..

The assessment was limited to the OCS. Nevertheless, substantial
oil weU driUing acgivity occurs on state lands? and? often similar
oceanographic “conditions prevail in state waters as on the OCS. Thus ,
the applieaei.on of the data and results in the report to state waters
[OE any other mm?ine environment) is appropriate where the physical
conditions that prevail in the state waters are similar to those o% the
OCS, expeeially ~hose reported in OCS field studies. The fates and
effects of discharged drilling fluids and cuttings in restricted near-
Shore waters, such as in estuaries and embaymenesp  were not a subject
of this study. The panelts work on the nature’of drilling fluids, on
considerations in using the available scientific information, and on
mitigating measures applies to all marine environments.

- . . . -
..) ==
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METHOD OF TEE STUDY

.-. .

Available data on the fates and effects of driJ.ling fluids in the
marine environment were of pa~amount importance throughout this study.
Panel  members initially received four comprehensive, and in some eases
cxieical~ reviews of the available literature [Houghton? et ale 1981$
Neff, 1981, pe~razzuolo,  1981; Riese~ and Spiller, L981} fa~ a tmmad
owegview of cugrent knowhdge in the field and attendant technical and
public issues.  Seve~al panel members had such a long and consistent
invelvemene in the subjeet that they were also familiar with viztmal~y
a%.1 the abundant ogigi.na~ llkeratuge en tie subjeee (a bibU@ggaphy  of
this l.itera@ure  is available  [IMCO Ser-vieesp 1982]1.

The panel considered all available litezatuze and even current,
(unpublished] work related to i.ks charge. %~ found Ehat. some aspects
of the problem~ SaICh as ocean dirpexsicm, were best txeated by older
well-established litezatuza?,  while othegs? such as the toxicity of
particular fluids or fluid additives, were discussed only in dzaft
reports that had not yet passed through normal publication procedures.
The pane& also considered conventional peez-reviewed  journal, aztic%l,es
and the vast amount of so-called *gray IiteratuEep” which may have been
subjec~ed  to vazious levels of review? but which is limiked in cArcaala-
tion and availability. It relied on peer-reviewed Iieerakure when such
literature was avai&able,  but also used the $&w li.terab.we when .iks
qaa%ity could be established. An important aspeee of! the panel’s work
was weighing the quality of all these scientific cxxatzibut.icxm.
Ameheg of equal impcm?tance, hat often moze difficulk to aehievet was
deeemli.ning  the applicability  of the? research to the problem under
ctmsideration.  Some of the research zeviewed was designed to test a
hypothesis: other research had been conducted to satisfy regulatory m
etie~ mandates. The panel attempted to accommodate these divesse
saugees by evaluating the literatu~e on.its scientific meri.e and on its
applicability  to the objectives of this study.

Ak the outset the panel solicited public eOmmentS On tie is~ues it
s%muld addsess (Eederal Register, oee. 238 19S1)$ 33 sets of ecxmments
Weze received. With ehis initial guidance, the panel then conducted
igs review of”the technical literature and summa~ized  this review in a
set of discussion papers. .wut 200 copies weze dis.tzibuted gag
seviewp and 46 substantive writeen reviews were Ceeeived. An open
meeting of the panel provided additiona& opportunity  far interested
pegscms to identify and discuss zelated issues. Seventy people
atixmded the day-long meeting. The panel then soughe additional
inf!ormatiors to address concerns &he public had ~aised and &o cxx@e&e
its assessment.

Thus, the panel’s  report and its conelusi,rms  and recommendations
are based cm its review d the primaqf and secondary seienkifie
lite~atu~e,  on the public eosmaenks that were received, cm additional
data and information sought by the panel, and cm the professional
expedience of panel members.

vii
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The discharges made in drilling oueer ccmbinenea.1  shelf (OCS) oil and
gas weils have recently been the subject of research and public debaae
with regaxd to their potential effecks on the marine environment. A
lade of scientific consensus abouk tie physical fates and biological
effects of these discharges has led to actions ecmeesting  the permit-
ing of some drilling discharges. At the request of the U.S. Department
of the Interior, the National Reseazeh CmuvsiL eonvemed the Panel on
Assessment of Pates and Effects of Drilling  Fluids and Cuttings in the
MaEine Env.kmment with the charge of establishing a credible technical
basis far making resource management decisions.

This section presents the panel’s suxgmar’y,  conclusions and recoin=
mendations. In conducting i~s assessment~  tie panel made numerous
specific findings concerning fates and effeets and inadequacies o~ gaps
in available infogma~icm.  These are noted throughout the repm?t. ManY
of these findings repzesent  an incomplete understanding of basic
oceanic or biological processes. The panel has taken these findings
and limitations into account. Those which i~ considers to be tie mos~
salient and relevant age discussed in this s~tion.

THE USE AND COMPOSXTXON C@ DRILLING FLUIDS

Drilling fluids are required in rotazy drilling fog oil and gas
exploration and develcqrnent  to remove eutti.ngs  from beneath the bitp
to control pressure in the well, to cool arid Mxicate the dgi~~
stringe and to seal the we~l. There age no alternatives to using
drilling fluids in this raeazy dxi%ling. Although drilling fluids are
recirculated duzing drilling and .semeEimes can be held and reused in
dzilling muleiple produeeicm wells, eventually they must be disposed
ef because of theiE cxmtaminagion with suspended matesial cm their
less ef important prripemties cm because of weight and space
limitations on drilling  vessels. Cuetings frem the fonnabicm d~illed
am removed from the d~illing fluid and must als~ be disposed of.
Although drilling di.sehazges  eaa be barged ashore or to othec sites at
see. for dispesal, cost and operational ccmsidegations favor onsite

\
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disposal, by either overboard discharge or shunting through a pipe to
some depth. Land disposal is now required for certain drilling fluids
(for example, oil-based drilling fluids), and in ceztain  state waters
.(for example, some state watezs”of California and Alabama) .

Drilling fluids used on the OCS are composed of bulk constituents
and special purpose additives. The principal bulk constituents are
water? barite (barium sulfate) J claY m.inerals~ chzome li9nosulfonatet
lignite,  and sodium hydroxide. All of these constituents axe nontoxic
to marine organisms at the.dilutions  reached shortly after discharge. ~
There is limited information on the compositions and quantities of
additives in used fluids discharged on the OCS. Several common drill-
ing-fluid additives, including biocides and diesel fuel {No. 2 fuel
oi~), are much more toxic to marine organisms than the bulk constit -

uents.
Approximately two million metric tons (dry weight) of drilling-

fluid components are discharged annually on the U.S. OCS, more than 90
peKeent of this amount in the Gulf of Mexico. Corresponding figures
in the futawe will .depend on government leasing policies? successes in
exploration, and economic factors, but in the near future most drilling
discharges are likely to occur in the Gulf of Mexico and off southern
California and Alaska. .Compazed to the mass emissions of river Sedi- o
ments and those of municipal wastes and dredged material, the quantity
of d~illing fluids discharged-in the ocean is small. For example,
tota2. pagtieulate loading in the Gulf of Mexico from drilling fluids
represents about 1 percent of that from the Mississippi River. Annual
discharges @ dredged material, of sludge, and of industrial wastes in
U.S coastal waters exceed those of drilling fluids.

.

THE CHEMICAL TOXICITY OF DRILLING FLUIDS~:. )=

The first sbep in evaluating a materials potential harm to ma~ine
.-

organisms and ecosystems is usually the acute lethal bioassay. In
ghis kind of test, organisms are exposed to graded concentrations of
the material. Mortalities are recorded, and on the basis of these
data the concentration causing 50-percent mortality after a p~edeter-
mined exposure time (usually 96 hours) is estimated statistically and
recorded as the”median lethal concentration (LC50).

More than 96 percent of the whole drilling fluids tested in short-
ke~m experiments (from 44 to 144 hours) have LC50 values greater than
1,000 ppm and age classified as “slightly toxic” or ‘practiga$ly  non-

toxic” by the XMCO et a~. (1969) characaeeizaticm of toxicity (see
Chapter 4)s More than 98 percent of the tests that have used the
Suspended particulate phase of drilling fluids found their LC5CI values
greater than U3eO00 ppm (in the range of ‘practically non-toxic’). .

*A “bioassay is a ~antj,tative  determination of the concentration
of a substance by its effect on an organism under controUed

—.

conditions.

1-
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This distribution of toxicities, “representing over 70 drilling fluids
and more than 60 species of marine organisms indicaaes  thae most
wager-based  drilling fluids are relatively nontoxic.

Fewer than 4 percent of the t~sts of whole fluids and only 2
percent of those using the suspended particulate phase found the sulx-
stances ‘moderately toxic89 that is, having LC50 values between 100 and
10?000 ppm. Most of this toxicity is probab~y attributable to the use
of diesel fuel (NO. 2 fuel Qill in the drilling fluidsr but khe fluids
tested for toxicity  have not a~ways been fu~ly analyzed chemically.

Acute toxicity bioassays age only the first step in hazard assess-
ment. The resulgs of these Eests indicate the relative toxicities of
used dzilling fluids and the relative sensitivities af different
speeies. They da notv i?rx example~ indicate sublethal signs of stzess.
Nor have such teses reproduced the exposu~e  levels and intervals thae
characterize the dispersing plumes of discharged Jrilling fluids in the
field.

Drilling fluids have recently been used in teses of subleehal
toxicity. Such tests have measured changes in the gzov?th and develc@-
ment of organisms in embryenic and Iawal stage~-knd  changes in the
behavior’-6f adu~t~j-””~In most cases, thes@ effects are obse~ved  a~ con==
centraticans  of 10 to 1,000 ppm? aboue one--to-two orde~s of magnitude
be_low LC~al;es-de%&!~m-.k-&  in acute bioassays.  ExpFessed as an
appl.ica-t-ion facgor C& chronic eo “acute rakios, most species fall above
a faceor of 0.22; the highese ratio obsezved was 0.033. Unfortunately ?
the expe~imeneal  designs of the tests of sublethal  toxicity have alsa
relied on exposure regimes that do not simulate the rapid dispersion
of discharged dxilli,ng fluids or thei~ movemene along the bottom as
‘measured in the field. Thus, hazarud assessments using tk%e biobgiea.1
data must exgxapolate from them: yee $here are no well-established.
relationships between r esmmas_and exrn.sure intervals. The results-—... &
of benthie micrwosm experiments are also difficult to inte~pret.  Xn
these testi, Eesponses to the chemical propeseies  of dri.lli.ng-fluid
s~lids have not routinely been isolated fram responses W physically
alee~ed substxabes.

Predicting the effects of magine o~gani.sms! accumulation (Ehrough
bioaccmulation) OE substances in tk’illingj fluids have relied  cm
measurements of total tissue and body Mzdens and have not considered
tae ocganisms’  mechanisms for sequesteriflg  and detoxifying cQg_t~_$y
naats. Nor have they taken into account whethez ecmtaminazts  are
present at intr!acellulag sites of eoxie aekicm.  Furehegmore?  the
pa~ential increase of accumulated contaminate body burdens with
increasing tsophic levels has noe been addressed, although research cm
other discharges containing the same metals suqg@S.tS...tiat.  ehe.me.tals.—
axmnonly found in dril&@~..d$_s.cba.K.ges.  age not bi~magn~fied. The
peteti”t~al-f~a~k~ ieaei.an—maY-b~-Wea~eCfi=Q=xnkco.m&ua  OK.
Grgam$e crimplexed  metals.

%n toxicity teses, ozganisms fgom any one OCS region appeaz eo be
no mo~e sensitive ko dzillimg  effhaerits than eamparable ones from any
oehe~ region@ indicaeiag that test results usually may be applied fmrn
one region to amther. In addieicmp  some neaKshore organisms have
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shown sensitivities to drilling effluents similar to those exhibited
.

by morphologically similar species from offshore areas; alSO, some
species that have been tested are found both near and offshore. These
results suggest that some nearshore species are appropriate surrogates
for testing the effects of drilling effluents. It is desirable to

l–tailo~ drilling-fluid regulations to take account or advantage of

1

environmental conditions or to protect sensitive or valuable habitats~
but there is no evidence that justifies different regulatory policies

‘“ concerning the use of drilling-fluid additives in different geographic
r eg ions.

THE PIiYSXAL FATES OF DRILLING FLUXDS

. ’

Discharges of d~illing fluids and cuttings into OCS waters take place
in a wide range  of marine environments, which vary greatly in water
depth, ice cover, tidal and nontidal currents, wavese geological
hiseoryp land runoff~ and biotic characteristics. Thus, the physical
fates of discharged drilling fluids and cuttings vary greatly.

On ehe continental shelf, approximately 90 percent of the parti-
cles in discharged drilling fluidsv and almost all.of the cuttings?
settle rapidly? passing through a stage cf convective descent until
encountering the seabed or becoming neutxally  buoyant. In addition to
the main, or lower plume, a visible og upper plume is also formed.
?40s= obsesvakions of waker coldmn fate have focused on the upper plume
and on the dispersion of dissolved components. Based on observations
of upper plumes~ the plumes spread out ae some depth approp~iate to
density characteristics and are rapidly dispersed by the tuxbulent
diffusion characteristic of the ocean. Horizontal tuzbulent diffusion
results in dilution of the plumes by a factor of 10?000 or more within
an hour of release and even greater dilution of suspended components
because ef settling.

Although dilueion may be inhomogeneous  at thermoclines  or
pycnoclines,..thk high dilutions predicted in mathematical models take
place in the field. Theoretical considerations and empizical  observa-
tions yield the same values for dispersion rates in the water column.
Given such rapid dilution within tens of meters of ehe discharge, toxic
responses in organisms in the water column would be anticipated only
if short-term ex~sures (of around one hour) result in acute effects
ae concentrations lower than 100 ppm. Although very few short exposure
experiments have been conducted@  longer term experiments (over 96
hours) have seldom identified lethal or sublethal effects at eoncent%a-
tions less than 100 ppm. Direct assessments of the effects on plankton
and nekton  in the water cohmn have not been attempted and~ given
natural variability and ehe difficulty of sampling~ are probably not
feasible. Thus, even sublethal effects on.pelagic biota moving past
the point of discharge are. confined to a very small area (within tens
of meters) around the point of discharge. This finding suggests that

—

—
restrictions on the diiutions or races-of discharges are no; justified
~OCS areas.
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At most depths typical of the continental shelf the majority of
discharged fluids and cut;ings ar”e initially deposited on the seabed
wi.tiin 18000 meters of the point of discharge. This material may
pessist as initially deposited or may undergo rapid or prolonged dis-
persion, depending on the energy of the bottom boundary layer. In
high-energy environments, such as the tidally active Lowe~ Cook Inlet
in Alaska, the resuspensive and tractive dispe~sion of sedimenaed
materials  will cake place very quickly. In relatively quiescent
environments this dispersion wiU he slow and the fluids and cuttings
may be physically o% chemically detectable for a number of yeacs~
Stxxm events on ~he continental shelf probably  central the aexxnulation
ef gluids and cuttings as much as any c$thec environmental factrx. In
any ease~ the ultimate fates CM the de~sited matecia~s  depend on
pmeesses acting after deposition,  which have not been tgeated in the ,. ‘__
conventional  plume dispersion models.

The effects of driUing fluids and cuttings on benthic habitae,
communities and organisms may be physical (burial or substrate change)
and chemical (toxicity). In practice, it is difficult to separate
physical and chemical effects based on either field surveys os labora-

tory experiments. Most laboratory experiments on the effects of
drilling fluids on benthic organisms have not been vesy successful in
mimicking realistic exposure conditions. Effects on benthos have been
observed in the field, under low to mode~ate energy regimes, within
1,000 meeers of the dischaxge point. !2nly one study has yet descxibed
envimnamemtal changes over time after drilling  operations ceased; while
the fauna had been altered, recovery was nearly complete within one
yeaz. Beoause the effects of drilling discharges are probably Iazgely
physical, teeovery times shcxdd be similar to those following otiex
physical seabad disturbances. These times vary widely; recovery maY
take weeks in frequently disturbed shaLlow-water  communities, several
mantis to several years in continental shelf cmmunieies, and many
years on the ecmtinental slope and in deep sea. The zesuspensive
Eranspcm%  of depesited  dzillimg-fluid  components may produce effecks
beyond ehe agea af immed.iake burial, bue at the same eime ie reduces
the Concentrations of potxmtia.lly  toxic substances. As the mateEiaJ=
disperses, oqanisms that feed at the sediment-water integface may
ncmetieless be exposed to higher coneeatrations of such subs~ances  than
bulk analysis of sediments would suggest.

Shunting drilling discharges to tie near=+mttom,  as an alkesnative
~o surface disposale  may kxease tiIe exposure of benehic organisms &o “
wastes . I& ~Y be effec’&&ws, however,  in rest~icting wastes from
topoggaphie  rises with sensitive biota like reef corals. In contrast,
suzface discha~ges  ensure disp.ersicm  and limih the duration and amoune
of Qgganism  exposure. Pzedi.%utian  of such discharges is generaUy
unmeeessary  given the speed with which they age di.lutedv except
possibly in Iow==enezgy  og shallew-wate~ emviwnments.

The long-term bsnehie  effects  of drilling  discharges from multiple
wells during intensive exploration or development are difficult eo
distinguish from the effeets of othez di.sehaxges and activities
(ineludirng  oil and gas praduetion]  On tie continental, shelf amd from

,, & <’
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natural variations. Comprehensive studies of these various effects axe
not available. Results of platform monitoring studies have demon-

strated spatially limited effects on the benthos. However, these
effects cannot be dizectly ascribed to discharges of drilling fluids.

.

Long-lived communities, which are characteristic of hard substrate —
epibiota, may be particularly susceptible  to long-term eff~ts if they
are exposed to lasge concentrations of deposited fluids and cuttings,
but many of these communities are not very likely to accumulate such
materials unless the mste~ials  are deposited directly on them.

CURRENT KNOWL@DGE  OF DRILLING+IJJIDS  FATES AND EFFECTS

The information base for assessing the fates and effects of driLling
discharges in OCS waters has s~e notable deficiencies, many of which
pe~tain equally to the effec%s of other pollutants in the coastal
ocean. These deficiencies include variable quality of r@search, limits
to the realism and relevance of laboratory experiments, difficulties
in unequivocally ascribing effects observed in field studies to given -

causes, and a poor understanding of ecosystem processes. These limi-
tations do not invalidate most of the results that have been produced~
bub must be taken into account in interpreting them. Our knowledge of
the fates and effects of drilling fluids and cuttings is not notably
inferiog to &hat of the fates annd effects of dredged materiah and
other wastes dumped in the ocean, even though the latte~ have been
studied considerably longer.

Char understanding of the fates and effects of drilling discharges
in the marine environment is” limited more by the state of ou~ 9eneral
undezstandingof  marine pollution than by specific deficiencies in our
knowledge of drilling’”flulds and cuttings. Our understanding of this .. ., -
narrow problem may be advanced mosk rapidly by conducting research on ,...)  -

the broader topics of the accumulat~on and transfer of matesials in the
marine environment. With this understanding of where research emphasis
should be placed? the. panel concludes that extensive further research
focused ”specifica~ly  on the fates and effects of drilling fluid dis-
charges is net needed.

Any additional research on drilling fluids should include acute,
sublethal, and chronic bioassays using techniques and contaminant
exposures that reflect actual discharge and exposure conditions, field
studies that take into account inventories and chemical analyses of
discharges, and studies of resuspensive tzansport of! paK~iculate
contaminants.

‘The panel’s review of existing information on the fates and
effects of drilling fluids and cuttings on the OCS shows that the
effects of individual discharges are quite limited in extent and are
confined mainly to the benthic environment. These results suggest that
the environmental risks of exploratory drilling discharges to most OCS
communities are small. Discharges from oil and gas field development
drilling introduce greater quantities of matesial into the marine
environment over longer periods of time. Results of field studies

\

\ .
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suggest that the accumulation of materials from these longez-term  ‘
inputs is less than addieive and therefore the effects of exploratory
drilling provide a reasonable mcdel for projecting the eff-ts of
development drilling. Uncertainties zegazding effects sfiill exist for
Low energy depositional exavigonments,  which expedience large inpuhs of
drilling  discharges over long periods of kime.

To minimize effec$es~ cage needs to be exercised in the following:

@ Discharges? should be preveneed fzom burying pazticulaxly
Sensifdve bentiic envi,ronmentsj especially hard substsaee  epibi@av
which age not exposed to significant natural sediment fl~x.

e The use of more toxic addi~ives,  such as diesel fuel (lie. 2
diesel oil]@ should be mcmi.tored or limited. Fluids that slmw signi-
ficant toxicity should be analyzed chemically  to determine theig texic
components.
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This Xeport seeks trJ answer ewo questions:

e Are dzilling  fluids and cukeings  as they are released into the
oueer continental sheif WCS) toxic to marine cmymisms QE de they
cause deleterious sublethal  responses in khese organisms  thae may
adversely affect the ecosystem, or are they innocuous?

o Are the heavy metals or organic. mateziaks in drilling Ekids
or cuetings bioaccumulated  or biomagnified so that they am harmful w
organisms or to those who consume them, including man?

Chapter 2 of the report, ‘Drilling 13ischazgesV”  provides an over-

view of offshore driUing* and of the use, composieion~  and chemistxy
of drilling fluids and cuttings. “ It describes the regulation of drill-
iAg discharges and examines the quaneit.ies  aAd frequencies of these
discharges and their components in relation go ether inpu~s to the .
magine environment.

Succeeding chapters review what is knom abait ehe fates and
effects of drilling fluids and cuttings in the mazine erwirxmment.
L%SpteZ ~, ‘The Fates & Drilling Dischargesp

m discusses the tgamspore
for!ces  of the ocean, the behavior of dissolved and parti,cul.ate
materials in seawatere and the physical fates of d~illing fluids and
cueeings in ~he ma~ine  envi~onmene. Chapeer 4, ‘Biological Efifects of
Drilling Di.s=harges@W  summarizes and critically evalua~es the sc.ien-
tifie literature  on the toxicities of drilling fluids and on the
impacts on OCS ecosystems of discharging used dzilling fluids and
cuttings.

After reviewing the available  information on these bopies the
~eport discusses the Umi,tations in using this informa&irm  fog decision
making. Chapter 5 ~eviews the adequacy and applicability of the
available  information. Ik reviews considerations in ccmdueting  and
intexpzeting  labcwatewy evaluations of toxicity and field studies,
problems of extrapdati.ng from Iaboratxxy to field and between geo-
qraphie regicms, and the topics of bioaecumulaeicm and the Iong==cerm
fates and effects o% drilling discharges.

The final ehapteg eanside~s  the operations, cost, and gisk OE
disposing d~ill discharges overboa~d.

The conclusions and recommendations of the panel appeaz in the
summary.

\
9
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WULUNG 121 SCRARGES

0i?FS130RE OXL AND GAS DRILLING AND DEVELOPMENT

Since 1947 neagly 22,000  wells have been drilled on the 02S i.n
exploring for and developing oil and gas resou~ces. Table 1 indicates
thae those in the Gulf of Mexico (offshxe : Florida, Louisiana~  and
Texas) acoount fog 83.2 percene of all offshore wells; those offshore
Louisiana alone ?iCCOun& for 73.3 percent. Two-thirds of a3J. offshoge
wells (67.1 percent) have been driUed in federal waae~s~ although this
percentage varies widely by geographic region, fzom 100 percent in the
offshore Aelaneic to 5 percene offshore Alaska. Exploratmy wells
SKX%Ounti for 24.6 pegcen~ of the wells in fede~al wa~ers and for 23.2
pegeene of these in state wa*eEs. These figures also vary widely by
region: aU we&ls drilkd in the AELantiic, where there have heen no
eomme~cia~  disccweziesV have been explaraeory;  91.2 pe~cent of Wells

drilled ogfshore California, where offshore development began in tie
1890s, have been development wells.

US oil and gas production now accounts for 8 percent af domestic
oi~ praduceion and 24 percene of domestic gas production (Minerals
Management Sesvice, 1982). The tY.S. Geological Suzvey  est,imate~  that
as much as 41.3 percent of the nation’s undiscovered reccmwable oil
and 28.1 percene ef its natural gas lie offshore (Balkan et al., 1983) .

M the future?  major new discoveries of oil and. gas are mcxe
likely te ocsur Qffshme than on land, because the OCS has been Less
Gcxwpletely explored. Such large discove~ies,  like &hose recxm&ly  made
of!gshcwe California and Alabama, are also more cmst-effeetive to
develop &an mulaiple  smaller discoveries (which charaeterl%e  the
maja~iey of past Gulf of Mexico developments). Thus, the sites of
futuze oil and gas development are Likely te be those areas that have
nee ye’e been tho~oughly explo~ed, and thae have geelogie peteneial  frx
Lagge aeeumula~i.ons  of oil and gas (Edgar, 1983). Offshore Alaska is
one ama ghat meets these critexiae By 19!30, 22 pegcent of domestic
oil, is expeeted to come from future discovegi.esp 45 percent by the yea~
2000 (Palmer and Kelly$ 1983].

‘~~e e-m ‘oEfshore~ is used in this
federal offshore Lands togethere WCSe to

Eepzxt to refer to state and
federal lands on~y.
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TABLE 1 offshore Wells in the United StateeQPk

.!
Exploratory Development Total

Alaska
State
Federal
Total

281 36180
J&
99

California
State
Federal
Tokal

3,185 3,364
299 444

m m

Oregon
Federal 8

Washington
S eate
Federal.
Total

Florida
State
Federal
Total

15

. . -

3,881 ,.

15,320
19,201

.
Louisiana

State
Federal
Total

2,904
12,134
15,0.38

977
3,186
4,163

Texas
State
Federal
Total

2 5 2 1,014
656 1,544 —

G 2,558

762
888
im

Atlantic
FedeFal a,

Total
State
Federal

. . State and ftideral

1,997 . 6,622 8,619
4,280 1 3 , 0 8 9 17,369

19,711 25,988.6,277

=Umulative through 1981. New wells are now drilled on the (XS at ehe
rate of approximately 1,000 per year.
bffshore wells are defined as those beyond natural shorelines.

SOURCE : Adapted from American Petroleum Institute (1982).
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CHARACTERISTICS AND FUNCTIONS OF DRILLING FLUZDS

Commercial oil and gas exploration and production wells on the WS are
dril~ed with rotary equipment. h rotary drilling, the well is d~i.lled
by a rotating bit to which downward force is applied. The bi% is
fastened to and rotaged by a bellow d~ill skein made of pipe, through
which dr’i.%linq fluid is =irculae~d.

lkilling fluids are essential to dxi.llirig operations, pexfoEming
the fcil.bwing major functions:z

* Remvtig caaa%ings  from beneath the bit and transpmtirq them
to the surface where they can be sepa~ated fmm the drilling fluid frar
d isposaL

9 Pmvenking formation fluids from flowing into tie wellbore  by
maintaining a hydrostatic pressure in excess of the fluid pressure in
the formaaion

Coating the borehole wall with an impermeable filker cake to
fluid Loss in permeable formations
Having sufficiently high gel properties to suspend cuttings “
and fluid solids when circulation is inke~rupted
Helping to suppert  the weighs of the drill string
Lukwica~tig and cooUng the drill bit and dr?ill stiing
Having properties that do not inaerfere with the aceuraee
geoU3q@l-evaluation of the formation OK the pwducgion of
eil and gas.

E&filing f~uids are classified as either water-based or cdl-based,
depending on theix principal liquid-phase component. Consistent with
&he seeps of this repxe, this seceion is concerned with water-based
drilling fluids.

~In cample&ing  wells for production and in wo~kove~ opegatAens
(pegiodie maintenance) sgwxsial fluids may be used;

e A packer f3.uid may be placed in the well EQ cewneer fgmvnation
.p~essures over a long period of kime.

* Zn workwer operations special drilling fluids may be eircu-
la~ed continuously for the limited duzati.ewa  of tie opegation.

Speeial fluids may be used in simulation p~oeedmes  such as
i?Eae$hEiw.  (Xn this operation, fluids can someaimes be d.isplaeed into
tie %cmm?ation. The potential  fez theix disch~ge exists when the well
is ~eturned to produetiono)

-,

i,
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A schematic diagram of a drilling fluid circulation system is
shown in Figure 1. The fluid’s components are added through the hopper
and mixed in the tanks. The fluid is then pumped from the tanks d~n
the drill string and through the bit. It sweeps the crushed rock
cuttings from beneath the bit and carries them back up the annular
space between the drill string and the borehole  or casing to the
surface. This permits drilling to continue and is the fluid’s most
important function.

DISCHARGES OF DRILLING FLUIDSS

After the drilling fluid has circulated through the well and has
returned to the surface~ it is passed through solids control equipment
to remove the formation drill solids (cuttings). The solids control
equipment is an inkegraked  system that consists of shale-shaker
screens~, that remove the coarse particles and hydrocycloness that
remove the sand and silt fractions from the fluid. The drill solids
separated by the solids control equipment az’e discharged to the ocean.
This eype of discharge is continuous in that $t occurs while drilling
is in progress. Typically, these discharges occur about half the time
the rig is on location.

The rates of this type of discharge vary from about 1 w 10
. bb2/h@ (Ayers, 1981). The Saigher” number is more characteristic of

the shallow partof the hole when drilling is fast and the bit diameter
is large. Over the life of swell, some 3,000 to 6,000 bbl of wet
solids are discharged frcm the solids control equipment (Ayers, 1981).

After the fluid passes through the soiids control qu$pment and
—

the solids ace sepsratede it is returned to the tanks for
—

recirculation. At this point  another type of discharge may be
required. The solids control equipment cannot remove the fine clay

‘This section presents infcmmation on discharges from wells. A —

discussion of mass loading=.-curnulative”discharge  quantities-appears
in the the final seceion of this chapter.

bA series CM trays with sieves that vibrake to remove cuttings
from the circulating fluid. The size of the openings in the sieves is
se3.eeted to match the size of the eolids in the drilling fluid and the
antici~ted  size of cuttings (Petroleum Extension Service, 1979).

‘A centrifugal. device used to remwe fine particles of sand from
drilling fluid. It operates on the principle of a fast-moving stream
of f2uid being put ingo a whirling motion inside a coqe-shaped vessel
(Pe*roleum Extensiera  Service, 1979).

‘A measute of volume for petroleum products. One barrel [bbl)
equals 42 U.S. gallons. Cme m3 equals 6.289.7 bbl (Petroleum
Extension Service@. Z979).

!-
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and colloidal particles’ that are generated in drilling through for-
mations. As the fluid is recirculated the concentration of these fine
particles continues to increase and eventually we fluid.becornes  teo
viscous for further use. At this time, a portion of the fluid is dis-
charged and the discarded volume is replaced with water and appropriate
quantities of additives to bring the concentration of fine solids back
to an acceptable level. This method of reducing the fine solids in the
system is called ‘the dilution method.. Less fre@ently,  bulk dis-
charges are made when the type of fluid needs to be changed as when
the bit will be penetrating a particular for~tion or when the
theological properties of the fluid become altered. (The chemistry of
drilling fluids is discussed below.) It is also necessary to
discharge the entire fluid system at the end of dzilling each
exploratory well~ and sometimes after d%illing development wells.

Bulk discharges occur only intermittently. Their volumes normally
range from 100 to 2,000 bbl per discharge (Ayers, 1981]. A small
volume, 100 to 200 bbl? is usually discharged every 1 to 3 days (Ayers,
1981). A discharge of 1,000 bbl is typical on completing a well or
when the fluid system musg be changed for some reascm.

The rate of bulk discharges ranges f%= 500 to 2POO0 bbl/h (Ayers,
I?981) m Over the life of an exploratory well, some 5,000 to 30,000 bbl
of fluid are discharged (Ayers? 1982). Because development weUs are
normaUy shallower, smallez in diameter, and require lees time eo driil
than exploratory we3.ls, less fluid is discharged in drilling them.

The volume of fluid discharged ranges widely. The dilution me~od
is en efficient way to contxol the concentration of coUoide and fine
particles in low-density fluids, which contain a minimum of bari.te and
additives. (These f$uids are adequate for shallew drilling through:--
competent rock formations.) Discharge volumes will usually be high for
this type of system, since the bulk of the material discharged is water
and the fluids cost is low. On the other hand, high-density drilling
flsids have appreciable quantities of baeite and additives, and are
es ?nsive. For economic reasons, it is desirable to minimize the bulk
discharge of these fluids. This is accomplished by the more extensive
use of solids control equipment and by increasing the concentration of
chrome lignosulfonate  to deflocculate  the fine clay particles and to
reduce fluid viscosity. Thus, the discharge volumes of such
high-density fluids age %OW compaxed to those of less expensive .
Iow-dermi.ty s y s t e m s .

ThevaEiation  in quantity of discharged materia~ from well to well
is much less if one considers only the quantity of solids--everything
but wateg-that is discharged. About 1,000 m3 (2,000 tOnS) of dry
solids (formation solids and fluid additives) are discharged both in
bulk and from solids control equipment over the life of a typical

._

. . —
,—

‘A colloid is a liquid mixture In which the particles of one
substance are dispersed in another in a continuous phase without being
dissolved. The size of colloidal particles is in the apgxoximate
range of 10-5,000 Angstrcms  (Adam, 1956).
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explcxatory WI=U (Ayers? 1981}. The quantity of discharges from
development welis @ likely to be as much as 25 percent less ehan that
of discharges frem expl~ratory  wells (Ayersf 1983). Fluid components
account for about half &he quantity of discharges in dry weight and
formation solids for the other half.

THE CCX4FCE3XTIONS  OF DW2HARGES

The discha~ges from selids ccmtrol equipment and those made in bulk
have differen5 compositions, The firsg coneain primapily fcmmaeicm
solids~ and the secand fluid components. ??able 2 gives the mi.negal
composition of a shale-shakes dischazge. This sample and others dis-
cussed below age representative of solids discharges from .dzilling
operations in that &he pximazy constituents age natxxally occu~~inq

TASLE 2 Mineral Composition of a Shale-Shaker Discharge From a
Mid-At.lantie  Wel=

14ineraJ, Percentage by Weight (Dry Basis)

BaEium Sulfate 3

C%=&xite 6

i%mmvite 5“
Quartz 23

S?eldspar s

Calcite 5

Pyrite 2

SideKite 4

=ixty-five  percent. solids, density 1.7 giem~.

SCXJRCE : Adapted from Ayews, SWes, Meek, and Ek?WeKS (1980).



clay and quartz minerals. This sample was obtained from a well drilled
in the mid-Atlantic region~ about LOO miles East of Atlantic City? New
Jersey. The small amount of barium sulfate results from barite parti-
cles that have adhered to the cuttings particles. The montmorillonite
clay comes from both added bentonite  and from formation clays. The
remaining material represents the formation being drilled at that time
and consists primarily of clays? quartz? and low concentrations of
calcite~ pyrite? and siderite. This particular shale-shakez sample
contained 65 percent solids and 35 percent water. The amount of water
in these discharges ranges from 20 to SO percent.

‘The compositions of drilling fluids vary with both the depth and
the Location of the well. In the shallow portion of the hole the fluid
used usually c,onsis~s of 10.w concentrations of bentonite and sodium
hydroxide in seawater (gspud mud”). As hole depth inczeases, the
system may be converted to fresh water with more bentonite, lignite,
lignosulfonate, and barite added. Also, if problems in drilling occur?
specialty chemicals may be required (see Table 6). The vast majority
of flkids discharged on the OCS are like the two compositions shown in
Table 3. One is a low-density and the othez a high-density fluid. The
high-density sample represents the final composition of the fluid used
in a well in the Gulf of Mexico~ and the low-density one represents a
fluid used in the late stages of drilling a mid-Atlantic well. The
high-density fluid weighs 2.1 g/cm3 and contains 62 percent barite

TAB= 3 Representative Fluid Compositions

Concentration (wt%)

Low Densit =
3

High Density’~
Component (1.19 gicm ) (2.09 g/cm3)

Barite . 15.0 62.0
Low gravity solids 6.5 5.9
Chrome lignosuLfonate 1.0 0.9
Lignite 1*O 0.9
Inorganic salts 0.7 0.5
Water 75.8 29.8

SOURCE : Adapted from Ayers (1981).

—
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and 30 percent water. ‘She low-density fluid weighs 1.2 g/cm3 and
contains 15 percent barite and 76 percent water. The concentrations
of other ingredients in the two fluids—low-gravity solids? chrome
Iigmestalforiaee,  and lignite--are similar. The low-gravity solids age
bentoniee clay and fomation solids.

Trace metals in dzilllng discharges originate from both formation
SQMJ3S and fluid additives. Representative metal concentrations for a
shale-shaker .%&ngQe and a fluid sample are shown in TabLe 4. These
samples were taken from a well in the mid-=A~lantic. The presence cd
ba~i.te causes the barium cxxwentxation txa be much higher than thae of
aray CWU?E metal.  Chromium also occurs in concentzatians  higher than
th~se ncmnadly  seen in formakion solids or sediments. The chromium
comes from the additive chrome Lignosulfonate. Both barium and
chromium concentsaeions ade higher in the fluid than in the shale==
shaker sample because these metals come fxom fluid additives? and only
a smaU quantity of fluid additives adheres to the cu~tings when tkmy
age screened out.a The other me~als shown in Table 4 are present in
concentrations comparable to those normally found in fozmation solids
or sediments.

COIIQ?C)NENTS Ol? WATER-BASED DR.I.LLDIG  FLUIDS

c

Five major components (barite, clays, Iignosulfcmahe, lignite, and
caustic soda) acxxxant fog over 90 pezeent o.f tie solid cmmponenks  of
water-based dgilling fluids (Pesricane~  L980] , as is illustrated  in ‘
Table 5. Appendix A provides a review of the functional Wxnponents  of
d~iUing fluids. These five components and watex account fo~-wer 98
percene  ef the mass (OE volume) of drilling fluid Useharged to the
OCS. These cxmpcnents, in decreasing ordec of use, are the following:

e 13agitet a minezal containing %0 to 90 percent bazium sulfate,
which is used to increase the density of the dzilling fluid to cemtrol
formacicm  pressures. Xn some cases? cen%cerkraaiens as high as 700
lb/bbl may be usad. Depending on its source, baxiee may contain low
eoncenegations of quaztxzr  ehere~ silicaees, and otheg minerals and” also
trace levels of metaks.

@ Benton.itep the clay most cxmmonly used in drilling fluids.
Sodium monemcwillonite clay in cemeentraeions of 60 t~ 80 pexcene is
the pasdominant ingredient. Silica, shale, ealeite, mica, and feldspa~
age common impunities in bentonite deposits. Bentomite is used to
maintain the theological propeg~ies requixed  W remove the cuetings
fx- beneaEh the bit and caxxy them EO tie surface. Bentonite also

8The quantity of additives that adheges ee cuttings depends en
the depth of watez in wiaieh the CX@&timgs are discharged (~esidegice
time)j and the mixing energy @f tie watez cohuam. As mwh as 20
percent of additives may adhere to cuttings  im a shallow  water, Low
eaexgy enviz~mente
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TABLE 4 Representative Metal Compositions

Concentration (mg/kq)
Metal Shale Shaker= )?lui&

.-

.
Barium 3,160 37,400
Chromium 44 L91
Cadmium <2 <1
Lead . . 10 3 “
Mercury <~ <1
Nickel . . 15 4
Vanadium U 5
Zinc 80 50

z 77.1
Q 22.0

SOUR= :

TA3LE 5

percent solids, 1.9 g/cm3.
Qercent solids, 1.16 g/cm3.

Adapted from Ayezs, Sauer, Meek, and Bowers {1980).

Drilling Fluid Components and Additives Used in the United States

.

Component Percentage of Total
,.

~.

Barite 63.0

24.0

Lignosulfrmate “ 2.0

Lignite 1.5

Sodium hydroxide 1.5

Other additives% 8.0

-pecial additives to oil-based drilling fltiids are included in this
estimate.

SOURCE : Adapted from American Petroleum Institute (1978) .



. prevents  fluid loss by prwiding filtration control while drilling
through permeable zones. The Concentration of bentonite in drilling
fluids normally ranges from 5 to 35 lb/bbl.

o Lignosulfonates? which are normally used in drilling fluids in
concentrations ranging  from 1 to 15 lb/bbl. LignosuLfona&es  are
dexivad fcom the sulfiee pulping of wood chips to produce pape~ and
cxslluloae. Chrome L@nosulfonaees,  the mose widely used defhwxmhrie
in driuing fhidsU are pre-~ed by trea~i.n9 ~~9ne~Qfonate  w~~ s~~-
furk acid and sedium dichromaee.  Sodium dichromste  oxidizes the
Iignasalfonate  and czess-linking  occws. Eexavalent  chromium inkrri-
dueed by khe chmnate is reduced during the reac%i,cm to the trivalent
staee and complexes with the lignosulfonateo Lignosulfrmates cantrol
viscosity in water-based drilling fluids by acting as thinning agents
or defloccuhnts fog clay pagticles. The ChrOMS appears eo bind onCQ
the edges of clay partic~es at high downhole temperatures, reducing the
formation of colloids (Skelly and Dieball, 1970).

● Lignite (soft coal) which is used in drilling fluids as a CXAy
defkxuknt  and to control filtration rate. The Concen&zatian of
lignite in drilling fluids normally ranges fzom 2 eo H Mv%bl. Nest ‘
of the dzilling-grade lignitef  leonarditep is mined in North Dakota.
The chief constituent of this naturaLly occxaring  oxidized Iignike is
humie add.

@ Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda), which is normally used in
drilling fluids in concentrations sufficient to ma.ineaim a pli of 9 te
12. A p3 greater ,than 9.5 is needed to obtain maximum defhx%aalatkm
from the chrome ligmosuLfemate and to keep ligniee in sduekm. A
basic  pEI al.se lowers corrosion rates and prwides protection against

(/
passi.ble  hydrogen sulfide contamination by suppressing microbial
grelwth.

A large number of other additives are available for use in wate&=
based dr&l.ing fluids (American Petroleum Ins~itute, UY78). These
additives, which have been formulated to meeE specific needs, range in
cem~lexity  frem simple inorganic salts t= organic polymers of high

. mokcu~ar weight. Typically, onl,y a few are used on any one wellm and
they are used in low cmncentratkms  (EIrx%e.ley,  M$l). Table 6 gives the
operating objectives of the MOSG frquently used and envircmnentally
significant additives in waber=+ased  drilling fluids? md indi=~e~
their ranges of cmmximtraticm  and frequencies ef use.

Water-based drilling fluids and drill cuttings sometimes ccnatai~
quantities of hydrocarkwans  (usually diesel fuel (Nc?. 2 fuel oil]) in
greater than trace amounts. ‘This aceurs when diesel fuel is added to
the fluid system to reduce torque and drag. As much as 2 ke 4 percene
diesel may be added @ the bulk fluid system w improve lubEiei&y (a
relatively  cxmmon operating practice in the Gulf of !4exi.eel. A
standard technique for fxeei.ng  the d~i,ll pipe shcdd it beeome s~uck~
is to pump a %ill”of diesel futil,  OE oil-based drilling fluid down
the drill stxing and %xae’ it in the annulus area where &e pipe is
S tuck . The pill may or may net be kept separate from the bulk dz’illhg
fluid system? remvered~ and dispesed of onshore. Even when the pill



TABLE 6 Special Addikives  and ‘Eheir USeS

Additive Operating Objective Concentration Frequency of IJsell
flb/6)bl)

Very commonsodium bicarbonate Eliminate excess calcium ions
due toceraent contamination
by precipitating calcium as
calcium carbonate.

o.1-4

sodium chloride Minimize borehole  washout in
salt zone by preventing
dissolution of salt formation.

10-125 Rare

Minimize loss of drilling fluid
e

to the formation by adding
material to plug the ‘thief”
zone.

Counter thick, sticky filter
cakej decrease f$ltrate loss
to tormation.

. “

Ground nuk shells,
or cellophane

mica,

or

5-50

Very CommonCellulose polymers
starch

0.25-5

Minimize foaming.Aluminum stea~ate or
alcohols

Sodium chromate

o.05-o.1

0.1-2

common

Reduce viscosity increase
in high temperature wells; aid
detlocculation  of Iignosulfonate.

Rare

Diesel? vegetable OK CommonReduce torque and drag on the
drill string by preventing it
from sticking.

2-50 ,
mineral oil lubricank,

.
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TABLE 6 (continued)

Additive .C)pegating Objeckive Concenkrakic4n l?reqwmcy of Use6
llb/bbl)

Pill of oil-based Counh?r  differential pressure 100-300!? Common
Spokthlg fluid sticking OE drill Btring. (Pill

is placed downhole opposite
contact zone go free pipe. Afker
pipe 1s free, the oil-contaminated
mud is collected and may or may not
be discharged &o the ocean depending
on operational circumstances.]

Paraformaldehyde
bactericide

Zinc compounds

‘Potassium Chloride

Biopdyma

Asbesto&

Retard bacterial degradation in
~lymer starch fluid systemsa
prevent casing string corrosion
in development drilling when added
to fluid left behind the casing.

Counter hydrogen  sulfide  contami-
nation by precipitating sulfides.

Prevent shale swelling and
sloughinq~ improve wellbore
skability.

Provide viscosity  in drilling fluids
with high Salk concentrations.

Improve solids-carrying capacityj
lift formation drill solids out
of the hole.

0.2-2

0.2-2

0.5-5

20-95

0.2-2

1-10

Very common

Very common

Common

Rare

Rare

Very rare

f? Characterizations are experk judgments~ based in part on the quantities of additives soldin
19763 and &he concentrakiono of addikives used.

!2 Concentration CM oil in the pill of fluid.
~ The use of’ asbe~tos is prohibited in most 0(23 regions under EPA’s NPDES peogram.

. .
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.
is recovered~ a small amount of diesel fuel from the pill may become
mixed with the buJ.k drilling fluid. Discharges of water based drilling
fluids containing diesel fuel are not prohibited in the Gulf of Mexico

.

provided the discharge does not cause an oil sheen on the water surface
or an oily sludge on the seafloor.

TNE CHEMISTRY OF DRILLING FLUIDS

The chemistry of drilling fluids is complex b~ause of the diversity
of components that may be used and the high temperatures and pressures
that may be encountered at depth. As slurries,- drilling fluids have
some attributes of liquids, yet tests used in aquatic chemistry are
often inappropriate for them because of their high solids ‘contents.
TO confound the chemists fuxthez,  soil chemistry procedures are often
not appropriate because of the high water content of drilling f~uids.
Further complicating matterst  the high temperatures and pressures
encountered in some wells can dramatically affect chemical equilibria.

- Water-based drilling fluids aze colloids, suspensions of fine
particles in soiution. Understanding their chemistry begins with
understanding tie behavior of colloidal clays in water. Organic
colLoids are a~so present in drilling flu~dse and? Like inorganic
Coil.oids? are chemically active. The paxticle sizes of these chemical
groups are so smaU that properties like viscosity and sedimentation
velocity are controlled by sugface chemistry phenomena. Furthermore,
the surfi.cial layers of the clay particles, and in some cases organic
molecules, are charged. Clays partictilarly  have high surface area to
volume ratios and &herefore high charge to mass ratios. End-to-end,
si,de-to-side .aggregations that form as a resuLt are the basic
mechanisms of flocculation and viacosity~  and are essential to under-

standing thinning mechanisms. Gray et al. (1980) provide several good
sections on clay chemistry and discuss colloidal interactions? as does
van Olphen (L!377).

With the exception of electrochemical> changes in clays, most
drilling-fluid solids do not undergo chemical changes as a result of
‘the temperatures and physical conditions that occur in drilling. Even
so, maintaining theological properties with increasing depth of
drilling is a major technicaL challenge because of the increased
tendency of clays to flocculate at the higheg temperatures encountered.

Carney and Harris (1975) gzouped dcilling-fluid  additives according
to their thermal stability. Their discussion of thermal degradation
of lignosulfonakes and the work of Skelly and Kjellstrad (1966) are
important to ~derstanding  dgilling-fluid  chemistry. Clay particles,
which in slurry fogm psovide lubrication, tend to aggregate. To retard
this process, the drilling fluid may be diluEed with water if it
contains a minimum of solids? in heavier fluids, chemical thinners like
ferrochrome lignosulfonate may be added (McAtee and Smith, 1969).
Chrome lignosulfonate adsorbs on the edges of clay particles and
prevents them from flocculating (Skelly and Dieball, 1970). At high
temperatures, higher concentrations of chrome lignosulfonate  are
required (com~re drilling fluids 7 and 8 in Table 7) because the

.
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chrome lignosulfonate undeqoes thermal degradation (some po&meriza-
tion occurs in this reaction, releasing carbonates? bicarbonakesf  and
sulfates). When tie concentration of fine particles becomes so great
that flocculation can not be controlled through the use of additives~
ehe drilling fluid must be replaced.

DRILLING-FLUID COMlONENTS  AS COMMERCIAL  PRODUCTS

The dzilling-fluids  industry has grown to be a major oilfield service
i,ndus$%y worldwide. E%XE U.S. companies cemtxol approximately 90
pereent of the warld ma~ket. In the ?Jni&ed S&aees, smaller companies
age bette~ able to compete and may capture 25 percene Qf domestie sales
(Eseokt and Walker, 19811. Each of the four majog companies is inte-

grated to the extent that it mines, processes, packages, distributes,
stores, and delivers to ehe well site the majo~ ImXlk IXCM3UCES  (e.g.~
barite and bentonite). These companies also p!xwide onsite consul~ing,
imluding operating recommendations and product information and
Zestinq.

Some of the components of drilling fluids (e.g., Caust’ie  soda) are
commodi$sy chemicals widely produced and used. Others age specialty
products deveioped for and used exclusively in dril,ling fluids. WhiLe
the commodity chemicals do not regmssent a large number of available
driUing-fluid  products, they do rep~esent the majcw pa~t C& drilling
fl,uid additives by weight and age present in neagly all dzill.ing
f Iuids.

The significance of ehe distinction beeween  comad%ey chemicals
and specialty products rel.aaes to the infcm’mstion available on chemical,:
CXunposit,ion.  Chemica3  information cm commexiity chemicals is widely
available and usually appears in detail em prtiuet containers or tech-
ni,eal data sheees issued by the responsible company. Chemieal  im%mama-
ticm aq speeialty products may or may not be as speci%’k, depending  cm
the pmductgs patent status. Information cm patented produces and
sys%ems is usually  available and in the public domain. EWM’w2ts EX3e
patentable oz fog which patents have net been issued are usuaUy
described in Less chemical detail. Ek3wever, chemical family names ae
Leasa age available, ahd more specifie data may be released if gequi.red
fix product regiscratiem cx apprcwaLe

I.g zegulatad hazardous  substances are included in &he pcoduet,
Mese”cxxmpounds  wQ2 be listed in ehe requixed eerms on the crmeainer’,
in ehe pmdur% Literature, 0% on the Material Safety Data Sheee
{Ckxmpat.iemal Safeey and 13ealkh Administration (OSEA) Form 20). Cam=-
pleee ini?cmnati.on on the composition of bactericide is requized under
the Federal Inseet.ieidet  Fungicide,  and F@dentkkia Act. With these
exeepeionsP  however? neiehex chemical  fo~mulas no~ manufacturing
“pmeesses are des~ribedo This allows the manufaetu~ing  company Eo
maintain a strongeg market position with zegard eo a priaduet  cw system.

The developmen~ of ihill.ing fluid praducts is dxiven by tAe same
fozces that drive the development of other speeia.l,ty  them.kals===
availability of resoutees?  pgoven product performance, proven marketz-
abili’eye available tec?hnology~ and favorable return on investment
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(McGuire,  1973). Their constraints are similar--competition, changing
merkets~ 90VerIUUent  regulations~ and customer demands. Drilling-fluid
service companies underaake the majority of product-related research

.

and development? but much is also performed’by major oil companies?
chemical companies? and academic and research institutions. As in the
chemical industry generally {Ashford and Heaton? 1979) ~ 9over~ent
regulations protecting the health of the worker, the public, and the
environment have caused the development of additional health and safety
data, prcduct substitutions or modifications, and removals of products
from the market. These regulations have prompted the development.of
some products that axe designed to be not only functional but more
‘environmentally acceptable’ (Jones et al., 1980), for example, by
substituting mineral or vegetable oil for diesel.

M part because of the numbers of commercial chemicals used in
drilling fluids, drill,ing fluid companies seek to protect their market
positions through the use of tEZide names. A List of drilling-fluid
components (Wright and Dudley~ 1982) suggests there are thousands of
such components?  but the profusion of trade names makes the list con-

siderably redundant (American Petroleum Institute 1978). Appendix S
lists functionally equivalent products of the four leading drilling-
fluid service companies.

TRENDS IN OPERATING P-CTICES: GENERIC 13RILLING FLUIDS

While numerous products are available for use in drilling-f~uid
systems (Wright and Dudley,  1982) * in practice the number of generic
chemicals (as opposed go krade-nsme products) is limited. In 1978 the
Offshore Operators Committee (002) and the U.S. Environmen~l Protec-
tion Agency (EPA), Region S1, capitalized on this uniformity by ,, -

developing the generic drilling-fluid concepe. Eight basic drilling-
,.

fluid systems were designated that encompass most drilling fluid types
commonly used offshore. These systems are described in Tables 7 and $
(Ayers, Sauer, and Anderson, 1983). The impetus behind identifying and
using these categories is to address the toxicity of drilling dis-
charges under Sec. 403 ef the Clean Water Act by providing EPA with an —,
understanding of? and control over, drilling-fluid formulations and
discharges without requiring” operators to perform redundant bioassays
and chemical tests for every permitted discharge. The concept also has
been adopted in EPA Regions I (for Georges Bank], 11 (13aLRimore  Canyon
reqion)~ and IX (for California), and is being cxmsidered fog use in
EPA regions 1X1 {mid-Atlanti~9,  IV (eastern Gulf of Mexico), VI
(Western Gulf of Mexico), and X (Alaska).

The eight generic drilling  fluids in the tables were identified by
reviewing permit requests in EPA Region 11 and selecting the minimum
number of fluid systems which would cover all of the prospective
permits. The eight generic fluids contain primarily major components
and do not consider specialty additives. Therefore,  lists of fre-
quently used additives have also been developed in each region. EPA
has required that bioassays  of both generic drilling fluids and addi-
tives be completed as a condition of their initial approval (see, for
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example~ Table 9) . Drilling operators may use an additive  that is not
cm the approved list if data are submitted to EPA p~ior to its use on
its chemical competition, rates of usel and toxicity. Such special
discharges are approved case by case. Once bioassay tests on an addi-

tive have been completed, the addibive may be added m ehe app?mved
list, provided it does not sig~ificanely alter drilling-fluid  toxicity
(Jones and Eiulse, M$2). AU permits provide fog ‘emergency usem of
specialty additives.

Two or three generic drilling fluids may be used in a well. FOK
example? initial drilling  is usually conduc8ed with a spud fluid. As
drilling processes, increasing amounts  of weigheing agents and
thinners  ase added. Thus, one driUing program may call successively
for a spud fluid, a lightly treated Lignosulfonate  fluid, and then a
lignosulfonate  freshwater fluid. Anoehe~ peqram may call for a
potassium chloride (KCl) syseeru. This syseem makes extensive use of
polymers to conerol viscosity, with baceezicides sometimes added to the
system to keep the polyme~s from degrading (IlKX2 Ser’vices~  L978).

Some generic fluids are saltwater fluids, others are freshwater.
Saltwater fluids, commonly with concentrations of salt greater than
10,000 ppm, are used when drilling salt sections that would collapse
if freshwater fluids wege usedt when resistivity  contsol is needed?
when dzilli.ng  thraugh. bentonite shales, or when fresh water is not
avai.Zable  in large quantities. The addition of saltwatez  to freshwater
fluids increases viscosiey  and reduces ge~ strengkh wikh ~esuleing loss
of fhid. Certain properties are more difficult to main~ain in sale-=
wa~e~ than in freshwater fluids. Saltwater fluids require  more dis-
persants and deflocculants  to ccmtrol viscosity and to maintain  ge%
strength. FGr these reasons, calcilw salt OE liqnosu~fonaee  is
frequently added to them.

Drilling fluids may also be either inhibitive or noninhibiti,ve
(Houghton, 1981). The fiz’st does not altes the formaeion once it is
cut by the bit. In Cantz?ase  &o the simpler noninhibi~ive fluids, they
inhibit disintegration and retaxd hydration of drilled solids and
commercial (added) clays, and they stabilize the borehole.

Brief dewczipt.ions,  dxawn La%gely from XMCO Services (1978),
indicate the naeures and utilities of the eight generic fluids
described im Table 7.

1. Petassium!polymer fluids are inhibitive fluids used for
drilling tiax’cwgh  s~ft fomatians  like shale where sloughing may occur.
F@@mers aze used to maintain theis viscosity. These fluids requize
lieti%e thinning wi’eh fresh or sala water.

2. ~ aee inhibitive fluids Ehat
function well under a variety of conditions. They aze thought to
maintain viscru%ity by binding lignosulfonate  cations onto the broken
edges of clay pareieles?  s~duci,ncj flocculation and maintaining qel
SWength. They contzol fluid Loss and maintain borehele stability.
They are easily alte%ed fog mcxee complicated downhok condieions~
e.g.s highes temperatures,

“%,
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TABLE 7 Generic Fluid systems (EPA ~9ion 11)

Type of Fluid C o m p o n e n t s Permissible Content
(lb/bbl)

(1) Potassium/
polymer

(2) Seawater/
lignosulfonate

(3) Lime

{4) Nondispeesed

.(5) Spud (slugged
intermittently
with seawater)

Bari te
Caustic soda
Cellulose polymer
Drilled solids
Potassium chloride
Seawater or fresh water
Starch
XC polymer

Attapulgite  or bentonite
Barite
Caustic soda
Cellu20se  polymer
Drilled solids
Lignite
Lignosulfonate
Seawater
Soda ash/sodium
bicarbonate

Barite ‘
Bentonite,
Caus6ic soda
Drilled solids
Fresh water or seawater
Lignite
Lignosulfonate
Lime
Soda ash/sodium

bicarbonate

Aorylic polymer
Barite
Bentonite
Drilled solids
Fresh water or seawater

Attapulgite  or bentonite
Barite
Caustic soda
Lime
Seawater
Soda ash/sodium

bicarbonate

0-450
0.5-3

0.25-5
20-100
5-50

As needed
2-12

0.25-2

10-50
25-450
1-5

0.25-5
20-100
1-10

. 2-15
As needed

o - 2

25-180
10-50
1-5

20-100
As needed

0=-10
2-15
2-20

0-2

0.5-2
25--180
5-=15

20-70
As needed

10-’50
0-50
0-2

0.5-2
As needed

o-2

.

—

,.,
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TABLE 7 (continued)

- ’

Type of Fluid Components Permissible ContenE
(lb/bbl)

.,

(6) Seawater/
freshwater gel

(7) Lighly treated
Lignosulfonate
fzeshwaker/
seawater

(8) Lignesu.lfcmaee
freshwater

Attapulgike or bentxmite
Ba~ ite
Caustic soda
Cellulose po~ymer
Dril$ed solids
Lime
Seawates or fresh water
Soda ash/sodium
bicarbonate

BaKite
Bentcmi.te
Caustic soda
Cellulose polymer
DEiJled solids
Lignite
Lignosulfcmate
Lime
Seawater-tWfreshwatez  ratio

Ba~ite
Benfxxa.ite
Caustic soda
Cellulose polymer
DKiUed solids
Fresh water
Lignite
Liqnosulfonatie
Lime
Soda ashisodi.um
bicarbonate

LCI-50
0=’!30

0.5-3
0-’2

20-100
0-2

AS needed

0-2

@a30
lo-w
1-3
0-2

20-100
0-4
2==6
0-2

1:2 approximately

0-4!50
3J3-50
2==5
o-2
20-100

AS needed
2=’=10
4-15
0=’=2

0-=2

SCWRCE : Adap&ed fzom Ayers, Sauer, and Anderson (1983).

\ .



TMLE O Characterizations of Field  Drilling Fluids Used in the Joint Industry Mid-Atlantic Bioassay Program

General Fluid  Typa
(1) d 21 {3) (4) (5J ~6) {7) [8)
KC1/ SW” Ligno- LT Llgno- Ligno-
Polymer 43u1 tOnat& biirle Wend i spersed Sw spud SW/Fi4 Gel eultonate sulfonate  EM

Component (lb/bbl)

9 . 0Barite
Bentonite/drill aolid6
Chrome llynoauulfonate
Lignite
POlyanionic  cellu105e
Caustic Scala
Othec KC1

64.0 10.6!?
20.0/30.0 20.0% 9.0 ‘
3.5 0
1.0 0.1
0 1.0
1.5 g

(1.5)!?
Lime

18.0
18.0

0
0
1.0
2.0

(16.0)

9.3
18.3
11.5
3y 000

2,200

176
32.1
1.0!2(2. B)$2
0.4!2
0.2!?
0.9!2

(10.0)/
Salt

2 21.2
22.0/52.0 9.7!?14.1!3
o 0
0 0

0.5
: O,,&

(0.1)/
Cws

15.1
15.1/28.1
1.7!?
z.f)~

25. 0/4il. O
4.0
5.0!?

o
1.*

( 0 . 1 1 /
Lime

.’

Properties

10.4 !3.4
27.8 21.0
10.0 g
~ l&200

llme

9.2 9.1
21.7 11.6
g ~

250
: . 40

Fluid density ( lb/gal)
Percent eolide (ut S)
pn
Chloridee  hq/1]
Calcium (aq/1)

Oil and greaa~

12.1 9,6
24.1
10.8

9.3
16.4
9.0 u

1,800 0
40

7,5’00
g

1,%00 180 290 70 40 50 80
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%%EWS @ [cont. )

R4etals$i
(Wm--whone  fluid)

Arsenic
Barium
Cadre 6 m
Chromium
~fi>ppgr
Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Vanad  6 urn
Zinc

3 2
76,200 13,000

1 1
192 60

e 7
4 2
1 1
3 4

27 22
58 . 16

n
11.500

1.
265
26
24
1
6

30
.92

S Acronyms  expialned fln Tab!@  7.
~ Eatlmated  concenttatAan  outside  sange d e s i g n a t e d  in generic fluid  syetems  [Table  1].
~ Chrome llgnoeu!fonate  concentrat ion estimate from chromium content calculat ion ~39 Cr in chrome lignoeulfonate).
Q other ~om~nentS  in ~~ f~uid8 s o d a  ash (4.0), a l u m i n u m  etearate (0.5)8  aawduat  {~.llr lime  [< .!}, aurfactant  [< .01), no
pacaforma!dehyde.
E Not measured.
! oil a,ld grease  analyaes  conducted w Energy Remwcem, Camtmi~9e. ~afle.
9 Metata  analyais c?nducted  by SCR, Moumton,  Ten.

3
14,000

1
48
4
9
1
8

la
1$

u
I-J

0

.
S13URCE8  A d a p t e d  from Ayers, Sauec. and Anderson [LfA83].

Ii
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TABLE 9 Summary of Bioassay  Resulte of Mid-Atlantic Generic Drilling Fluid&

96 hour Lc511 in ppm Peccant Sucv$val  of
FOr &lysid” “shrim#. Mard ~ell Clams’

Type of
KM Illing Fluid Liq~id Phase Suspended Particulate Phase Solid Phaee (Controls)

Pokassiuw@olymer 66 ,000= 25, 000!?
58,000$! 708900!2

90 (99)s
88(100)4

283,500 53,200
800,000 070.000

Lignoeulfonate  sea-
water

Lime

83(100)!?
70(94)s

393,000 66,000
1,000,000 860,000

100{100)
94 (100). . .

>1,ooo,ooo >1,ooo,ooo
>1,000,000 >1,000,000

Nondispereed  “ 100(100)
100(100)

Seawater spud >1,000,000 >1,0000000
>1,000,000 >1,ooo,ooo

100(100)
100{100)

>1,000,000 >laooo,ooo
>1,000,000 >1 ~ooo ,000

Seawater/freeh-
water gel

Lightly treated

100(100)
loofloo)

>1,ooo,ooo .>1,000,000 97(98)
lignoaulfonate >1,000,000 >k.000,ooo 100(100)
fresh water/aea-
water

(8) Lignoaulfonate >1,000,000 506,000 99(100)
fresh water >1,000,000 >1,ooo,ooo 99(1OOJ

. .

(1
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Toxhsnt Classification

>ao#oQo Practically nontoxic
1,6300-10,000 61i@tly  toxic
100-1,000 Moderately toxio

1-100 ‘i’Oxic
<1 very toxic ‘

LC50 waluee are expresned as PIX!J and must be multiplied by 0.20 to obtained values for
~rtllh~ fluhl used to formulate  phases.
PhYs~ca~ @ases of dr~llln$  ~lulds we~e extracted ~r6wn a 184 mixture  by volume  of .fIuid and
synUaetia  or natural sea wate~. ‘A’esk organism for the liquid and suspended particulate  @ases
was the mysid shrigxo tMysido x18 bahia), and for the solid phase was the hard shell clam
!Mercenarka  mercenaria).  Prokocrd  for testing was established by EPA Region Il. in conjumcEiOn— .
with the &lid-AklanCic Uperators.
Firsk values given in these columns were determined by Energy Resources, Carnbridge~
Ha.esachwaetts.
Second valuea given in these columns were determined by t&rmandeau Aefiociates,  Bedford, New
llamphlre.
Statistically  significant differences (U = 0.05) in survival between clams expoeed  to the
solids phase of fluAd and control sediment.
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3. Lime (or calcium) fluids are inhibitive fluids in which calcium
binds onto clay. The clay platelets ase pulled together, dehydrating
them and releasing absorbed water. The size of the particles is
reduced~ and water is releasedt resulting in reduced viscosity. More

solids =Y be maintained in these systems with a minimum of viscosity
and gel strength. These fluids are used in hydratable~ sloughing shale
formations.

4. Nondiswrsed fluids’’are  inhibitive fluids in which acrylic
sesves to prevent fluid loss and maintain viscosity. They also prwide
improwed  penetration, which is impeded by clay particles in dispe~sed
fluids .

5. Spud fluids are noninhibitive,  simple mixtuzss  used in the fisse
1,000 (300m) or so of dri12ing.

.

-.

6. Seawater/freshwater gel fluids are inhibi~ive  fluids used early ‘
in dri21ing os in simple dki~ling situations. They prwide good fluid
controlr shear thinnfngo and lifting capacity. Prehydrated bentonite
that flocculates is used in such freshwater or saltwater fluids.
Attapulgite  is used in saltwater fluids when fluid loss is not
important.

7. Light2y treated Iignosuifonate  freshwater/seawater fluids ‘
rese!dile seawater!lignosulfonaee fluids (Eype 2) except thab the salt
content is less. The viscosity and gel strength of these fluids are
adjusted through additions of lignosulfonate and caustic.stia.

8. Ligncsulfonaee  freshwater fluids resemble fluid types 2 and 7~
except that lignosulfonate concentrations are higher. These f3uids are
suited to high-temperature dr~llfng. Ingreased concentrations of
lignosulfonatewiU resuLt  in heavily treated fluids of this type.

AS the descrip~icns  of the generic fluids indicate, these fluids
share numerous properties. The major ones are oonta&ting  either fresh
water or seawater, being inhibitive or noninhibitiver and being non-
dispersed or lignoeulfonate-treated  polymers. Certain components are
shared by f%uids in each ef these categories, gor example~ the weight-
ing agene bari~e, and the caustic soda used to contro~ PH.

The concept of generic drilling fluids was developed initiaUy for
exploratory weUs. Its application to development welLs (the majority
of those drilled) &s recene.  The differences between. discharges from
exploratory and development wells have been assessed (Boothe and
Presleyt 1983)@ and can be addressed within the fzamework  of generic
drilling  fluids.

THE REGULATION 0S’ DRILLING DISCHARGES

Principal authocity to regulate the discharge of drilling fZuids and
cuttings in offshore oil and gas activities rests with EPA through its
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), whioh was
established under Section 402 of the Clean Waker Act (former3.y the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Mmsndments). The Minerals
Management Service (MMS) of the Department of the Interior also
controls dis@arges through lease stipulations and OCS operating

. .
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orders under the authority of the Guter Continental ~eU Lands Act
Amendments of 1978.’

The C2e~ Water Act’ rS@ZeS that pOi.nt-SCXXCS diSChiWgeS 13f pd-
lutants achieve effluent  limitations through use of the %est praeti==
cable control tsctmolagy  currently available w (BET) . EPA determines
E@T limitations foe categories of indua tx ia.1 d.ischaxges  and promulgates
n ati.onal guidelines for regional. perdta concerning ehe pollution
ccnmol a discharge will achisve while uti%izing BPT.

Bl?T ~imita~ioms relev=,t &o drilling f~uids are contaiped in the
limi.tatdsaxe  for the oili and gas extiacaia  ind=tzy (4O Cm 435) o
C W& ant L imi.ta~ions ment4en only oil and grease. These adopt the %0
fxee cdl standard - established under the oil discharge liability pro-
v is ion of Section 311 M the Clean Water Act. This standard prohibits
any discharge thae would cause a film OK sheen on the suface of the
w aber or a sludge or emuis ion to be depos iced beneath the surface of
the watew (40 CFR 110). Discharges tha~ canmot mse t th$s stand?xd  ~ e
t~ be disposed of on hind at a dump site appsxwed  under RCRA.

Undee Sec. 301 (c) of the Clean Water Ac% EPA is cument.ly  develol?g
i ng standards ‘concerning the Best Available Technology Economically
Achievable (BAT) . These standards may include a prohibition cm the use
of’ diesel fuel, requirements for bioassays,  the use of gener k fluid
categcw ies ~ and new compliance tee ts.

Section 306 of the Clean Wa&er Act requires new source performsace
Stammrds for discharges t&ou9h applkatia Of tie ~est avai~~~e

. . demanst%ated central technology”, reflecting the gx eates~ degree of
eff3m?n& reduction. Such stamiards  have yet to be gx’omulga&d  for
dri$ld.ng fluids e

( NPDES permits, wh kh a~ e issued through EPA’s regional of%ices,
\ mu t be preceded  by determinations undeg Section 403 (c 1 of tie Clean

Water Act thaE tie disch=ges  will IUX E? esule in um~eascxhsble  degrada==.
tic%% of the max ine env ircmment. This seckion ~ and its implementing
r egulatioms u Ehe Ocean IXseharge Crite~ ia (4Q CFR Part 125) issued in
1980,10 pr wide a two-tiere”d.  test of deg~adatia. Based on informs-
ticm supplied by the appl.leant and othe~ Eelevenc makex .iA, the
mgimal admidstraeor assesses the potential EeE ‘umeasonable  deqga -=
daeion”; significant adverse chsnges in ecosystem divezsity arid pro-
duetiwiky  and in the stability of the biological  communities within and
swrounding the area of discharge; th~ea~ to human health through
direct exposure to pollutants or consumption  ef exposed aquatic
QKgsmisQS: or IJ23s of aesthetic re=eationa~, s~~en~~f~e o~

8 fJ Pri,oK tQ 1980 ~ the issuing of pamies was guided by the oce~
dumping regulations, 40 CZT? 227, which E aquix e b ioassays and the czd-
cmlaticm of the “lid ting penniss ible eonasri txation’ WC] Of tie
discharge foUowing dilueion.

-%.
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economic values unseasonable in relation to the benefits derived from
the activities leading to the discharge. Such determinations depend
on the location  of the discharge?  the presence of sPe~ial aquatic
sites~ and the nature of the discharge including its composition,
potential toxicity through bioaccumulation, and persistence and
transport in the marine environment.

If the proposed discharge is found not likely to cause unreason-
able degradation then it may be permitted. If information is insuf-
ficient to determine whether unreasonable degradation will occur~ no
permit may be issued unless anothex determination is made that the
discharge will not cause “irreparable harm.- Irreparable harm is
defined as significant undesirable effects, occurring after permit
issuance, that will not be reversed by ceasing or modifying the d$s-
charge (Section L25.121(a) of the Clean Water Act). In such cases, it
must be judged that the discharge will no~ result in irre~arab~e harm
during the peeiod in which monitoring can be conducted, and that there
are no reasonable alternatives to onsite disposaL of the wastes. The
discharge must meet a numbez of conditions, among them: it may not
exceed a limiting permissible concentration (LPC) for the liquid and
suspended particulate phases of the waste following dilutions measured
from the boundary of a mixing zone(defined  as 100 m from the point of
discharge): it may not exceed me I&C for the solid phase or result in
bioaccumulation; permit conditions may require environmental monitoring
of discharges or other approp~iate  conditions.

Drill,ing fluids determined unacceptable for disposal under the
Ocean Discharge Criteria or under State authority in territorial watess
may be considered i?o~ ocean dumping at a designated ocean dump site for
land dis~sal. In federal notes of discharges and dumpsite designa-
tions are authorized under Title I (The ‘Ocean Dumping Act”) of the
Marine Protection?  Research and Sanctuaries Act. The regulations that
implement this Act (40 CFR 220-229) provide for the calculation of a
limiting pe~missible concentration based on liquid, suspended particu-
late, and solid phase bioassays. Land disposal is regulated under the
Reseource  Conservation and Recover, Act (RCRA).

EPA’s Region IX (San E’rancisco)  issued the ficst offshore NPDES
permit, to theShe21 Oil Company, in 1976. It later issued permits for
the Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico. Also, wells have been drilled
offshore Alaska with EPA concurrence. It developed a general permit
now in force in the Gulf of Mexico and California but also issues in
these regiofis individual permits that are designed to prot,ect  biokgi-
cally sensitive areas {e.g.~ the Flower Garden Banks in the Gulf of
Mexieo).

M addikion to, or as adjuncts to, the Ocean Discharge Criteria
and the effluent limitations, NPDES permits may make special prohibi-
tions  {e.g.~ on the use of pentachlorophenol or asbestos), require
special discharge prac%ices (e.g., shunting to the nepheloid layer or

Predilution),  and requixe biological or other studies to moniker the
marine environment for changes as the result of discharges. These
conditions may complement those imposed by MMS. For example, EPA and
MMS jointly required and aided in developing a biological monitoring
program for Georges Bank.

Before EPA exercised its authority over offshore drilling dis-
charges, the Bureau of Land Management and the Conservation Division

—
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of the U.S. Geological Survey (now combined as MM+S) placed special
requ$remenes on operators through lease stipulations and OCS ope~abing
ocde%s Weser and Spiller) 1980). Lease stipulations commonly give
the ?4?4S district supervisor the authority to require special dischaEge
prae~ices when appropriate, for example, disbzict supervisors may
specify monitoring programs and depths ae which discharges age to be
released in hiologicaldy sensitive azeas. The objeckive of operating
Ozders is to ensure safe opec+tions. l@lS Operating Order 7 specifi-
cally addzesses pollutiamp and~ while noting that fluid disposal is
subject to the requirements of! EPA? this o~der also vsqui~es inform-
ation on the eox!stitutents uf drilling fluids and additives. The use
offshore of pentachlozaphenol is prohibited undez this MMS authosity.

The Nl?DES permits of the Environmental Protection Agency and the
operating orders and other Eequixements  of the Minerals Management
Se~vice  (and consequent~y  industrial operating pracaices, including the
use of additives) vazy accoxding to geographic regim~. Fog exemple,
in 72 percent of weUs in a sample in the Gulf of Mexico in 1.9&2,
addi~ives wexe used that were not approved fog use in EPA Region 11 {a
mid-Atkntic region), where the concept of generic drilling fluids has
been adopted (Paiton, Dalton, Newport, 1963). RegioraaL differences
have been taken into account because of envizonmerkal conditions, OE
to proteot sensitive or valuable hebitats.’~ (See Table 23.]

Government mgu~ation has spuxzed  extensive reseamb, km% in
anticipation of pem$t oondi,tions and as a result  of those aond$tionia.
EPA’s initial aeeempts to regulate dril~ing discharges we%e repeatedly
challenged  by industry. More recently,  however, there has been growing
cooperation betwaen industry  and govermmeme~  resulting in the develop-
mem~ of monitoring pmgzams (e.g.? the Georges Bsnk monitoring  pEo-
9XSm)~ the Region 13 bioadsay p~otceol (U.S. Environmental Pgokeckion
Agency Region IX, 197$3}, a program for semp~ing  used deilli,ag fLuids
(“PESA mudsm) and fog conducing toxic.gay @esting and ehemieal analyses
ef tiem, amd the specification of generie dzilling fluids (Ayers~
Sauez, and Andegsone 1983).

‘ma MAss LoAmNG OF mnulwl  13.iscHARGEs m RELA’nma ‘m
THAT OF ~ INEWTS TO ‘EXE MARXNE  WXRONMENI?
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drilling-fluid discharges on the OCS. Caution
the estimates used--most are approximations.

Drilling Discharges

is advised concerning

Several estimates of the magnitude of drilling-fluid discharges on the
OCS are available (see Table 10). These result from theoretical calcu-
lations or product use inv,ento~ies  from explicatory, development, and
production wells in the Gulf of Mexico, mid-Atlantic, and North
Atlantic (Georges Bank) OCS areas. These statistics display approxi-
mately a fourfold range in mean total solids and chromium discharged
per well, but a much narrower range in mean barium discharge. Most of
the variation is due to the fact that smaller discharges are made from
the shallower development and production wells in the Gulf of Mexico.

River Inputs

Table U compares the average annual discharges of water and sediments.
of major rivers in NoPth America. ALthough sediment discharge is
generally related to drainage area and water discharge, some rivers
(e.g., the Eel River in northern California and the Coppez Rives in
Alaska) contribute disproportionately large loads of sediment to the
sea. Sediment discharges are frequently episodic and highly variable
from year eo year. For example, in,1969 the Santa Clara River in
California flooded and discharged 1 x 108 metric tons (t) of sediment
during 2 weeks, compared to anannual average discharge of 2 x 106

, t. This event increased sedimentation in the Santa Barbara Basin 10
to IO(I mm compared with the Long-term annual sedimentation rates of 1
to 5 mm.

The total loading in 1980 of particulate material from drilling
discharges on the U.S. OCS is estimated as 1.85 ,x 106 t, compared tO
eves 4 x 108 

t per year for North American rivers. Most of the load.
from drilling discharges was in the northern Gulf of Mexico, and was
equivalent to approxima~ely  0.8 percent of the Mississippi River’s
input to the Gulf.

Barium, added as barite (BaS04), is commonly present in dxilling
fluids at much higher concentrations than in marine or riverine sedi-
ments and thus serves as an effective tracer of drilling-fluid contam-

ination of marine sediments. Barium is present in an average concen-
tration of 62 ug/1 in Mississippi River wateg (Kanor and Chan, 1977),
ME most of the barium discharged by rivers is in relatively insoluble
particulate material in an average concentration of 600ug/g (dry “’
weight] of suspended,sediment (Martin and Maybeck, 1979) .

The average mass emission of barium by the Mississippi River is
approximately 1.5 x 105 t per year? almost all of which is particu-
late (Table 12). The release of barium from OCS drilling activities
has been estimated to be 3.2 x 105 t per year. Since these estimates
are apprOXhStiOI’iS, it is perhaps more appropriate to say that the mass
emissions of bazium from OCS drilling  discharges appear to be of the
same order of magnitude as those from the Mississippi River.

/’ -
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Chromium, added mainly in the form of chrome li.gnosulfona~e,  may
also be more concentrated in drilling f&uids compared &o riverine
SQUECXM (Table 12). Mass emissions of chromium associated with sus-
pended sediments in North American rivers are estimated as 76 x 103
t peg yeaz, while the dissolved input has been estimated at 22 x 103
t peg year. Emissions of chromium from drilling operations (estimated
from usage of addit%ves  cx analysis of disehazged  material) averages
about S80 uglg dry weight of solids. In cont%ast to bagiume
however, much of the eh%omium in dxilling fluids is soluble and will
disperse differently f~om pagti.caalate components when discharged into
ehe ocean. Dri&ling discha~ges  of chromium equal just over i
pement of the input of North Ameciean riv.exs.

Anthsopogenic  Wastes

A bgoad variety of other wastes, including municipal sewage, industrial
was~es, and dwsdged material, is introduced into both coastal and (X23
waters via pipelines, barges, ships, and offshore drilling vessels and
platforms. Table 13 compares di~ect wasae inputs ineo the U.S. caaseal
Oceanf including drill.i.ng-fluid discharges. Xt should be kept in mind
that the cone.eneratiems, bioavailabilities,  and geographic looations
ef such inputs vagy greatly and consequently so do their effects.
‘Nws, Ttile 13 does na~ cempare the enviro~enta~  significance of these
‘wastes. Zt does indicate that the mass emissions of dredged Materials
sewage sludge, and industrial wastes exceed those of drilling flaids.

The amount of suspended selids in southern CaJi.fornia  municipal
waste discharges is approximately 2.5 x 105 g per yeag (BascamP
19$2), thag in dzilling-fluid  discharges on the California OCS is 1.7
X 104 t per yea~. These municipal wastes include appeaxima@3.y  230
t peg year of ctmomium$ the figure for California d~illing discha~ges
is nmghly 10 t peg yea~. The WmXMstion af chromium from U.S. OCS
dgilling  disehazges,  approximately 1 x 103 t pe~ year {Table 12), _
approaches
t per year

Discharged

that from waste disposal in the New YoEIe Bight, L.4 x 103
(Muelle%  ee al., 1976).

.

Othez Human Xmpaces

drilling f~aaids and cuttings may settk on the bottom and
hagm benthic organiams withia some aria ar&ux3 tie rig. These effects
may be primarily physical arxis gwovidi.mj  Wa& bottom sediments age not
QWdified over a long pe~i.cd & time, may distu~b the seabed much in the
way that stormsP dr.edgimg$ the disposal of dredged maeerial~  and
certain fishing acei,viki,es do.

Dredging for su~f e~ams ~ solidissma ecwe~s average swathes
135 m wide by 46 em deep (Ropes, L972), which mighe distwzb 4.3 x 103
m of sedimerm per vessel per day. There we~e 98 swf clam hoses
working along the U.S. ease coast in 1974 (Ropes? 1982). In contrast,
Gianessi  and Az’nold  (L9$2) eseimaeed  that an avegage of 442 m3 of
drill solids are disehaEged  per well over ap!?r’~ximaee~y  90 days.
(Regarding ehis comparison, it needs &o be kepC in mind that fishing
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TABLE 13 Ocean  Di8p0Sal Of War 10US  &JaBtea  by GeegKa@ic  Areas, 1973 to 1980  (Millions of ‘Tons)

. .

Atlantic mean Gulf of Mexlrm
1973 1976 19aQ 1973 1976 1980

Pacific Ocean Ibtal
1973 1976 1980 1973 1976 1980

2.6336

5.271

Qm3&5

0.009

0

2.928 1 .40B 0.100 0 0 0

7.309 0 0 !2 o 0

.W39 o 0 t3 a o

,,

0.011 0 0 0 0 0

0.008 1.94 ?J.B5 1.67 0.12 0.082

0 5.051 2.733 2.92a

o 4.89fl 5.271 7.309

0 0.914 0.315 0.0119

89.376 92.485 60.1366

0 Q.oll 0.009 0.011

o.i7 2.06 1.932 1.614fJ

102.87 102.695 73.051
e

gendin~  on meter icil. ‘i!his  mul t ip l ie r  was  de l ivered

of fluids and cutkinge 801 ids . Paci t lC includes
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dredges and trawls disturb in situ sediment, with attendant physical——
effects; the discharge of drilling fluids and cuttings adds foreign
substances to the marine environment.)

.

These comparisons to river inputs, anthropogenic  wastes and other
human impacts are made not to suggest that the effects of drilling
discharges are minimal by comparing them to traditional uses of the
ocean’s natural resources;, rather they indicate that the use of natural
resources virtually always results in some potentially undesirable side
effects. With each activity? appropriate and effective pollution pre-

vention and’mitigation measures are needed. Regardless of the relative
contributions of pollutants to the marine environment from other
sources, it is the mandate of this study to provide an effeotive
assessment of the environmental risks of drilling fluids and cuttings.
In meeting chat charge, the chapters of this report provide more
detailed consideration oflthe compositions, locations, and frequencies
of drilling discharges; their fates, including dispersion and chemical
tgansfcmnation;  and their effects on marine biota.----
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INTRODUCTION

The fa~es of dgi~ling fluids and euttinqs discharged in ehe marine
environment are determined by divexse physical, processes (curKen&#
graviby), chemical processes (reaction, s~rpeionl,  and biological
processes that all serve to disperse or concentrate constituent
ma~exials. The various dissolved and particulate  constituents behave
in different ways when encountering seawater and transport fozces in
the ocean. Even so, some generalizations can be made, and they allow
gmdicting  the fates of drilling fluids.

Although the ocean is a continuous liquid with a long time scale
for mixing, ib remains an inhomogeneous solution.  Inhomogeneities  are
caused by energetic that set’ up horizontal density gzadients  o~ liquid
(frents) and vectical ones (pycnoclines)  through which ~~ansfer is
relatively slow. Within the boundaries established by density gradi-
ents inhomogeneities  tend to be less as a consequesaee of the conser-

vative nature of the major components of seawatez: yet heavy metals?
nutrients dis=lved gases and organic mate.er may be nom-conservative
botk in.,,quantity and chemical form as a result of geochemical and bio-
logical processes. The forces of the ocean, however, aze continuously
at play, reducing ehese gradients and producing more constant compos.i-
eion. While mokculax diffusionl in any liquid brings about
homogeneity,  the rate is slew (10-5 cm2/s) compared te the rates

lMolecular  diffusion is the gradual mixing of molecules  of two
(x more substances through random thermal motion. In a solution in
which the concentxatirm of a subseance  varies in spacet the amoun~ o~
thae substance which per second diffuses through a suzfaee azea of 1
en? is proportional to the change in concentration per cm along a
line nomal to that surface (dklldb = 6de/dn). The prepogtionaliby
eanstant  (6) is the diffusion coefficient which for seawatec is
aboue 2 x 10°5.

49
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produced by mixing o; eddy diffusivit  2 in the ocean (approximately
Y1 cm2/s in the vertical and 105 to 10 cm2/s in the horizon-l)

(Okubo, 1971).
The ocean’s Properties and composition are nonuniform because of

many factors. Major among these are heat exchange with the atmosphere,
which leads to evaporation and surface cooling, which both increase
density; and surface warming, river runoff, and rainfall, which all
decrease density,. Changes in density cause mixing both vertically and
horizontally, and, together with winds and tides, prmide most of the
energy for ocean mixing. Other factors that are not very impor tent to
@ysical mixing also cause inhomogeneities. Phytoplankton grcxtth
decreases concentrations of nutrient elements and alters the carbon
dioxide ccmponenti,  causing an increase in pa. River runoff adds
sediment and dissolved mater ials ? including anthropogenic  components
derived from various uses of water. Sorption processes, in which trace
metals and organic compounds selectively adhere to or exchange on sur-
faces, also resul. t in the inhonmgeneous  distribution of inter ials. For
example, trace metals may adsorb to clay mineril. s~ which then aze
deposited on the seafloor, yhile  other mater idle, such as polychlot -
inaeed b iphenyls (PCBs ) ? may concentrate at the sea surface. In addi-
ticn, fine particulate solids and the aeeociated sorbed matex iais in
s uspene ion often flocculate ‘when mixed with seawater ? tiler eby incr eas-
ing the settling rate of the solids and altering the physical and

chemical character ietics of deposited sediment.
When discharged into the ocean, a material ccmpGsed of finely

divided insoluble mater ia~s or solutes immediately is subject to a
process of dilution in a ‘concentration gradient decreasing from the
point of discharge. To reverse this process (far instance? by bio-
accumulaticm ) requires sufficient energy to wercome the dilution
process. Components that are held in solution or suspension are
rapidly diluted by a factor of 105 to 106 within the first hour
(Sverdrup et al., 1942) from the eddy diffusion resulting from the
ocean turbulence generated mainly by geostrophic  fl~$, tidal
currents, and wind mixing (Hill, 1962) . Neutrally buoyant or dissolved
mate= iak will form a dispersion (dilution) plume, riding the path of
curr ante through the ocean, always deer eas ing in concentration. Those

.

8
‘The rate of transfer of mass in water is proportional to the

gradient of concentration. The proportionality coef f iciene  is called
eddy d2f &us h?i’~ . It is not a physical constant, bue depends on the
n“atur e of the turbulent motion. (This motion is that of a Liquid
having local velocities and pressures that fluctuate randomly. It is
also calLsd turbulent f lw. ) The ranges of eddy dif fusivity per unit
mass are about O.1 to 100 cn?/s in the vertical and aboue 106 to
108 cm?/s in the horizcmtal direction (Sverdrup et al., 1942) .

.

s~e oce~ic flow resulting from the earth ‘S rotation.
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maeer ials that are negatively buoyant separate from the suspended plume
according to their specific settling characteristics. They may then
be reconcentrated by gravity a the seafloor ? where they may be buried
by physical and b iohgical  processes, r esus~nded  and tr anspcg ted ~ or
chemically altered by benthic processes.

The fates of materials discharged into the ma~ he environment are
influenced heavily by the dispersive and transport energy of the ocean
a t the discharge site. This energy dominates the rate of dispersion
a~ter the dynamic energy induced by the actual discharge hae decayed.
Z n ocean discharge operations this dynamic energy has been used exeen-
s iv’eZy to cause rapid dilstian. Discharges in the wakes of maving
ba~ges (Hood et ale l,958; Kekchum and Ford, 1952) , c!utfall dif!fuse~s
(C?ohnell, 15N3L; YUdelson, 1967] and high-pressure jets (Bramdsma e e
al. 8 1980) are very effective ways to reach dilutions of several orders
of magnitude within only a few meters of the place of discharge.

Dispersion from a point source into the marine envircximent varies
with si~e location and depth of discharge because of the variability
of several impcgtane  factors influencing the turbulence (eddy diffusi-
vity ) of the wate~ column and the bottom boundary laye~:

. Vertical or hor izcntal stratification by temperature 8 saLinity,
and suspended sediments

e Wind and tida~ energy interaction
o The topography of large-scale bed forms
e Variable bed conditions (bioturba~ion, bed forms g and near-ked

transporkj .

These faceors vary no~ only from site to site: storm events also affect
ambient flow cmditions. These factors togethe~ provide a gemesal
f ramewxk fag amalyzing the fates of drilling fluids and Cuetings.

BEHAVXOR OF TEE DISCEWLGE PLUME

‘Me phenomena obsegved  du= ing  dr il%ing-fluid  discharges
by *e Offshore Operator’s Ca@ktee model (Brandsma et
which is illustrated in Figure 2. The initial plume is
seawaeer and goes thgough a stage of convective des eerie
encounters the seabed or becomes neutrally buoyant from
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may settle to an appropriate density discontinuity, where they may be
transported at an inte~mediate  depth for long distances from the site
of disposal.

Rapid flocculation and aggregation  of the c~ay-sized  particles
oocur when drilling fluids encounter seawaeer. These finely divided
particles are dispersed in drilling fluids by the electrical charges
between particles and Lignosul.fonate,  which is used in drilling as a
deflooculant.  This suspension is destabilized by decreasing lLgncxml-
fonate concentration and by paztiele ion exchange with seawate~
electrolytes pareicxiiarly  paiyvalent ions. The race a& which agglom-
esatisn orxmrs depends cm the frequency of cmllisiens and on the
efficiency of particle ecmtaets. Pazt.ides  in suspension collide with
each other as the resule oE ~wc2 mechanisms of particle movement. Paz==
titles move celative go eaeh other because of thermal energy (bcownian
motion) and because of the turbu~ence  of the seawater. In the oceans?
if col.loids are large (0.1-luM) o% the fluid shear race is high (10-
200 cm2/s), the relative moeion of particles czeaeed by tambulence
far exceeds brownian moeion and thus flocculation  depends essentially
on turbulence.

The decrease in mmber of particles in a well-mixed (velocity
gradient) fluid from agglomeration is expressed by the equaeion (St~m
and Morgan, 1970):

with .

where n is the number of particles, No is the initial number of paE-
ticles, Vm is volume of total sulid mass suspended Per ~a~~e Of
medium, a. is ehe fraction of collisions leading to permanent
agglomeration, t is time, and du/dz is the velocity gkadient. In a
p~actical way this expression indicates that, fcx a medium containing
107 particles peg cm3, of diameter apprcwimakifig ~m, V beccimes
approximately 5 x 113”6 cm3/cm3. For u = 1 and agitation char==
aeterized  by a velocity gradient of 10/s (equivalent eo a ‘medium”
sti~~ed beakerr buti generally less than smbiene ocean tu~b~len~e)  R Ka
is of the order 1.5 x 10-5/s. In this example, half the paxticks
would agglomerate in a period of approximately 4.5 h. The high diLu-
eion rates in the ocean will reduce the rate of fkxcu.la~ion  Ck3wnstxeam
by reducing the concentration of particles. Matei?ia.ls will be P@eGiPi-
&ated for extended periods of eime because of the complex intwaetions
of microscopic par%ieles suspended in highly ionic sQluEions.

In the case of drilling fluids, most of the diseha~ged material
(kwsxite,  fkccaalaeed clays, and forma~ism solids] sinks to tie beet.em
neag the well site with the disbanee  from the discharge paint (wiEhin
500 m for mosk OCS areas) depe~dent on depth ef watez, lateral
txanspoi?ep  particle size, and demsigy of material [Ayers et al.~ 1980a;
Ayers et al.@ U380b; Ray and Meek* 3,980; Trefzy et al.t 1981? Tr~ine
and ‘Ezef~y, 198.2). How long the settled maeerial remains at the well
sake depends on envircmmental  fac%xxs (such as watez depth and energy
regime) tha~ $jevem sedimene  resuspension, transgxxe? and dispersion.

—
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A sa&ler ~rtion of the discharged ma tar ial, less than 10 ~rcene
of the soli& and some of the water and soluble canpmen~  (Ayers et
al. ? 1980 b), remains in the water column. This fraction of the dis-

.

d’mrge, which breaks away fZOBI the fast+escending main plume to form
the upper plume, is transported away frcm the well by ambient currents.
The fate of the upper phne (as well as the main plume if it reaches
neutral buoyan~ before encounter hg the seabed) depends largely on
oceanic dispersia  processes. Diffusion as a @ysical  process in the
‘environment has be- the subject of considerable study over the past
severaL decades. Batchelor (1952), Ichye (1963), Joseph and Sendez
(1958) , Richardscm (1926), and Stommel (1949), developed the theory
og this PCOCSSS. In the 195U8 the use of fluorescent dyes to measure
diffusion directLy (Seligman, 1955; Moon et al., 1957; ?richard  and
Carpenter, 1960) provided many data on the ra&es of dispersion (dilu-
t icm ) under differ ant oceanographic conditions. In a summacy ’ of dye
diffusion studies, Okubo (1968) compared the horizata~ variance in dye
eoncantration in the upper mixed layer of fou~ geogra@%icaUy  separ atsd —

areas of the ccmtinental shelf and two estuaries (Figure 3). These
expar imsna sh~ that, regardless of the detailed oceanogra~ ic condi-
tions, variance- exhibits a general trend. Specificald.y  ~ it
increases with eime by pcx8er between 2 and 3 in dif feremt scale dif fu-

sion fields, current regimes ~ and sea surface conditions. Thus , ~OCS*
ver iability appears to have. a re&aeively  minor inf2uence on dispersion
compared to gkineric  hydrodynamic processes, those common eo continental
shelf and estuar ine waters.

In one o?’ the classical experiments in open ocean diffusion, ~lsem
and Vine (1957) measured the spread og “a radioactive tracer over a
horizontal area of 40,000 kd in 40 days. DUZhg this time it mixed
vertically through 60. m. This mixing corresponded to eddy dif@sivi-
ties  of 107 cm2/s in the horizontal and of 1 cm2/s in the verti-
cal dir action. The effect of bottom fz iction and r eeulting mixing by

—

tidal and othee boetom currents was not seen in these data because of
the great water depths in khe ares  observed.

The energy for mixkg dihtes any contaminants by mixing them W* th
uncomtamiriated  water. Fmu this it follows that populations of ncn-
awz~ile or weakly !mtile organisms like phytophnk tcn, Zccplanktm  t
1 arvae, and eggs will be exposed to the contaminated pbxne while other .

—
—

exposed organisms wili be carried out of the plume as diffusion of the
plume progresses.

The discussion of dispersion thus far has largely focused on the
mixed Layer amd relates primer ily to diluticn of the buoyan~ plume.
This plume repeeeents less than 10- ~-rcefit  ‘of the discharged material
in d&’$13.ing  fluids and cuttings. The bulk of tie material, which

.

~ A s &aeistical  term denoting the mean of the squares of var ia-
tions f raa the mean of a frequency distribution. In this r egm t,
variance refers to the square of the man of dye concentration variat-
ion in a horizm~l fiezd from the peak concentration at the center.
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U* is a critical parameter foc sediment eransport because ik encore- ‘
passes the interaction among wind (waves), tides (currents), and
sediment.

In considering the fates of those materials that reach the bottom,
resuspension and transport are of primary interest. For this reason,
parameter U+ becomes very important. U* determines the mean fric-
tion on the large-scale flow field and the eddy viscosity. Eddy vis-
cosity is reLated to eddy diffusivity  by.a parameter known as
Richardson’s number, which represents that fraction OE the turbulent
energy (eddy diffusivity)  generated by the shearing stzesses that
maintain turbulent mixing against the density gradient. ‘U* is also
related to the transpqrt of the resuspended sediment through the mean

“ flow.
On the continental shelf, mean flow usually is determined by the

combination of winds and tides. Against a solid bounda~y the average
velocity profile of mean flow is logarithmic (Bowden~ 1962). The eddy
di.ffusivity generated by frictional losses from the interaction of flow
with the bottom then provides turbulence foc the transport of sediments
along the bottom boundary layer.

Instantaneous stress,,  if great enough, resuspend sediment. This
stress is associated with the combined wave and current flow, which is
coupled through the nonlinear interaction of steady and oscillatory
flows.  The time-mean-stress determines the friction of the mean flow.
Above-the wave boundagy layer, time-mean-stress is enhanced by wave-
Current interaction above that value determined solely by cucrent.
This enhancement has been est~~ish~ th~g@Qca~&y by ~r~c and ~dsen
(1978, 1979) and Smith (1977), and in the field by ~acchione  and Drake
(1982), Grant ee al. (1982), and in the laboratory by Kemp and Simons
(1982) and Bakker and Doom (1978).

The other important  feature of the system is the sediment type.
The initiation of motion is clearly related to it, as is seabed rough-
ness, a parameter of considerable importance in flow-solid phase
interactions. Bed forms develop under combined flows eves sand beds.
Under low flow conditions, silty-sandy beds are primarily controlled
by
by
of

.

.

bioturbation (Grant et al., 1982),-which influences seabed roughness
causing mounds and furrows and adhesion in the sediment. The fates
drilling fluids in different sediments may vary greatly.

FATES OF DR3XJSNG FLUIDS AND CUTTZNGS

The discharge into the ocean of heterogeneous d~illing fluids and
cuttings resu~es in much fractionation. The biota of the water column
are affected by that portion of material that becomes and remains
waterborne, the portion that depends on passive diffusion and convec-.’ tion for dispersion. The.ra~es of dispersion are a critical deter-
minant of the fates of these materials in the water column and their
effects on the pelagic biota. Effects on the benthos resule from $hat
portion of material that settles to the botkom where it can be inccm=
porated into the sediments, resuspended, transported, and dispersed.
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Fates in the Water Column *

The
and
for

preceding brief synopsis of the nature of dispersion in the ocean
the behavior of materials discharged at sea provides a background
considering more specifically the fates of drilling fluids and

cuttings that are discharged into the waters of the continental shelf.
In the case ot cueeings di.schasges,  the relatively large particles
settle rapidly near the well. Soluble and particulate fluid additives
adhering to the cuktings are to sane ex~enk washed off as the larger
particles settle. When whole fluid is discharged, most of the material
foma a plume which descends rapidly until ib encounters bhe seabed cm
reaehes neub~al buoyancy due to water entrainment and solids loss eo
settling. In addieion, a visible ox upper plum is formed due to eur-
bul.ent mixing of the lower plume with seawater. Aye~s ea al. {2980b)
have es~imated  thak the ampunt of material remaining in the uppeg plume
on discharge is 5 to 7 percent of the Cotal discharge. Under most
conditions on the OCS, this portion is of primary concern. in consider
ing the fates of materials in the wateg column. h deeper water (about
$0 m or mare depending on site conditions), the lower plume will reach
neutral buoyancy before encountering the bottom. Xn this case, both
plumes wiU be of eorwem in considering wa~er column fates. That
parti.on  of the setk~ed material that is resuspended through sedimentary
processes wil~ be considered later aleng with Me fates of sehtled
material.

Many field studies have traced the dispersion of the mateKiaLs
contained in the buayane plume. The studies of Ayers et al. (1980b),
Eco~r (1978), Ray and Meek (1980), and ‘lWefry et al. (Z98L) 9eneEallY
agree with those of Ayers et al. (1980a) and Trooine and Trefzy (1982),
which will be considered in some detail here as representative studies
on the dispersion to be expeeeed under continental  shelf conditions. ,:
The data obtained in the Ayers et al. (19130aI  seudy age summa~ized  in
Table 14, which represents two widely different discharge  rates from
an exploeatosy plaeform at 23 m depth in tie Gul~ of Mexico. The study
was conducted in the summer under calm sea cmnditionst  conditions that
did not favor rapid dispersion. Foz the two discharge sates studied,
the rates of change of solids concentration at first decreased rapidly
wikh diseance (primarily because of seteling)?  within 45 m in the first
seudy and 152 m in the second: ehis was followed by a much slower
average change in their concentration (pEimarily  because of passive
diffusion) of approximately 0.1 mg!l/m or less. Depending upon the
discharge rate, the rapid bulk dischazeje of whole fluids resuleed in
an initial dispersion of the fluid to between 30 and !50 ppm (solids
concentration) within these distances. Further dilation of the plume
oeeurred,  approaching ambient total solids concentrations between 350
and 1*500 m from the discharge. At the low dischagge rate the trans-
missivity values persisted below ambient values Eor somewhat longer
than did the values of toed solids coneent~aticm. This is beeause
fine colloidal mate~ial has relatively little mass, but is vezy
effective in scattering lighe.

The time required for a pol.lutan~  to disperse to near-ambiene
levels is an important parameeer in assessing the impact of that pol-
lutant. Sin& time and distance are related by the velocity of the.

—
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TABLE 14 Dilution and dispersion of discharge plumed
.

Suspended Trans- Change in
Distance from Depth~ Solidg mittance Suspended

Dischacge Rate Source (m) (m) (mg\l) (%)= solids (fag/l\m)

,.

275 bbl/ti o
6

45
138
150
364 “
625
Background

1,000 bbl/h O (Whole mud)
45
51

152
375
498
777
878
957

1,470
1,550 .
Background

--
8

11
9
9
9
9

1,430,000
14,800

34
8.5
7.0
1.2
0.9

0.3-1.9
1,430,000

855
’727
50.5
24.1
8.6
4.6
1,2
0.83
2.2
1*L

0.4-1.1

.- .-
-m  - --

2 3 7 8 . 6
S6 . 0.31
48 0.013
37 0.06
71 0.001

76-85
-- .-

0 .-
0 21.3
2 6.7
4 0.12

23 0:13
21 0.01
71 0.028
76 0.005
82 -
82 ---
80-87 -- “, _

.,

*ilution and dispersion of two plumes produced by high-rate high-volume
discharges of used chrome lignosulfonate  drilling  fluid from an offshore
exploratory platform in the

hepth at which highest plum?
=aximum solids concentration

distance.
%50 bbl discharged.

Gulf of Mexico. -

concentration was found.
and minimum transmittance observed at the noted

SOURCE : Adapted from Ayers et al. (1980a).——

ambient currents, a plot of the distance from discharge divided by
current speed reflects the requiged time (transport time) to reach
given dilution. Ayers et al. (1980a) used this type of analysis to
determine ehe concentration over time of barium in the plume of the
rapidly discharged bulk drilling fluids (Figure 4) . In this study
barium concentration was reduced to between 0.001 and 0.01 percent of
its concentr~tion in the drilling fluid within 5 min of discharge.
Similar dispersion rates for chromium were also reported.



‘Figure 4 Barium Concentration  as a FuncciOn of I’ransport Time

Whole Fluid Barium Concentration

-9B

o 10 20 30 40 !50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Transporl  Time (Minutes)

source ; Ayersa et al.. 1980a.
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The studies of Trefry,  Trocine, Proni (in press) and Trocine and
Trefry (1982) focused on the careful analysis of particulate barium,
chromium? and iron in the surface plume as drilling particle tracers.

.

Barium is a particularly useful tracer because it is present in drill-
ing fluids in high concentrations (uP to 449~000  ug/g of solids) , it
has relatively low concentrations in the uncontaminated environment
(from 290 to 600 ugig  in near-shore sediments in the northern Gulf
of Mexico)~  and its primary anthropogenic source is drilling fluids.
On occasion, chromium has been used as a tracer. Iron is associated
with ferrochrome lignosulfonates  and other com~nents  of drilling
fluids and has been found to bea good tracer of bentonite clays with
which it associates. Iron was found at levels of 200 rig/l in seawater
and 250 ug/g in ambient Gulf of Mexico sediments. Particulate
chromium and iron concentrations in the upper water column 20d m down-
stream of the discharge showed dispersion ratios of 0.5 x 106 at the
suzface and 1.5 x 106 at 10 m depth. These ratios were similar to
those for fluid solids and show that chromium and iron closely follow
the dispersion of the fluid solids. Particulate barium, on the other
hand, showed a dispersion ratio of 1.4 x 106 at the s,urface and of
3.0 x 106 at 10 m, which is two to three ~imes greatez than that, for
the other drilling-fluid solids. Barium thus behaves differently than
dsiUing solids, probably because of its relatively high density. The
data indicake a dispersion (dilution) ratio of 106 for drilling
solids within a distance of 200 m of a platform with a surface current
of 30 to 35 cm/s. Although the fluids were discharged in this case in
the form of a fines pray 10 m above the sea surface, the results of
this study substantiate those of Ayers et al. (1980a,b). The analyti-
cal techniques used here, combined with data comparing metal ratios in
driUing fluids and in natural sediments, provide apowerful  tool for
txacing drilling fluids in the ocean for long distances from the dis-
charge site. Particulate barite was detected in one sample at 3.2 km
from the site at a concentration of 750 rig/l in an ambient concenera-

tion of 50 to 100 rig/l. The dispersion ratio at this distance was
found to be 109.

In the studies described above, components of the drilling fluids

%
inves igated had either settled to the bottom or diffused by a factor
of 10 to less than 1 mg/1 within 100 to 200 m less than L h after
discharge. A concentration of 30 to 50 ~/1 of mud solids was reached
within a few minutes after discharge.

At wate~ depths at which ehe main plume encounters the seabed (50
m or less, depending on site-specific conditions) it may be infexred
that less than 10 percent of thedrilling fluids (143,000 g/1 in bhe
Ayers et al. [1980a] experiments) eventually become transported bY the
water column plume. Dilution of this portion of the discharge to 30
to 50 mg/1 indicates mixing with a volume of seawater 2,500 to 5,000
times greater between 5 and 20 min after discharge. These conditions,
which &cur soon after discharge, place bounds on the possible extent
of exposure of pelagic organisms such as phytoplankton~  zooplankton~
and micronekton  to discharges of drilling fluids.

In deeper water, the I.ower plume reaches a condition of neutral
buoyancy before it encounters the seabed. Thus, both plumes are of
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ineerest in water column fate considerations. At tdlis time, virtually
all field measaxemenbs of drilling fluid solids and soluble componenb
concxmtrations  in the water column have been made on the upper plume.
Laboratory measurements and model calculations indicate that concentxa==
tions in &he Wwer’phne are approximately an order of magnikude  higher
Ghan in Ehe upper plume (Bsandsma  amd Sauer, 19s3).

$enthic Fates

Ayers et al. (3.98Ca)  showed that over 90 percent of discharged
drUJi,ng-fluid  solids settled directly to the bottom. The distance
f~osa the well site and settlement time are primarily a function of
currene and water depth. Several studies have evaluated the deposition
and accumulation of the solids on the seabed (Boothe and Presley? 2983:
Bothner, 1982; Dames and t.loore~ 1978; Ecomar, 1983: EG6G Environmental
Consultants, 1982: Geteleson and Laird, 1980: mek and -Y, l~~o; .
Northern Technical Services, 1983: Tmcine et al., 1!381). Usually
these studies have included analyses of sediment samples for such
metals as barium? chromium; iron, lead, and mercury. Of these meeals,
barium has proven to be the most useful tracer of drilling fluids.
Most other metals show mode~ate to no eleva~i,on and are rest~icted &Q
near-rig (within L25 m) sediments (Boothe and Presley? 1983]. In Mose
of the studies total sedimentary concentrations of the elements wera
determined and no attempt was made to distinguish among mqtals present
as sulfides or hydrous oxidesl those ,saques&erad in oeganie  matricesr
or those adsorbed on the surfaces of clay particles. Ba~ium would
likely persist as pazticles  of 13aSC14,  although the gradual
dissolution of Chis phase should occur since seawater is undersatuzated .
wieh respect to BsS04 (Chow? 1976: Church and Walgemuth~ 1972). In
surface waters, biogeochemi.cal  scavenging  would minimize increases in
ehe crxackntrations of dissolved barium.

The redistzi.bution  and uleimate fates of the seetdad drilling
solids depends upon many environmental factors. The mose important
factor, as discussed ea~lier, is the sheaz velocity, which depends on
the shear between the bottom forms and ehe flow fluid. The sediment
type, bioturbat.ion,  bottom configuration and suspended sediment-

.

established stability layers age the primary factors involving the
solid phase that influence the shear vekciey. The flow field charac-=
teristi.cs  are determined by the interaction  of waves and currents. The
highest  enezgy is impareed to the su~faee water particles by wave
aetionv  which induces oscillatory moeion. The effect of waves on par-
ticle motion decmaases wieh inc~easing depth, and at depth D it is only
a fraction, exp (-2wD/L) * of that ae the surface. L is the
distance betWe@n a wave crests, i.e., the “waveleng~h.” This factor
becomes abut l/2 for a depth of one-ninth of a wavelength, l/4 far
twa=ninths  of the wavelength and so on. Some motion is conaxibuted  &o
water par- titles by wave action until D is about half the
wavelength. Cha~ac- teristies of typical sea waves are shown in Table
15.
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TASLE 15 Typical Sea Waves

Period Wavelength Velocity Group Velocity
Type of Wave (s) (m) (m/s) (m/s)

Ggound swell 15 350 23.4 11.7

SweU 10 156 15.6 7.8

Ocean waves 7 76 L(I.9 5.5

In anchorages 3 14 4.7 2.3
.

SOURCE: Adapted from Barber and Tucker (1962).

The coneiriental  shelf regions are subjected not only to these
typical waves, but to storm swells with periods of 14 to 20 S. such
swells impart metion to particles in the water column, and trigger
interactions with the bottom sediments over most of the shelf.

The potential effects of storms on sediment &rans@ort or movement
of drilling solids are very important. Drilling solids may build up

~~o~ extended periods at certain times of the year, but one major storm
event may be sufficient to move the entire layer the solids have
formed. Whether this happens depends of course on depth of water,
intensity of ‘stormsr  biological stabilization or destabilization
textuxe of the ambient sediments and stratification of the flow by
suspended sediments. These are the important factors to consider in
predicting the fates of deposited drilling solids.

Concern about the sensitivity of hard-substrate epibiota to the
physical and toxic effects of drilling fluids has prompted special
-studies and Regulatory restrictions, such as those related to the
Flower Garden Banks off the Texas coast. Exploratory drilling activi-
ties around the Flower Garden Banks have been monitored to determine
the possible effaces of these ‘ac!dvities  on the coral reef ecosystem
associated with these banks. In these activities drilling fluids and
cuttings had to be shunted to within 10 m 06 the bottom to protect the
banks from the possible plume fallout of materials dispersed in the
water column. Studies by Continental Shelf Associates (1975, 1976) and
Gettleson (1978) indicate that barium concentratiems  in ambien~ sedi-
ments vary from 10 to 600 ppm of whole sediment. Postdrilling  analysis
showed the average barium concentration at 100 m from the drill site
to be 3,000 ppm; at 1,000 m from the drill site, the average barium
concentration was 1,000 ppm. From 100 to 1,000 m, the concentration
decreased inversely with the squaie root of the distance, and was

.

.

.
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radiaUy symmetrical around the discharge. The relatively weak
cwgrents  and low wave energy at the site (bottom currents had a value
of about 10 cm/s) cesulted in the settlement of most of the solids
associated with drilling fluids and cuttings within 1,000 m of the
discharge.

Stronger currents were observed in the Tanner Bank area off
southern California (Ecomar# 1980$ Meek and Ray, 1980). Maximum boekom
currents reached 36 cmls and averaged 21 cm/s. Approxima&d.y S63,290
kg of solids were discharged over 85 days. It.was inferred Emm sedi-
ment trap data that 12 percent of the solids settled within 50 m. It
was estimated that between 44 and 94 peieent of this mate~ial  was in
tum txanspxted diractly or by resuspension from the drill site by
cxr~ents~  since little atxmmulaeion was observed.

Even stronger currents weze observed during a seudy conducted  in
the I@wer Cook .lhUet, Alaska (Dames and Moore, 1978). Maximum bottom
currents of tidal origin reached 99 cm/s. Sediment crap samples showed
W’Jat the cuttings and some dril,l.ing-fhid paxticles  (ba~ite) were
carried initially eo tihe seaf5230r. Howevesfl because of the stxong
tidal  cixreritv dispersion of the seatled material was rapid. Tele-
vision examination of the seafloor at the well site immediately after
drilling showed ne visible accumulation of cuteings.  BaKium levels
wese not elevaged. On the other hand, dif$erent  resules were observed
in a s~udy conducted in bhe mid-AtLantic (XX (EG&G Envirmmental Con-
sultants~ L9821. Maximum boetom curgene reached 2.8 cm/s and the bottom
was too deep (120 m) to be affected by storm. waves. In this casee
elevated piles of cuttings and sedimenb ba~ium levels an order of mag-
nitude above ambient levels were bokh observed in the area of the well
site immediately after drilling and 1 year later.

Data frem six types of drilling operations? three in shallow water .
(<34 m) and three in deeper water (76-102 m), showed thae water
d<pth was a majo~ controlling factor on bouom depcxition @oothe and
Presley, 1983]. Deeailed sediment analyses revealed  tha& the only
component of the drilling discharge remaining in the sedimeacs at a
Seaeistically significant Ieve& beyond 12!5 m was ba~ium. A mass
balance study showed that only 11.6 percent of the eotal barium dis-
charged from 25 wells still remained within !500 m of the plakform. As
Can be Seen in ‘TabLe 16P shallow watez kcataons have approximately 10
times less total barium ~emaining wit,hin 500 m. Little (5-10 Eimes)
to no elevaeion of othec drill,ing  related metals was seen in near-
pla~ferm  sediments, and only a few seatdoxis showed any hydrocarbon
elevation.

Two areas of pa~tieulaz interest in oil and gas development are the
nearshore  Beaufart Sea in the A?xtie Ocean and HQrtan Sound in the
Bea@art Sea. These azeas differ f~om the others studied because they
are covered with iee foz a large past of the yeaz, and drilling in the
immediate future will oceux in bc@a areas shorewa~d of the WI-m depth
Cmveour. A drilling-flu~ds di.scAaa&’ge s$ady was conducted in the
Prudhoe Bay area af the Beaufogt Sea in the winter of 197!3, in which
disehazge tests were eorndueted both below and above the ice (Ilorkhern
Technical Servi,cesr  M81). XR the below-ice discharge, ra~id disper-
6i0n was observed in the 8 m wateg columnO with only loose flCXSS of
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drilling mate~ials collecting on the bottom. These were then resus-
pended and transported by episodic events (probably from changes in
barometric pressuce) that produced bottom currents of up to 10 cm/s.
The determination of trace metals and barium concentrations in the
sediment before dischasge  and 2 to 3 weeks following showed no change.
The study of discharge disposal on ice, in which fluids and CuRtZngs
were discharged onto the ice surface and allowed to remain until the
spcing breakup of the ice, caused a broad ultimate dispersal of the
materials. A recent open-water study (in an area without ice cover)
at the Tern artificial ice island in the Beaufort Sea confirmed the
eazlier studies (Northern Technical Services? 1983). Drilling fluids
and cuetings  we~e prediluted  with 30 times their volume of ambient
seawater and discharged at the Cate of 60 bbl/min into the cursent
impinging on the island. The suspended sediment concentrations were’
reduced by a factor of lrOOO within 100 m and 15 min of dischasgev and
no Statistically significant patterns of increase in bacium, chromium?
or lead concentraticms  were found in the surrounding sediments.

A recen~ open-water study was made in Norton Sound (Ecomar, 1983)
giving further data en the behavior of drilling fluids and cuttings
discharged into shallow waters. This study was conducted under
extremely adverse weathe~ conditions unlike those of any other similar

,, study, and therefore may serve as a limiti~g case in analyzing the
dispersal of fluids and cuttings in general. Currents at -e site were
beeween 18 cm/s at U m dep~h and 80 cm/s at the su~face in a southwest
dimctionv  and wave-induced motion reached 750 cm/s. These conditions
Can be compared to those in a Gulf of Mexico study? in which the
cucrents reported were similar” but wave-induced motion was only 9
cm/s. The main difference observed in dispersion patterns was that,
in the fizst study, the wave motion increased the quantity of fluids
and cuttings supported by the surface plume longer than at other sites;
otherwise the decrease in ratio of solid concentrations in the fluid
to that in the plume was about 5 x 105 for aU cases studied 20 min
after the dischagge.

Table 17 summarizes the impor~nt role of environmenta~  factors in
determining the fates of sett~ed ❑ aterials around a well site. The
relatively dispersive ene~gy of the areas is represented by the maximum
bottom currents. Water depth is importane because it affects how much
wave-induced oscillatory  currents above the seabed interact with bottom
currents to induce sediment resuspension (Grant and Madsen, 1978) . In
the studies reported in the tabler visual evidence of discharged fluids
and cuttings was saught through lmttom television or submersibles. In
Caok Inlet, there was no visual evidence of drilling as soon as the rig
left.  On Tanner Bank, there was also no visual evidence of discharged
material. In th@ mid+tlantic, discharges at &he welL site were still
visible,l  year after the rig had moved off location.

Increased barium levels in the sediment immediately after drilling
pgovide another indication of the fates of setbled materials. In Cook
Inlett barium leveLs d~d net increase. Zn this area, the energy was
so high that the barite particles were rapidly swept away. On Tanner
Bank, barium concentrations in the sediment were increased near the

.
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Total
Oachm Mean ‘Tdil Sxceas Barium (TSO]  in

water MSd  [’mu! EJM2AC sediments  (103 kg) within Percent  d IWM Within
CM Illhlg Depth Mde d In Dr!.llnllg 13-5oom sadius  imp Radiua  lm]

S1 teb ‘iWea (d Qiwhacgea Act iv i t i es Radiua &J.
(103 kg) [!4/=8  ) ‘ 500 1000 2000 3000 500 1000 2000 30

We8t Camercm B 13 SUE ram 2.414 25.8 20.3 -- .- 131 0 .B4
294

Vermilion Eo 102 Suu tam 229 28.0 22.0 -.. ~ -- 193 9.6
3B1

Plak.sq3rda r.)s 29 Sur face 2,334 27.5 21.6 -- -- 13! 0.93
606 .

Migll Island DD 76 5ur face 1,518 113.0 136.0 -- -- 1,093 !4 .0
A-341

Br@zoL! 8% 34 Sur face 1,041 19.2 15.1 -- -- 70 1.5
A-1

Vermilion PO 79 Suc face 4,964 732.0 575.0 -- -- 2,330 11.6
321

-- -.” 5.5 tsaothe  and
Pree+ley.  191t3

134.Q .-- --

5.6 m-- --

-- -- 72.0 .

-- -- 47.0 m

m
m

.
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TABLE 1 6  ( c o n t i n u e d )  ,
I

a

Wtal
Bar iem Mean T o t a l  Wcess Oar ium [TSS) lo

Water Llried (’hill) IIAESAC Sedimentp #103 kg) within
Or Illing Depth Mode of

i%rcent of mm within
i n  D r i l l i n g  O-500m

Sitei
Sadiu@  (s)S

T y p ea  (m) Dlacfmrgea
Sadiu6  (R)

Ac t i v i t i es Sadiua ~.
{103 kg] (9/m’ ) ● 500 ~ 1000 2000 3000 500 1000 2000 3000 . .

Nigh Inland ES 55 Shun ted 127 Ii.@ ~ 6.9 21 .-
il-502

-- 5.4 16.5 -- -- Cat t leson  and
I-aim, 191ko

Mustang Island  m 15 Shunted 820 i4.o 11.0
A-85

3 1 - - - - 1.3 3.6 -- -- .

Nigh Island ED 95 Suc face
A-367

574 12.7 10.0 19 46

Nigh I slmrd SD 112 Shunted 396 143.0 117.0 129 161 - - 30.0 33.0 4i.o -- Cmtinental
A-364 Shelf Ae60-

ciatea, 19t13

Nigh Inland ED 124 Shunted 618 43.4 34.0 70 - - -.. 5 . 5
A-389

12.6 -- -- Gettleson  and
Laird, 1980

New Jersey ED 120 Sur face 443 8.2 6.4 16 42 86 l.$
{18-3) 604

3.7 9.5 19.0 SG&G, 19U2 m
m

lA1l driliing sites are in the northwest or north central Gulf of 14exic~,  except tor New JeCBey 684, which  !.6 locaked  An the western Atlantic 156 km oft
the  coaet  off New Jersey.

‘i

$ Explicatory {E) , develo~ent  (D) , or production (P) in shallow (SB or deep (D]  WateC  .

*Shunted discharge pipes  were located within  10-15 m of the seafloor .

● ~ean total  excess bar ium in tbe eediment  column areal concentrate ion (fMEXAC)  within a 500-aeter  radiufi or the dr ill ing a lte = TSB500/2m ( 500)t  .

‘Al 1 TEfl data were eat hated  umlng  the procedure de6cr  Ibed In Soothe and Presley, 1983 except for the TE113000  valuea for thla etudy. Tbeae TEB3000
v aiuea  were estimated by f ltt kg a power curve  of the form y=axb to the ~AEXAC  data fog all stations  inclUding  the 3oOOm ones. TheBe c egr em  i o n s  w e r e
aigniflcant  (p < 0.01) for all six drilling  sitee baaed nn an F t e a t . The range of R8 values was 0.34 to 0.62. Tbe area (ce~reaentlng  TkO)  under each
power curve rotated 360° and frm 500-3000 m radius waa integrated. This value was added to the TS0500  value to get the ‘ESE3000 vafuea  given. Nu
actual riemplea were collected between 500 and 3000 m radii  from the dc 111 ing a lees.. l’hese  TEB3000  valuea ace included for compar iE* purpoaea to give an
eatlmate  of the TSS present within 3000 m of these dri l l ing sites.

SOURCE;  Soothe and Presley, 1983

●
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TASLE 17 Egfeck of EnviKonmenCal  F’aceors on SELIdy Results

Cook .Irilet Tanner Bank 14i.d-Atlantic

WdJnum 130ttxm 99 36 18
currene (cmIs)

Watex depth (m) 62 55 120

Sf3Jdy results

Visual evidence’of
discha~ged maaerial
immediately after
drilling

No Yes

Increased barium
levels in sediment NO Yes Yes
immediately  after
drilling

-,
SWRCE ; A&@ed from Ayers (1981).

well sieee gn tie lca~energy mid-Atlantic area, increased barium
Levels in the sediment armund the well site were still fe$umd 1 year
aftez dri%l.ing. ‘These results show that the length of time the sett~ed
material remains concentrated at the well site depends on environmental
Eaetcms that govern resuspension. and dispersion afeeg settlement. This
pe~iod ~f eime Eanges from hours tzi years.

‘The processes tiat gcmrem ~emuspensiori of settled particles and
theiz subsequent dispassion are known in theory but have not generally
been applied EO the fates @ deposited dzilling fluids and cuttings.
PaeeieLes age eroded from &he seabed when the eddy diffusivity becomes
great enough to overcwme the adhesive forces og the sediment and the
eff.eet of gravity.  Eddy diffusivity~ as discussed earlier~ is a
ecx@iex function  of current ve.kciky, roughness of the sedimentt and
eurbulanee induced by waves. The adhesive forces of the sediment are
a function  of sedimen~  camposition~  sediment fabrier  sedimentation
ratesg and biolegieal pr~esses? including bioeurbatiemw  tube ccm-
atruetion~ and. mierobiai birding. In some studies, only cuzrent
vel=i.ey  and pa~ticle  size dist,r’ibueion  have been used to predict
sediment ercx$%on Egem the seabed (Figure 5). According to these

.
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czitezia~ the critical en~=ai~ent vel~ity d-rease~ with d-easing
gzain sise down to fine sand Size part+cles, thereafter varying greatly
depending en the cohesiveness and consolidation of sediments. .It is
now well ● stablished that shear stress (closeM related to eddy ViS-
cosaty)? and not v*l*iWr *S the variable  of interest since it takes
into account the seabed roughness factor and turbulent motion from

ca-

t

V&w
; Cmenr(%l
%

. I I
,.

CLAY SILT I SANO t
4 20 6a 200 2090

PARTICLE DIAMETER (~)

FXGURE 5 Relationship betw~en eurrenb speed, particle ’di.ameter~ and
sediment erosion~ transport, or deposition (after Kennete, 1982)

.=

waves; vel.ociey alone does not. Figu~e 5 indicates that a vel~ity of
300 cm/sc m more is required to erode consolidated clay-sized sedi-
mimga  from the seabed. Most of the time on the shelf, mean flow is
insufficient to move sediments, but waves resulting in bottom orbital
velocities? which cause sufficient shear stress to erode sediments, are

common. Storm waves during seasons of heavy weather are the main
determinant of sediment transport in many confAnentaL  shelf environ-

ments.
Both settling and erosion of pa~tieles cm khe seabed is related to

a nm@imensional  fall diameter S* of a sediment particle in the con-
venti,cmm Shi.eldsD diaggam [Madsen and Gmnt~ 1976). The term % is
a function og both particle diameter, particle density, and density of
the fluid medium. WhiLe the Shieldss diagram fails to ccxisider seabad
roughness, biological effaces, and sediment mixtures, it is useful in

. . “showing that particles of considerably different densities (e.g.? ben-
eonite, barite, shales, and sandstones), such as those in drilling
fluids and cuetings, will undergo seleotive dispersion under prevailing
continental shelf current (10 to 50 cm/s) and wave (5 to 15 s) condi-
t ions. Furthernmee, the eff~~s of organisms, from microbes to large
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mamals, may increase or decrease &he Critical eddy viscosiby lay
changing boteom roughness and sediment cohesiveness (Grane el a.1.l
1982;  Newell  et a~., 1981).
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THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF’ DRILLING DISCHARGES

mNIOD?lCTION

Theee are two major enviroruaental  concerns about discharging used
drilling fluids to the oceans: (1) thae these fluids may kill marine
organisms, produce harmful sublethal responses in them? or alter eco-
systems; and (2) that some of these fluids may contain metals and
organic compounds that accumulate in marine organisms to concentrations
that could harm them or their consumers, including humans. A substan-
tial body of scientific research addresses these concerns. The pur~se “
of this chagker is to summarize and critically evalua~e this litera-
ture.

Evaluating the effeces of a complex mixtuse on the marine environ=
merk gaquires many kinds of information. The acute lethal and chronic
toxi.eigies of the complex mixtuge and of its ingredients must be known.
Biolegieal responses of magine cxganisms te sublethal eoncentxations
Of khe mix~ure must be no$ only measured but also evaluated in terms
of their @coLogical  significance and implications for human healeh.
Chemieal compositions of mixtures resulting  in acute and sublethal
effects need to be determined. Lakratoxy  studies of the mixtmress
acuke, cdwonic, and sublethal ef~ects should be interpreted in the
ecwitext of expected og measu~ed concentrations and exgmsure durations
in the field. Finally, the long-term responses of marine organisms~
C20MMU~itieSt  and ecosystems exposed to ~ese mixtures sheuld be docu-
mented  in the field. The information available on drilling fluids with
regard to all these points .provides the basis for evaluating these
fluids’ effects on the marine environment.

TEE TOXZCXTIES CIF DRXLLZNG FLUID 133MPONENTS

A cmmon practice in evaluating the toxicity of such a complex mixture
as a drilling fluid is to determine the tox%eiti.es  of its components
in bioassays. The assamqy%ion is made that the eexicities cd? Ehe indi-
vidual components aze approxima~ely addikive and thak no physical m
chemical interactions among img~edients affect bhe t.oxieity  of tie
mixeure during its fo~mu~ation oz use. ThesM2 a5MUMp&iCX’M age pEQbablY
invalid with rsgazd te used treated drilling fluids. Sprague and Logan
(19791 showed ~hat the Caleashseed sum of toxicities of ingredients in
a used dzilling fluid was nat always a good psedictor of the acute
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toxicity of the whole used fluid to freshwater fish. In spite of these
limitations, bioassays with driUing-fluid ingredients are likely to
be useful in identifying the relative toxicities of components. Xf
these toxic or physically damaging ingredients are identified, they can
in some,cases  be replaced by less harmful substitutes. The ocean dis-
charge of fluids containing such ingredients also can be regulated.

Acute Lethal Toxicity

Acute lethal bioassays  (usually run ove~ 96 hours) are used to compare
the relative acute toxicities of different drilling fluids and
drilling-fluid ingredients and the relative sensitivities of different
species. They establish the basis for de~ermining quantitative re3a-
tions between exposures and effects. They are quick and inexpensive
and thegefere a vegy popular means of inikially scxeening a~d ganking
the potential hazards of chemicals that might be released to the envi-
ronment in substantial quantities. They also help determine the ranges
of concentrations to be tised in studies of chronic and sublethal
effects. .

Acute lethal bioassays cannot be used alone, howevec, to predict the
environmental effects of discharging drilling fluids to the ocean (see ‘
extended discussion of limitations in Chapter 5). In such bioassays,
animals often are exposed to drilLing-fluid ingredients, drilling
fluids, or dgilLJ.ng-fluid fgactions in concentrations substantially
higher and ‘for much Longeg than in the field. High concentrations and
long exposu~e times are often needed to produce statistically signifi-
cant results with a reasonably small number of.tese animdsg If ‘“ “-

chronic as well as acute bioassay data are generated it may be possi-
ble to extrapolate (using application o~ safety factors) to environ-
mentally more realistic exposure concentrations

Table M presents some of the data available on the acute Lethal
toxicities of drilLing-fluid ingredients to marine and estuarine
organisms.

Major Ingredients

Of &he five ingredien~s  that make up
water-based drilling fluids? namelyt
Lignosulfonate,  and sodium hydroxide

more &han 90 percent of mose
bar’ite,  bentonite~  Lignite, chrome
(Perricone,  198Q), only chrome and

ferrochrome Lignosulfonates  and sodiuia hydroxide are moderately toxic
(=50 of &OO to 1,000 ppm) to any but We most sensitive species and
life stages of marine organisms (Table 18). The !36-h LC50 of NaOH for

. . rainbow trout in fresh water is 105 to 110 ppm (Logan et al.~ 1973;
Sprague and Logan, 1979). “The toxic effects of this material are
aetribueecl  to elevation in,pti. Chaffee and Spies (1982) repogt that
adding sufficient NaOSi to seawater to increase pEl from 7.8 (control)
to 8.5 or 9.0 reduced the growth rate and increased the incidence of
developmental anomalies in embryos of the starfish Patiria miniata.
Because of the higher buffer capacity of seawater 2x10-3eq/E/pkI
Unit compared to that of fresh waterp no significant change in pH



TABLIZ  16f Acute l’oxicity  of  Dr ill inq .PIuid  C o m p o n e n t s  to Estuag ine  and .War  ine  Oqanismsa

Compound flioasrray Orgarriem 96-1 6.CS13 [fl@ Se Eerence

Aquage 1° ($fyoming Oystefg  Crasaoettea  vlrg Inlca
P.rentoni  te ) SfrK  imp Pandalus hypsinotue

Copeped Acar t la tonaa
Alga  Skeletonerna coatat turn

Several f lsh  and Invertebrates
Sailfln molly  Lfollieniaais

latipinna
Shg imp Pandalue hypaonotua
COpepod~r  t la tonsa
Alga  Skeletonema  costatium

Calcite Icalcium Sail fin molly  M. latipinna
carbonate

Sider ite ( iron Sail  fin molly M. latipinna
Car bmnate)

Carbano@  ( 1 Igni tic Seve~al  f ish and invertebrate
matec Aa!l

Liynite Sail fin molly  M. latipinna

Cfrrome  1 tqnosulfonate Sail fin molly  M. latipinna

Chrome-treated White shr imp Penacus set iferus
1 hgnowltonate

Fertmchmrmca Dungemxm ccab  Cancer maq 1 st er
Blgnmaulfonate Oock mhrimp  Pandalus danae

I ton !ignosulfonate Write shr ~ISp  Penaeus eetiferus

Ccl?.uhmic cahclum White  ahr imp Penaeue  eetiterus
caronate workoveK
addit  L.we

>7,500
100.000
22,0(30
9,600

>7,500

>100.000
>100,000

590
385-1650

~ 100,000

>100,000

>7,500

>15,000

12,200

465

210!2
120Q

2,100

1,925

Daugherty,  1951 [

Dames and Home,  1978
SGSG Blonomlca,  1976a
!3G&G  Bionomtce,  1976a

Daugherty, 1951
Grantham and f510an,

k975
Dames and f400ce@ 1978
SG6G Blonomice,  1976a
EGLG Blonomice,  1976a

Grantham and Sloan,
1975

Grantham and Sloan,
1975

Daugherty, 195 k

Wol 1 inqsworth  and
Lockhart, 1975

Wollingewmrth  and
Lrrckhast,  1975

Chesser  and HcKenzle,
1915

Carla a n d  Rice, 19f)9
Carla a n d  Rice, 1980

Cbeesec and WcKenaie,
1975

Chesser  and !4cKenz  ie,

--l
--r



TABLE 18 tCOllthledi

Ccvqkrund Bioa.vaay organism 96-1 WSOtPP@ Se ference

Jel t lak& (shredded
cellophane)

Fiberte< (shredded
cane t iberi

Mica

Low-mdecu lar-we  ight
polyacrylate

Quebraco (tannin}

Mcdified hemlock bark
ex t rac t  (tannin}

Sod ium acid pyKOptiOa-
phate  (Ha2N2P207)

011 Eo& (N~ tetra-
phosphate)

Quadra for? fNa  poly-
phosphate]

Oil well cement

tihite  Lime

Formaldehyde

Dowac ide C?
179~ Na penta-
chlorophenate)

Diesel  fuel

Sevec al t kh and invet tebr ates

Several fish and inver tebra t’es

Oyster Crasaostrea  virginica

Several fish and invertebrates

Several fish and invertebrates

White shrimp Penaeue  set iferus

Sailfin molly  M. latipinna

White ahr imp Penaeus  setiferus.

Saiifin really f4. latieinna

Several fish and invectebcates

Several fish and Lnvertehratee

Several fish and inver kebrates

Several f iah and invertebrates

Pompano Trachinotue  carol inua

Sheepshead  minnow ~pr inodoq
variegates 42 wk. fry)

Pi nf ish Lagodon  rbomtmides
(48-h  prrdarvae]

Hany fish and invertebrates

>1,500

5on-7, 500

3,000

>7,500

> .7d 500

3,500

158

265

?, 100

~7,500

500–7 # 500

70-450

70-450

25-31

0.52

0.066

O.i-l, o(fo

.

Daughet  ty, 1951

Daugherty, 1951

Oaughec  ty, 1951

Daugherty. 1951

Daugherty, 1951

Chesser and 14cKenz  &e,
1975

0011 ingswor  t~ and
. -.

Lcckhart,  1975 ,

Chemer  and &lcKenzie,
1975

Grantham  a n d  Sloan
1975

Daugherty, 1951

Daugherty, 1951

Daugherty, 1951

Daughecty,  i951

f!irdsong  and Avault,
1971

f!orthwick  and Schimrnel.
1978

BOK  thw  ick and Sch Lmme  1,
1978

f4eff and Andereon,  1981

~lWCO et al. [k969) d e f i n e s  LC50  tox ic i t i es  as  Eollows; very toxic, < lppm; tOXic,  1-100 ppiw
m o d e r a t e l y  toxic@  100-1,000 ppm;  sliqhtly  toxic 1,000-10,000  ppm~ practical ly nontrrrcic~  >1 0 , 0 9 0 0
ppm.
&144+ ~$joo
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cxxxxs when ~silliw fluid is discharged tO the ocean. Based on the
evidenee co date? baritec bentoniee? and Lignite can be c~assified  as
praeti.eally  nontoxic (having LC50 values greater than 10,000 ppm).
Although 13G&G Eiionomics  (S.976a,b) reported thae bagite was moderately
koxie (!36-?I  LC50 of 385 to lt650 ppm] to a copepod, Acartia tonsa, and——

Skeletonema  cost,atum, mortality in these bioassays can
be attributed to physical abeasion by suspended barite pa~ti-
noe to chemical toxicity.

Elui,ds may contain chromium in a variety af chemical fcmwa,
buc mostly comp-lexed with lignosulfonate. Ib is generaUy believed
that virtually all the chromium in a drilling fluid that has been used
for an extended period will be in the trivalent state, even though it
may have been added as inorganic hexavalent chromium (Skelly and
Dieball, 1969). This may not always he the ease. In a claEomate-
tz’eated chrome Lignosulfonate KLuid maintained at a pH of 9 to U.,
hexavalent chromium may persist for a long eime ac roam temperature (23
to 24*C). At higher temperatu~es  typicaL of those encciuntezed near
the drill bit (50 to 120°C), chxomaee  is reduced rapidly to tsivalent
chromium  and becomes complexed  wilih the lignosul,fonake molecule (Skelly
and Dieball,1969). Chromium-=iignosulfonaee complexes are guite stable
a~ ncm’mal operating temperatures and pHs, and chromium is not readily
~eleased (FlcAtee and Smith? 1969). At tempe~abures  above about
l@C, chrome Liqnasulfemates lose their abiLity to thin dEUUA.ng
fluids, primarily because of tiemal degradabicm of the organic portion
of the moleeule arid not because of a change in ~he physica3, o% chemical
germ of the chromi,um (Carney and BaEri.e, 197!5).

Thermodynamic caLcula~gens  indicate that when chromaee-treated
chrome L@nosulfonake drilli.nq fluid is discharged to the ocean and
diLu@d with seawater any ch~omium ions in the t~ivalene  state,
CE(III), should be transformed to the hexavalen~ stake Cr(w), and amY
Cr(VZ) discharged with tie fluid shou~d Eemain in that valence staee
(Cranston and MuEzay, 1980: Nakayama et a%., 1981a,b,c;  van der Weijden
and Reith, 1982). The oxidaeion of CX(IXX]  to CE’(VI]  occurs very
S~Owiy in nwnnally oxygenated seawatert howevez@ and CE(III) tends
rapidly to adsarb to or c~mplex wieh suspended organic material and
claY. Xn the complexed state, Cr(IIl) is very resistant to oxidaticm.
Manganese oxides in seawater or sediments may accelerate  the oxidation
of CE(IXX) to Cr(VI), while oxidizable maee~ials like H-$ and many
natwal organic compounds Eeadily reduce CE(VZ] M CK(UI) [Nakayama
et al., 19$Lb; SmiLlie et al,., 1981). CrVTZ) is also ~educed rapidly
ko CE(ZIX] in anoxic sedimerks (van der Weijden and Reieh, L982). As
~ resa.lt of ehese interaeti.onst  seawater may contain dissolved clmamium
in the form of CE(IIX], CE(VX),  and organically bcmad chromium
(Naki%iysma et al., M8MI.

Tzivalerit Chromim salts are no~ vegy soluble in seawatee and have
low Coxici.ties  (see, Eor example, Oshi.da et al., 1981). Mosk species
of marine animals are mUCh me~e sensi~ive  eo bexavalen~ chromium sales
than to trivalent salts, alth~ugh speeies vary greatly in their
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sensitivities to the first (Eisler and liennekey~ 1977; Frank and
Robertson, 1979; Reish et al., 1976). Some species appear to be
equally sensitive to Cr(V2) and Cr(III). The 48-h LC50S of Cx(VX), as
Na2Cr04, and of Cr(III), as Cr03, are 16.37 and 19.27 ppm
Respectively for the marine copepod Acartia clausi (Moraitou-— .
Apostolopoulou and Verriopoulos,  1982). The reported LC50 value for
Cr03 is about 385 times higher than the value at which this Cr(XII)
salt is soluble in seawatecr so the bioassay has no environmental
meaning. Published values for the acute lethal toxicity (usually 96-h
LC$O) of inorganic hexavalent chromium salts to marine animals
typically fa~l in the range of 0.5 to 250 mg/1. Polychaete  worms are
very sensitive; teleost fish are not.

Slightly soluble .hexavalent chromium salts, such as calcium chromate
and zinc chromate~  are carcinogenic in manznals  following tracheal
inhalation and intramuscular os intrapleural  injection (Norseth, 1982).
Chromates also show evidence of genetic toxicity in geveral in vitro
tests. Trivalent chromium salts have shown little or no evidence of
carcinogenicity  and genetic toxicity. When ingested in small amunts
by marine animaLs or man chromates would be ~educed to the trivalent
state by organic materials in the digestive tract, and therefore would
not represent an importank  carcinogenic hazard.

In used chrome l.ignosulfonate driLling fluidsr the proportion  of
total or dissolved chromium present in ionized inorganic form is not
known [Liss et ale 1980). Since most of the chromium is associated
with the lignosulfonate,  or clay fractions ‘of the fluid or both, data
on the toxicity of ionic chromium species do not accurately .indicate
the contribution of chromium to the toxicity of drilling  ”fluidg.

FIydrocarbons
.

Diesel fuel (No. 2 fuel oil) sometimes is added to water-based drilling
fluids to improve the lubricating properties of the fluid when driU,i.ng
a slanted hole. As much as 2 to 4 percent diesel fuel may be added
under some circumstances. Because much of the added diesel fuel.
quickly becomes adsogbed to particles in the drilling fluids,
disc?hazging these fluids to the ccean rarely results in an oil sheen
on the surface. In some circumstances, a “piU.” of diesel fuel or oil-
based fluid is used to help free stiuck pipe. This pill may or may not
be kept separa~e  from the bulk fluid system, mc!overed, and disposed
of onshore. Even when the pill is kept separate, a sma~l amoun~ ef
diesel fuei from the pill may become mixed with the bulk drilling
fluid.

There is growing evidence that diesel fuel may contribute signifi-
cantly to the toxicity of drilling fluids that contain it. Conklin et
al. (in press) reported a statistically significant inverse relation-
ship (r ~ -0.58, ~0.05) between the 96-h LCSO of 1S drilling fluid
samples collected at different depths from an exploratory well in
Mobile Bay, Alabama, to molting grass shrimp Palaemonetes  pugio, and
the concentra~ions  in these fluids of petroleum hydr~artins  identified
as derived from a ne. 2 fuel oil. The drilling fluids contained 170 to
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8,040 IJl of pe~roleum  per li~er of whole fluid~ and had acute
toxicities of 14~560 to 360 U1/1, respectively.

The toxicities of crude and refined peer’oleums  EO marine organisms
have been studied extensively (see the reviews of Baker, 1976; MaLins,
1977; Neff and Anderson, 1981; Rice et al.? 1977). The acute toxici-
ties of different petroleums bo different species of marine organisms
age extremely vagiable. Host 96-h LC50S fall in the range d L to
1,000 mg of oil per li$ex. Some very sensitive larval and eagly life
s-ges Of =zine animals may have LC50S of shout 0.1 to 1 mgj’1.
Sublethal responses GO petroleum hydrocarkxmsr  especially behavioral
modifications, have been ~eported  following acute exposure to petzoleum
concentrations in the Low microgram per Iiber (parts peg billion)
range. Because the mose toxic maja components of petroleum age’the
ligh% aromatics (i.e., benzenes, naphthalenes,  and phenanthzenes) and
closely related heterocyelic compounds, the acute toxicity of a parti-
cular crude, refined, or residual pekroleum  product is usually directly
comslaeed with the concentration in it of these compounds.

No. 2 diesel fuel is a petroleum hydrocarbon distillate of moderate
volaeiliey  used in medium and high speed engines in industrial and
heavy mobile service (such engines commonly @wer drilling rigs). No.
2 diesel, fuel has a boiling range of 350-700%’. While the properties

— of U.S. diese% fuels are generally defined by ASTM Specification—
D-975, the exact composition of a sample of No. 2 diesel fuel will vary
with the source, refining techiques, seasonal climatic requirements
and the demand for other products at the processing facility. No. 2
diesel, fuel may incJ,ude.211-40 percent cracked components and L5 to 50
pe~cen’e by weighe aromatic hydrocarbons. No. 2 diesel fuel may also
contain a variety of additives, used in pzovi,ding  properties such as
oxida~ien i.nhibikicmf  dispersancyt cexrosiorn protection? cetane ,,
improvement, and anti-static protection. The toxicity and environ-
mental effects of additives e~ diesel fuel are evaluated? as an element
of ~egistering  the products with the’ EPA.

Most of the agomatic hydmcarbms in diesel fuels are benzenes and
naphthalenes?  with much smaller amounes of polycyelie  acomabic hydro-
carbons (aromatics conkaininq three or more fused aromatic rings.) An
Am@~ican petrolem Xnstitute Cefereace No. ‘2 diesel fuel fog biological
effects research contained 38.2 percentz by weighe aromatic hydrocarbons
(Neff and Anderson, 1981). A tetal, of 39 percent d the chemical com-
pcmenes i~ the fuel were identified by gas chromamgraphy/mass  spec-
tromeery.  Of tie identified Componenest 22,000 ppm were benzenes,
65,190 ppm were naphthakwaes and b.iphenyls,  and 11,962 ppm weze poly-
cyelic  azomatie hydrocarbms. A comprehensive review of the fates and
effeets of petroleum  hydroearhoms  was published by the National Academy
of Sciences in 1975 (Naeional  Academy OE Sciencese  1975) and is
eumencly being updated (publicaeien  is ankieipatxsd late in MU) .

A sample of drilling flltiid which had beem t~eated with diesel fuel.
and IWO Free Pipe f~om an explo~aee~y well on Geerges Bank centained
481 ppm total hydzocarbons~ 31.6 pement of which were in the womatic
fraction. Of ~he identified eomponerks  8.7 ppm were benzenes, 20.1 ppm
weze naphthalenes and biphenyls~ 3.1 ppm were polycyclie  aKOmatiC
hydmcarbons~  and 0.8 ppm were dibenzoehiepbenes (2 ring SUMUE hetero==
W31ics).  Thuse the hydrocarbon composition of ghe drilling fluid
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sample resembled that of diesel Euel except that it was deficiene in
benzenes which are quite volatile and probably had, evaporated during
usage or during extractioniclean-up for analysis.

B ioc ides

Halogenated phenol biocides, such as Dowicide B and Dowicide G, which
have been used as drilling-fluid additives in the Past~ are Wite toxic
to benthic invertebrates (Land, 1974; Zitko,  197S). Their Use iS now
prohibited in drilling fluids and all other drilling or production
operations on the OCS (Federal i~isker~  1979). The use of parafor-
maldehyde is pemitted. Its acute and chronic toxicities to marine
animals are much lower than those of chlorinated phenol biocides (Table
18) , Paraformaldehyde is used in amounts up to 300 g/bbL (about 31500
Pm) * Pacaformaldehyde depolymerizes to fomaldehyde~ the active
biocide? upon contact with watex. Formaldehyde is suspected of being
a carcinogen when administered to rats via inhalaticm~ but the
ca~cinogenicity  of traces of formaldehyde in solution to mxine
organisms is unknown.

Surfactants

Surfactants  are used in small a~unts in some drilling fluids to aid
the dispersion of poorly soluble components, suck as alLUUinW stea~ate
and g,ilsonite,  in the aqueous phase of the fluid. PoS.yethoxyLated
alkyl phenols likeAktaflo-E og Aktaflo-S may be added eodrilling
fluids at Cencentgations  of 1 to I.O lb/bbl (2,850 to 28,500 ppIu)
(American Petroleum Institute, L978). Structurally related polyoxy-
ethylene este~s and ethers have acute toxicities in the range of 1 to
40 ppm fog Atlantic salmon Salmo salar and of 2.5 to 14,000 ppm for the— .
amphiped Gammarus oceanicus (Widlish~ 1972).- Anionic surfactants of
the linear aikylata suLfonate and alkyl azyl sulfonate types are, some-
times used in dzilling fhaids. They have acute toxicities (96-h  LC50)
to freshwater and marine inver~ebrates  and fish of 0.4 to 40 ppm (Abel,
1974). Toxicity increases with decrease in, water hardness (or salin-
ity) and decrease in alkyl side chain length.

Chmnie and Sublethal Effechs

.

Relatively litgle gesearch  has been performed on the chronic and
sublethal effects of individual drilling-fluid ingredients on marine
animals. The reseaseh that has been done has focused on barice,
hydrocarbons, and various biocides.

Barite

Severa& experiments studied the eff~ts of barite on recruiting benthic
invertebrates from the plankton to sandy sediments in experimental
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aquazia receiving unfiltered estuarine water (Cantelmo  et al.r 1979:
‘Tagatz et al., 1980; Tagatz and Tobia, 197S). The abundance of most
species of meiofaunal animals was significantly decreased by the
presence ef basite on the sand. A 5-mm layer of basite significantly
inhibited recruitment of macrofaunal polychaetes  and molluses. The
ggain size distribution, mineralogy, texture, and organic content of
sediments have a profound %ffect on settlement of plank&onie lamrae
(Thcmscm,  1957, L966). Much of the effect of barihe on recruitment of
benehie invertebrates owed to barium-mediated changes in sediment
texeu~e? and not te ehe chemical eoxicity of barite. Barite has a much
finex grain size (mean less than 60 urn) than sand. The sand sub-
stzate in con~rol aquaria contained no silt=clay fraction~  whezeas in
aquaria Containing  sand-barite  mixtures~ the clay-silt fraction was 5.6
to 16.3 pezcent (Cantek et al.,  1979]. Such changes in sediment
characteristics render the’ sediment moze suitable for some species and
less suitable for others.

Exposed go a substrate of particulate bariae for periods up to 106 .
days, shrimp Palaemonetes puqio ingested the barite (Brannon and Rae,
L979; Conklin et al., 1980). Although this did not affect survival of
the shrimp~ they were observed to show several sublethal responses.
Barite ingestion caused damage to the epitheliums of the posterior
midgut, possibly by abrasion. The shrimp acrwmulated barium in the
exoskeleton and soft tissues. Barium concentrations in the carapace
and othe~ tissues of intermolt  shrimp exposed te barite for 21 days
weze higher than ccxresponding concentrations in control shrimp. The
chemical form and physiological significance of e~evated barium con-

centrations in barite-exposed  animals is unknc$wn.
Thompson and Bgighk (1977) appl,ied  separately barite and bentonite

clays to smalL colonies of three reef corals, Diplaria st’rigosa?
Montastrea  eavernosa~ and Montastrea  annularis. The surface of the
cxxals was heavily c!oatede  but they were able to clear their surfaces
Kapi,dly.  Q. strigosa cleared itself fastex than did the other species.
Barite and bentonite clays were cleared at about the same rate as
natural calcium cadxmate sand. During exposure for 29 days to 10 and
%00 ppm fermchgome lignosulfonate in a flowtbrough  system, polyp
retraction in crirals Mad~acis decaetis was significantly greater than
in ecmtrals  (Thcaapson8 1980] .

MoEse et al. (1!38.2) described histological damage to delicate gill
etenidia of sea scallops Placopecten maqellanicus exposed for up to 20
days to suspensions of LOO ppm or greater of attapuLgite clay or to
solutions of 500 ppm or greater of fermchrorne Iignosulfonate.
Fezrochrome ligno$u~fanatev  but not attapulgite,  caused a decrease in
tie rate of the cilia-mediated pargicle  movement across the fgontal
su~faee of ehe gill fikmenes.

Elydmearbons

E$eeause  of the low bioavailability  of sediment-adsorbed hydrocarbons,
most benehic magine animals age able to tolerate higher nominal con-
centrations + hydrocarbons in sediments than in seawater. Chronic
exposure to sedimenes inieially containing 500 to 1,200 ppm crude oil
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resulted in weight loss and hepatooellular  vacuolization  in English
sole ParalichthYs  vetulus (McCain et al., 1978) ? reduced condition
index and altered tissue-free amino acid ratios in clams Protothaca
staminea and Macoma inuuinata (Augenfeld et al., 1980; Roesijadi and
Anderson, 1979), and reduced feeding rate in the ~lYchaete ~arenico~a
pacifica (Augenfeld? 1980). Anderson et al. (1978) contaminated
natural marine sediments with Prudhoe Bay crude oil, either as a
surface layer (5~000 to 6~000 p- oil initially) or by mixing the oil
with the sediments (100 ppm oil initially), and placed the sediments
in trays in the intertidal zone of the Washington State coast for 100
days. The oil treatments did not subs~ancially affect recruitment of
benthic animals to the sediment ,trays. When three experimental eco-
systems at the Marine Ecosystems Research Laboratory at the University
of Rhode Island were dosed with 190 ug/1 (ppb) No. 2 fuel oil in the
water column for 25 weeks? 109 mg/kg (ppm) petroleum hydrocarbons
accumulated in the bottom sediments (Grassle,et al., 1980; Oviatt et
al., L982). The macrofauna and meiofauna in the benthos  of the oiled
tanks declined significantly compared to those in control tanks. The
greater effect of No. 2 fuel oil than crude oil on recruitment may owe
to the higher concentration of toxic aromatic hydr~arbons in the first
or to damage to pe~agic larvae caused by the presence of pearoleum
hydrocarbons in the water column in the experimenta&  eoosystem  tanks.
More than 5 years after a spill of No. 2 fuel oil nea~ Falmuthr
Massachusetts, ?ffeots of the oil wege still detectable in salt marsh
bieta where &he oil came ashore, probably because the petroleum hydro-
carbons persisted in the marsh sediments (Sandegs et al., L980).

—

Biooides ~,

Tagatz et al. (1979) studied the
ment of benthic invertebrates to
ment of most speoies to the sand
chlcmophenol  biocides prohibited

effeots of three biocides on recruit-
sandy substrates in aquazia. Recruit-
subscraee was diminished by two
for ocean disposal, Dowicide G-ST and

Surflo B-33. The paraformaldehyde  bioside,  Aldacide, which is approved
for discharge, had no effect on recruitment at concentrations’of  14 and
273 ~g/1.

THE TOX2XXTXES W? USED DRILLING FLUIDS

Bioassay Procedures

,A used drilling fluid, especially a treated one used in a deep hole,
Is an extremely heterogeneous mixture. It contains Water-soluble
materials, clay-sized particles of moderaee density that settle slowly
in seawater? and larger or denser particles that settle rapidly. In
addition@ montnmrillonite  and attapulgite  clays in fluids flocculate
upon contaca with seawater, forming larger particles that tend to
settle more rapidly than dispersed clay. These fractions tend to
separate rapidly when the drilling fluid is added to seawater in a
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bioassay aquarium, as they do when they are discharged from a drilling
rig. Fkcculatien  makes it extremely difficult to design a bioassay
protoco~ in which test organisms are exposed uniformly and reproducibly
to a drilling fluid-seawater mixture of known concentration or that at
$east roughly simulates the kind of exposure an organism might
encounter  in the vicinity of the drilling-fluid discharge in the field.
Because of the complexity of the chemical and physical processes that
take pl,ace when a used dzilli.ng fluid is discharged to the oeean~ none
of the bioassay p~otoeols used to date are completely  satisfactory:
lmwevez,  these pramcols aze at least consistent wqith currently
acee$+tad bioassay procedures.

The simplest approach has been to add differene volumes of whole
drilling fluids to a volume of seawater to achieve seve~a,l concentra-
t ions. Test organisms are then exposed, to these mixturesr which axe
aeratedc mixed~ or left unmixed during the bioassay (Houghton et al.?
1980; McLeay,  1976; Tornberg et al., 1 9 8 0 ) .

Another approach is to evaluate the toxicity of different drilling-
fluid fraceions or mixtures of drilling fluids and seawater that
roughly simulate the likely exposures of organisms in different marine
habitats. These bioassay protocols are similar to those recommended “
for evaluating the environmental impact of dredged material (EI?A/COE,
1977) ● The latter assays have been adopted with minor modifications
by EPA for bioassays to comply with NPDES permits fo~ di.SChar91ng
d~illing fluids on the mid- and No~th-Atlantic  (ICS (Jones and Hulse,
1982). In these EPA bioassay protocols one part drilling fluid is
mixed with four pages seawa~e~, and the phases ase aJ.lowed  to separate
for one I’mM.  The supernat,ant  is called the suspended particulate
phase, and khe sedimented fzaetion the solid phase. A liquid phase is
prepazed by centrifuging and filtering the suspended particulate phase
through a 0.459 m filter. Other investigators have used an initial
dilution of 1 part drilling fLuid with 9 parts seawater and a settAing
period of 20 h (Gerber ee al., 1980$ Neff et al., 1980, 198L).
ProkocoIs  using even greater initial dilutions of drilling flgids are
being evaluated by investigators associated with the EPA laboratexy  in
Gulf Breeze@ Flori.dae

There is growing evidence chat the degree of initial dilution of the
driliing fluid has important effects on the composition, and theref~re
the taxicity, of the three drilling fluid fractions (Neff, unpublished
observations). Bmause of the pa~ticulate  attraction among day
materials in a drilling fluid slurry, a 4:1 dil,ution of fluid does not
realiszieally separaee  int~ appropriate phases (i.e.? suspended paxti-
cadaee and settled solid phases)~ but rather unnaturally partitions the
solid and chemical components of the drilling fluid into the two
phases. Field data have shown ‘chat drilling fluids ase diluted by
1,000 times within a Ezasasport period of Lass khan 1 min afker
discharge (me eorzespxding distance fmrn the discharge pipe is a
function of current, e.g., 4 m at a euxxent velocity of 15 CEV’S). This

. high ini~ial dil,ukion means that the discharge phases Ocm.uifig in the
field would be significantly different than those observed in the
protocol of 4:1 dilution. Thus, ehe method of preparing the bioassay
mixtuze may substantially influence  the estimted toxicity ef the
dcilling fluid oz dxilling-fluid t%aetion. Bioassay techniques now
used also present difficulties in filtering the suspended particulate



phase (excess solids stay in suspension) and in &he opaqueness of their
test solutions (especially of chrome lignosulfonate  fluids), which .
seriously interferes with making bioassay observations on juvenile
crustaceans (e.g.t mysids). During the course of the bioassay,
drilling-fluid solids may accumulate on the bottom of test chambers,
creating a viscous zone in which small zooplankton become entrapped.
Small copepodst such as Acartia tonsa, have been observed mired in——
layers of settled dxilling-fluid solids (Gilbert? 1981), a situation
unlikely to occur in nature.

There is some confusion in the literature on the toxicities and
biological effects of drilling fluids about the appropriate units to
express exposure concentrations and LC50 values. The units most
frequently used in the general aquatic toxicology literature are parts
per miliion (ppm), which for liquid oc semiliquid sohbes in water may
be calculated in milligrams or microlitexs of soluee per liter. For
Solutes with densities near 1.0 kg/1 the differences in nominal con-
centrations calculated in the two ways are not great. The density of
used drilling fluids, however, va~~es from 1.07 to 2.27 kg/1 (9 tO 19
lb/gal). Laxge discrepancies can arise in expressing concentrations
of drilling H,uids in seawater or concentrations of ingredients in
driUing fl,uids as either mg/1 oruL/1. A 19-lb fluid might be
reported to have a 96-h LCSO value of 1$000 111 fluid/1 seawater or
one of 2~270 mg fluid/1 seawater. The two values are equivalent, bu~
when the n~ers are expressed only as ‘ppm,= substantial erro~s can
arise in comparing the toxicities of different fluids. The units
expressing exposure concentrations should be clearly defined and
standardized. Results are also occasionally reported as ppm phase.
If a predilution  of 4:1 was us~ in preparing the phase, then the
actual phase concentration has to be multiplied by 0.20 to correct back
to whole drilling fluid concentration.

F’10w-thrOugh  exposure systems also have been used for studying long-
term and sublethal effects (Conklin et al., 1980; Rubenstein et al.,
1980) . There is the danger that dgilling fluids may fractionate in
such systems, and particularly that drilling-f!luid solids may aaxxnu-
late in exposure tanks. No measurements have been made of the varia-
tions over time in the concentrations and compositions of driUing
fluids in these tanks.

Acute Lekhal Toxicity

The acute lethal toxicities of more than 70 used water-based drilling
fluids have been evaluated with 62 species of marine animals fxom the
“Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Beaufort  Sea
(Grls and Rice, L980; Conklin ee al., in press; ERCOr 1980; Gerber et
al.? 19809 1983: Gilbest@  1981; Houghton et al., 1980; Marine Bioassay
Labs, 1982; McLeayf 1976; Neff, 1980; Neff et al., 1980~ 1981: Tornber9
et al,., 1980). Five major animal phyla found in the marine environment
were represented by the bioassay organism,  including Chordata (12
species of fish], Arthropoda (30 species of crustaceans), Mollusca (12
species of molluscs) , Annelida (6 species of polychaetes)t  and
Echinodermata (1 species of sea urchin). Larvae and other early life
stages (considered to be more sensitive than adults to pollutant
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stress) were also included. The results of these bioassays are
summarized in Table 19. Nearly 80 percent of the 400 LC50 values
resulting were higher than 10?000 Ppm. Two LL250 values wese below 100
ppm, boeh foc the copeped Acartia tonsa exposed &o heavily tzeated——
drilling fluids from Mobile Bay, Alabama (Gilbera, 1981). The
estuarine  copepod Acartia tcmsa and the oceanic eopepod Centrcwaqes—.
twicus were the most sensitive species teseed (EG&G Bionomics 1976b~c;
Gilbert, 1981). Wher relatively sensitive species included larvae of
the dock shrimp Pandalus danae, pink salmon fry OncorhYnchus  ~orbuscha,—  —
Iagvae of the lobs~ex 130marws americanus, juvenile ~eean sca130@s
Placo~~ten magellanicus and mysid shrimp (Mvsidcv?sist Neomysis,
Acanthomysis  [sic Hcdmeimysi.s]r and ?@sis). In mose cases, o~ganisms
in larval and early juvenile life stages were more sensieive Man
adults. Molting cnxtaceans wese more sensisive than intermolt  animals
(Conklin et al., 1980). Crustaceans as a group? and in partiaularv
cmpepods, mysids, and shr$mp, were more sensitive than other major taxa
to drilling fluids. This is probably in page heeause more bioassays
were pe~formed with crustaceans in sensitive ea~ly life stages than
with organisms in other taxonomic groups at these stages. There were
no discernible differences in tolerance to drilling fluids among
animals from the Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, Pacific Ocean@ and
Beaufort,  Sea.

Whenevex comparisons were made? species were found mm’e sensitive
to suspetided pag~iculate  phase preparations h~an to liquid phase
preparaticms, indicating that suspended parkicles OE sogbed maeerials
in the dri~ling fluids  contxibuked  subskaneially eri their t~xieikies.
The liquid phase of! certain drilling fluids was aka.t~xic. These
toxicities may be due to a combination of the c%emic~l  baxi~i~y of the
Ziquid phase fluid ing~edients and chemicals assaeiated with tie
parti.culatg phase or the physical toxicity in the form of ixzitation
and damage to delicate  gill and other body atxuetures of dEiNhg-fluid
gwwticks. PhysicaL abrasion by particles may irxxease  the uptake and
therefrme ehe chemieal toxieiay of s~luble ctamponenks  of! drilling
fluids .

Drilling fluids vary in their toxicities. Information  about tie
&ypes and compositdcms of drilling fluids us~. in bioassays is incom-
plete. ‘Fluids that have been txeated heavily with chrome or germ-
chrome lignosulfonate,  chrome Lignosulfenaee-bichromate  mixtu~es@
Suzfacearksp st,glgide scavengers og diesel fuel are the most% tx3xie.
Both the soluble and pazticwhee phases of such fluids age trixie
(@nklin et a~., isa press].  Fluids and ‘spud fluids”  (used dugi.ng
initial dril~ing) have a minimum of addi~ives and toxicities that, in
mose eases~ are not markedly diffegent from that, of suspended clay
(MeE’arland and Peddiccmd, UM3Q). The soluble fxaetiorus of these fluids
age usually ncmieoxic (Neffp 1980; ERCY3? 1980).
M summery, LC!50S age useful p~imarlly for ganking and eomparimg the

Eelative toxic.ities of different chemicals or mixtures and fog compar-
ing the sensitivities  ef different  species or life stages to a parti-
cular Pollutane. The joint DICY2 et al. ggoup of expe~ts on the
Scientific aspeces of marine pollution (1969) has used LC330 values &o
elaSSify different gzades or degrees of the acuEe lethal toxicity of
chemicals e~ magine animals: ve~y toxic chemicals have I.AXO values of
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less than 1 ppm; toxic ones of 1 to 100 ppm; moderately toxic ones of
LOO to 1,000 ppm; slightly toxic ones of 1,000 to 10,000 ppm: and
practicably nonkoxic  ones of greater than 10,000 ppm. The summary of
the results of acute lethal bioassays presented in Table 19 can be
interpreted using this classification. Larval, juvenile, and molting
crustaceans are mare sensitive to drilling fluids than axe organisms
in most other life stages and of most other species.

Chronic and Sublethal Effects

Investigations of the chronic and sublethal effects of dri$ling fluids
have been performed with 35 species of marine animals, including 10
species of coralsO  5 species of molluscs~  15 species of crustaceans 1
species of poiychaete viozmj ‘2 species of echinoderms? and 2 species of
teleost fish. Results of these investigations are summarized in Table
20. The lowest concentrations that elicit a particular response are
given. In some experiments, however, this concentration was the lowest
concentration tested. Responses to sublethal concentrations of driLl-
ing fluids that have been measured include alterations in burrowing
behavior and chemosensory responses in lobsters; patterns of embryo-
logical or larval development or behavior in several species of shrimp,
crab, lobstersp sand dollars, and fish; feeding in larval and adult
lobsters and cancer crabs; food assimilation and growth efficiency in
opossum shrimp; gzowth and skeletal deposition in corals, scallops,
oysteHe; and mussels; respiration and nitrogen excxetion rates in
corals and mussels; byssal thread formation in mussels; eissue enzyme—.
acti”vity in-crustaceans; gilL histopathology  in shrimp and salmon fry;
tissue-free amino acid ~atios in coza+s and oysters; and polyp retxac-
eion, mucus hypersecretion.  ability to clean surfaces~ photosynthesis~
extrusion of zooantheLlae  and survival of corals. All the drilling
fluids evaluated were chrome or ferrochrome lignosulfonaEe  fluids, the
type used mos% frequently foe exploratory drilling on the U.S. OCS.
Several of the drilling fluids tested, including the most ~oxic  onesl
axe known “to have contained diesel fuel or other petroleum materiali
These include several of the fluids from Mobile Bay, Alabama (Conklin
et al., in press: Gilbert, 1901 and Jay Field, Florida” {Atema et al.,
1982; ”Bookhout et al., 1962: Dodge, 1982: Szmant-Froelich et al., 1982:
White et a~.t 1982) and a medium weight fluid from the Gulf of Mexico
(Gerber et al., (1980, 19$2]; Neff, (1980)~ Diesel-fuels, including
NG. 2 fuel Oil& age known to be quihe  toxic &o marine organisms
(MSlinS?  1977; Neff and Anderson, 1983.), and undoubtedly .contribute
significantly to the toxicity and sublethal effects of those fluids
containing them.

Studies of chronic and sublethal effects ar@ often better predictors
of the potential environmental impact of a pollutant than are acute
lethal bioassays  because the first may employ exposure conditions that
simulate those organisms might encounter in their natural environment.
In most of the investigations summarized in Table 20~ this ideal was

\
.

.
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TABLE 19 Summary of results  of acute lethal bioassays with drilling
fluids and masirie/estua~ine  organisms.~

Number of Number of Number OE
Species Fluids= Bioassays

Ck3amism Tested Tester Bimwaays

Phytoplankton  - 1 9 12

Invertebrates
Crustaceans
Co*pods 2 17 39
zEK@X3s 2 4 6
AJl@@@ds 4 8 19
Xysid& 5

E?

18 35
$Mim 10 40 76
Cxaba- 6 18 35
Lobseer& z 2 7

Molluscs
Gas$xqyods 5 5 10
BivaLves41 7 14 .33

Echinoderms
1 2 4

~ 6 14 28

1? inf is~ 12 32 90

‘TOTALS 62 72 400

-st median lethal ecmeentzaticxa  (LC50) values are based on 96-hour
bioassays and ~esulks axe expressed as pages per million (mgll or
IJLIL) mud added (Based on review of Petxazzualo@  1981, with data
fmm Cares and Rice, L9813;  E%@2, Inc., 2980, Gi2be%e, 19$1, Maxine
Bioassay  Labs, 1982 and Conklin et a~., in press, added).
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TABLE 19 (continued)
.

Number of LC50 Values (pPm)
Not 1oo- 1 , 0 0 0 -  lo,ooo-

Orc7anism Determinable 100 999 9,999 99,999 1oo,ooo

Phytoplankton 5 6 0 7 0 0

Invertebrates .
Crustaceans

Copepods 4 2 U. 15 7 0
Isopods o 0 0 0 , 1 5
Amphipods o 0 0 0 5 14
!4ys id~

e

1 0 L o 21 18
Shrim o 0 12 15 3L 18
Cr ab~ L o 0 5 16 13
Lobster~ o 0 0 1 3 3

Molluscs
Gastropod o 0 0 0 2 8
Bivalve& o 0 0 1 15 17

Echinoderms
Sea tlrchin~ o 0 0 0 ‘1 3

PolYchaetes  “
—

o 0 0 0 9 19

F inf is~ o 0 0 3 52 35

TOTALS 11 2 24 47 163 153

Percentage, as a fraction .
of the total number of
drilling fluid bioassays. 2.8 0.50 6.0 11.75 40.?5 38.25

*ost median letha~ cencentxation (LC!50) values are based on 96-hour -

bioassays and results are expsessed as parts per miliion (mg/1 or uU1) —
mud added (Based on review of pekrazzuolo$  19$1, with data from Carts and
Rice, 1980; ERCO, Inc., 1980, Gilbert, 1981, Maxine Bioassay Labs, 1982
and Conklin et al.~ in presst added}.

hncludes results for embryonic, larval and early life stages.

~n many cases, the same drilling fluid was used for bioassays with
—

several species. In a few cases, more than one investigator evaluated the
toxicity of a single drilling fluid.

—



coekwtOLraE.e10  icorab]
M0nta9trea cavetnoae
M0nRa6kaea  annular$s
ftiploria  atrigosa

Used ReCr-l&nOaulfOnate Unable  to clear horizontal Thompeon  and BcAght, 197725 ml..l~l
seawater; flukd eurfacea

Decreased growth
at 6 mnths

rate Hudtion  a n d  Robbln,  19t30$tontasktea  annularia 2-4 ~ layer applied
4 times  at 2.5 h
intervals

Burial under 10-12
cm for 8 h

Thin Fevering

HOntastrea  aniaularis
Porltea  aakeroicies

t40ntastrea  annulatia

Used Cr-l@noeulfonate,
0tf6ttore  Lauiaiana

All colonies dead
after 10 days

Thompson, 1980

Used Cr-lignosulfonate~
offshore Lauisiana

Partial clearing In 26 h,
some dead polyps,
extruded zooanthellae

ThomP80n,  1980

$kadraci~  decactia !Jaed MObfll  Bay  Cr-
Ilgnosulfonate  with
added Cc-llgnoeultonate

100 ppm Depceesed respiration
● and NH~ excretion

rate

Krane and Biyys,
1980

Poritea  furcata,  ~..—
aatroidea,  Montaetrea
annular is. Accopoea——

Used Cr-liqnosulfonate,
offshore  buisiana

100 PPM, 96 h Partial polyp  re t rac t ion ,
excess mucus  production

Thompson, 19kiOJ
Thompson and
Briqht@ 19tto~
Thompson et al. ,

19fJo

Thompson, 1980;
Thompson and
flright,  1980$

cervicornis, A!qarkia
Wuss

316 Ppm, 96 h Parklal polyp  re t rac t ion ,
excese  mucu~  production

‘Ehompaon  et al. ,
1980

Thompson, 19L10#
Thompeon  and
Oright, L980g
Thompson  et al. ,
1980

Szmant-@tOel~c~ et
al. . 1982

Qidwxx.enla  atokea$i.— Wed  Ct-liqnmulfonate, 1,000 ppm,  96 b
offshore  Louisiana

n

Partial polyp retraction

Montastrea  annularis—— tleed Cr-ltgnosulfonate  with 100 .ppm,  6 weeks,
diesel, Jay Field, Fka. flowtheough

~4S reduction in calcifi-
cation  rate,  408 reduct ion
in respiration sate, 268
reduction in photosyn-
t h e s i s ,  49s reduct60n  in
tW3 and t4H~  uptake,
inhibition  of feeding

tked  Cr-llgnoaulfonate  with 100 p~m, 6 weekm, Reduction in skeletal qrowth
d i e s e l ,  Jay .FieM.  Fla.

Dodge,  1982
t lowthrough ra te

W3ed Cr-llgnomltamate  with 1-100 PPW S weeks. Growth ~nhibition,  a l t e r a t i o n
diesel,  Jay Fielde  Fla.

W h i t e  et al., 1982
If Lowkhrough Of bloche=ical pathways and

compoaltion,  bacte~ia~
Mection
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TABLE  20 [conk inued)

BIIpoallcc
cOncOntEation

aPecleIr DKillirHI Fluid  m ● IX4 Duration Sa.emmrea Rafarena9e

ftdluece
Pacif ic oyster Cras60-
~~

Nef@, 1980Ueed medium- and high-we iqht
Cr-llgnoaulfonate,  Gulf of
Mexico

5,OOO ppa. 6 weeks,
stat ic

Decgeaaed shell gruuth,
decreased condi  t ion index

Rubenstein  e t  a l . ,  1980Atlantic oyster
Craesoetrea virginlca

100 ppI%  100 days,
f iowthrough

‘.

Ueed Cr-l lgnoaul  fonate,
Noblle  Bayr Ala.

Reduced rate OE shell
regeneration

Q. vlrglnica Powell  e t  a l . ,  19132

Houghton et al., A980

6 # 000 pprn

30,000 Ppm

Unidentified Cr- .

llgnotwrkfonate
Attered  tirwrue-free  amino

acid concentrations and
ratios

Used high-weight Cr-
1 ignoaulfonate,  Cook
Inlet,  Alaska

Muesel  Hodiolue  mmdiolua Reduced rate of byssus thread
focmat ion

NNresel &tllus  edulis Decreaaed  flltcation  raker
Increaeed  rate of respiration
and NH3  excretion

33,000 ppmUsed medium- and high-weight
Cr-l Lgnoaulfonat.e,  Gulf of’
Hex Ico

Gerber et al., 1980

Maed  medium- and high-weight 25o ppl~
CK-I  ignoaulfonqte,  Gulf of
Nexico

Used medium- and high-weight 49.4 pp@
Cr-lignosultonate,  Gulf 6rf
Mexico

Filtered  suspension (liquid 1,000 PpM, 96 h
phaeel  of used Cr-
1 ignoeulEonate,  Mobile Fray,

Decreased rate of shell growth Gerber et  al . ,  1980, 1981

Ocean sca 1 lop P lacopecten
mayellanicue  {juvmile.v)

Gerber et al. , 1981.Oecreased  rate of shell growth

~. magellanicus ( 2 - d a y
larvae)

Signif icant Inhibit ion of
shell  formation

Gilbert,  1981

100 ppm, 96 h Gilbert,  1981Hay 29 fluid Signif icant inhibit ion of
shell Zormat ion

~. maqellanicua  ( Z - d a y
larvae)

<100  @pm, 96 h Signiflc  at i n h i b i t i o n  of
shell formation 6

Liquid phaae of used Cr-
lignoaulfonate  fluid,
Mobile  Bay, Ala. ,
September 4 fluid

LIquld p h a s e  of u s e d  ‘“
“Gileonlte”  f l u i d

~. magellanicus  ( 2-day
larvae)

3,000 ppm, 96 fr Signif icant inhibit ion of
she 11 formation

G i l b e r t ,  19131

10,000 p~, 96  hY. magellantcufr  ( 2 - d a y
larvae)

2. Iquid phaae of used low-
density li$jnosulfonate

SiqnlKicant  inhibit ion of
shell formation

G i l b e r t ,  1981

.
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TABLE 20 k.crmt  imred)

——
mtfkmdre

Refera@eri  .

C o n k l i n  e t  al., 1980

Carr  et al. ,  1980

Cruatac!eans
Opossum shfj  imp ~gidopsia

bah i a
Used Cr-lignosulfonate

Mobile  Bay, A l a .
50 WII, 42 days,

f lowthcou9h

10,000  ppm,  7 d a y s

50a survival from post.latva
to adule

Decreased frxrd assimi  lat ion
and growth  efficiency,
reduced growth  rate

Liquid phase of used CC-
1 ignosulfonate,  Gulf  of
Hex ico

uOugbtOn  e t  a l . ,  h~~oUeed b igh-wekghe Cc- “
Iignosulfonate,  Cook  I n l e t ,
Alaska

loo, ooo-ppa
susperra  ton

Gi 11 histopathrrlagy

g. hypsimotus
{Stage  1 larvae)

Used 17acr-1  #gnOsulfOnate
Cuok  Inlet,  Alaska

2,000-ppm  suspen-
sion, 144 h,
3, 250-PPm liquid
phase, 144 h

500-ppIa  auspan-
sion,  144 h,
1 ,Oso-ppm 1 iquick
phase, k44 h

5, 000-ppm  suspen-
sion, 144 h

10,000-15,006 ppnl
! iquid phase for
duration of
larval development

Cessation of  suimming  by 506
o f  larvae

Cessak!on  of swimming by 50@
o f  larvae

Used FeCr-lignOsulfOnate
Ceok Inlet,  Alaska

Car 1s and Rice, 19k10Drrck shr imp Pandalus
danae !Stage  1 larvae)

Kelp shr imp Bualus suckle~~
{Stage  E larvaet

Used FeCr-1  Agnoaul@onate
Cook Inlet.  Alaska

CeseatAon of swimming by 50$
o f  larvae

Carls a n d  Rice. 1980

Neff,  19i30No effect  on durakion of any
Intermolt  pertcds or on dur-
ation of larva! development,
signif icantly increased
mortality at molting

Grass  shr Imp Palaerronetes
- larvae

Used medium- and hi~h-wekrht
Cg-lignoeulfonate,
Mexico

Gulf  d

o~.,r.,dso An act ivi ty of  the
enzyme glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase  in muecle t i s s u e

33, 000-ppm  !$quid
phafie, 96 h

Gerber  et al., 1980

Gilbert, 1981

G i l b e r t ,  1981

Gerber et  al.. 19431

Sand shr imp  Cranqon
septemfi~-

Used low-we lght Cr -
llgnoadtonate,
mid-~t  lant ic OCS

Liquid  phase d used Cc-
1 ignowl fonate,  Mobile Bay,
Ala. , September 4, 1979

Liquid phase of  used Cr-
1 ngnoeulfcmate,  f40btle  Bay,
A l a . ,  Sepkembec  4, 1979

Meed medium-weight Cr -
ligno~ulfonate,  Gulf of
Nexhco

100 ppm, 20 days,
flowthrough

lb effect  on survival O K
molting cate

Atlantic Cancer crab
CanceK  trroratue

‘$emporary  inhibition of feedingQ. irroratue  [Stage  RIB
larvae)

100 ppm, 4 days

Increase in activity of enzymes
aspartate  aminotcansferarae  and
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
in heart tissue

Cancer crab Cancer
borea”l  6 e

160,000-ppr9  suspen-
sion, 96 h
33,000-ppm  liquid
phaee,  96 h



TABLE 20 (cent inued)

Exposure

Bpeclem
Comcentrakion

Dgllllaq Fluid ~ and Ducatlmn Samkwm mem ItafaroncaO

Cruskmcoans  (cmmtitmd]
Green crab Carcinua  maenUS—— Used I$at-we  Ight Cr- 33,000-PPn  l iquid

1 Ignosultanate, phaae,  96 h
mAd-Atlantic  OCS

Used FeCr-1  Ignosul  EOnate, 2, tloo-ppa auspen-
Cc.ok Inlet, Alaaka penaiom. 144 h

12,900-ppm  l iquid
phaae,  144 h

Increase  in acttv~ty  of
enzymes a8par  tate
amlnotranaferase and
glUCOSe-k-phOBpkIdte dehydro-
genaae  in muscle

Cessation of  swimming by 50t of larvae

Gerber et  al . ,  19k10

Carle and Rice, 1980King crab Parallthoides
cammchat  ica (Stage I
larvae)

Ceaaation  of awimmlng by 50t o f  l a rvae Carls and Rice, 1980TaOner ceab  Chlonmacetes
bairdi  (Stage  I  l a rvae}

Used FeCs-1 iqnoeulfonate, 2,ao0-PPrn llquid
Cook Inlet;  A l a s k a

No effect on survival OK development
rate to f irst crab stage

Mud crab Sbithropanopeus
hacrieil larvae

100,000-PPm  f lu id
aqueous f ract ion
and auapended
p a r t i c u l a t e
phaae,  complete
larval development

Baokhout et al., .1982Used low-uetght  Cc-
lignosulfonate,  Jar
F i e l d ,  Fla.

decrease in eurvival  of
altered larval bebavior

.
Q

Bookhout  et al. ,  1982 PUlue  crab Callinectes
sapidus  larvae

50,000-PP~  fluid
aqueoufi fract  ion
and auspemded
particulate phase,
complete larval
d e v e l o p m e n t  -

Used low-weight Cr-
lignosuifonate,
J a y  @ield~ Pla.

S ign i f icant
megalopa,

activity of tbe enzyme Gerber et  al., 1900
aminotransferase and

10,000-ppm  liquid
phase.  96 h

,

Ameg lean lobster Homaris
amer lcanua  (adulta)

U6ed low-weight Cr-
lignoaulfonate,
mid+tlant  lC QCS

Incsease  i n
a6partate
decrease In activity of enzyme
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
in heart t issue

~. diner  Icanus  [ larvae] 2,000-ppm  liquid
phase

Increase in duration of larval Gerber et  al . ,  19131
development by 3 days

Used medium-weight, Cr-
1 ignoaulfonate,  Gulf  of
Hex 6c0

10-ppm euspena  ion,
3-5 mln

Decceaged chemosensocy  reagauie of Derby and Atema. 1981
walk lng leg  chemoaensora to food cues

Ua.ed  med Aum- and high-weight
Cc-llgnofiulfonate,
Hobile  Bay8  Ala.

~. amer icanue  (adults)

Inhibition of feeding behavior Atema  e t  al., 19S2
.,

~. amer Icanue  (adultal 112 m layer, 4  daymUnknown

.



TABLE 20 {cont inued)

f4xfJmR.u5e
Cormsnttafl!.rm

e.Packea KMiln&mg Fluid Typa a n d  .Dmr@tlOn flesfumtseri Rafetmncas

Atema e t  a l . ,  1982Used Cz-ltgnOaulfOnate~
MobAle,  Ala. ,
J u n e  26, 1979

T&mm  layer, d days No effect on feeding behavior

Atema  et al .  ,  1982Used Cr-lignoaulfonate,  Jay
Field,  Fla. ,
Ju~y 29 ,  19M0

7. l-ppm suspen-
sion, 36 daya

Pare Ial inhibition of molting, delayed
detect Ion of food cues

!!.  Qmer  icanus  (Stage  IV
larvae)

0

At.eaa e t  a l . ,  19f)2Delays  in burrow construction, altered
burrowing befravior

~. amet kanus (Stage KW and.—
V larvae)

Umed Cr-lign0t3ult0nate
.fluids~  Jay  FieidO  @la. ,
and Mobile  Bay, Ala.

1-4 mm layer

33* mortality Rubinfatein  et  al .  ,  1980Used Cr - 1 ignosul  f onate
E1.uidB, Mobile  Bay,
Ala.

1 O-ppm  euapena  Ion
flowthrouqb  with
an accumu!at  ion OC

4.5 mm at 100 days

Maed  C6-1  iqnomrlfonate, J,1316-pp@ aUe-
penalon,  duration
of  development

500-100,000 ppm
f l u i d  aqueoua
fraction,  48 h

Crawford and Gatea, 1981 E

Chaffee  and $pie6, 1982

Depreaaed  fertiltzatlon,  delayed
development, developmental anoma  1 ies

Signif icant decreaae  in growth rate,
increaaed  incidence of developmental
abnormality Ies

13 ueed Cr-liqnosulfonate
fluid.a, Santa Barbara
Cfranne!,  Cal!. f.

!lat etaefiah  Patiria
miniata  [embryoe)— .

3,8 M-ppIa mul-
penslon,  duration
of development

10, OOO-PPm  liquid
phase,  duration
of development

30, 000-ppa  eua-
penfi Ion

Retarded embryonic development,
depressed embryonic heart beat sate

Crawford and Gates, 1981

Sharp et al., 1982

ifoughton et al. ,  1980

Depreaaed  hatching 8uccee6,  depressed
embryonic heart beat rate~
devaiopnental  anomalies

Used treahwater  Cr-
1 ignosulfonate
Gulf of MeMica

Pink  @almon Oncorhynckwwa
gortmmclra

IJaed  high-weight  Cr-
lignoaulfonate
Cook EnBet, Alaska

Gill hietopatholmgy

MXncentrations  originally repou ted as ppm auspenderf  solids, converted here to estimated ppra total f hid added.
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not met. Pelagic and some benthic animals were exposed to suspensions
or soluble (li~id phase) preparations of drilling fluids continuously
fox periods of time much longer than they would be in the water column
near an exploratory rig. Benthic animals were exposed to layers of
whole drilling fluids or to fluids mixed with natural uncontaminated
sediments. Unless a drilling fluid is shunted directly to the bottom?
it will fractionate as it descends through the wates column. Soluble
fractions of the fluid not tightly sorbed to clay particles, including
the more soluble and toxic aromatic fractions of diesel fuel? may not
reach the bottom at all. Lightes clay fractions will be cazried
farther away than dense barite fractions. Thus, it is unlikely ~hat
benthic fauna on the OCS will ever encounter a layer of unfractionated
drilling fluid on the bottom. Despite the methodobgica.1  shortcomings
of these stUdies, however? sevesal of them provide useful insights into
the subtle biological responses of marine animals when exposed to sub-
lethal concentrations. of drilling fluids. ‘They also suggest the types
of responses to look for in field stud~es of the effects of drilling-
fluid discharges on marine communities. It is worth noting, also? that
all major taxa have not been treated in a parallel manner in the tests
reported in Table 20. Life cycle tests have not been run on indigenous
or surrogate fish species.

A difficulty in performing studies of chronic and sublethal
responses of Maxine animals to dcilling fluids is that there is no
completely satisfactory method for precisely measuring actual exposure
concentrations of drilling fluids and their variation” over the course
Of the experiment. Thus, results are presented giving nominal exposure
concentrations, based on amount of drilling fluid or fluid fraction
added per unit volume of seawater.

Discharges may result in considerable concentrations of suspended
solids in the water column (see Table 14), which are rapidiy dispersed
(see Chapter 3). While the suspended solids themselves may not be
eoxic, investigators have shown in laboratory studies that solids con-
centrations  may interfere with survival and reproduction of aquatic
species (Nimmo e~ al.,  1979; Paffenhofer, 1972; Wilber, 1971). Cmcen-
trations of solids that interfered with reproduction in laboratory
studies (45 umg/1]* (although differences in reproduction were
negligible) are shown in Table 14 to occur as much as 152 m from the
point of discharge (assuming a high rate, high volume discharge).
However, exposures in the laboratory experiments have been weeks,
whe~eas exposures in the field are minutes.

Biological  responses to whole used drilling flluids were recocded ae
concenkzations ranging from 1 to 160,000 ppm and to fluids distributed
as a l-mm to 12-cM layer on natura~ sediment. In some cases, sublethal
responses were observed only at concentrations slightly lower than
,those that were acutely lethal. For example, the 144-h LC50S of
suspended and liquid phase preparations of a
drilling fluid from Cook Inlet, Alaska, were

used chrome lignoeulfonaee
1.4 to 3 times higher than

‘Del Nimmo, personal communication, July, 1983.

●

.

●
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. the concentration of this fluid that in the same peziod of time caused
swimming to cease in 50 percent of Stage I larvae of six species of
marine crustaceans (Carls and Rice, 1980). In several other species,
however, significant sublethal respmses were recorded at concentra-
tions LO to 100 times lower than the acutely lethal concentrations.
These species include the American lrkmter Homarus  americanus  and
several molluscse pa@culazly the wean scallop Placopecten
magellanicus  (Table 20].

There have been sevesal investigations of the behavioral and
physiological responses of reef Corals to sublekhaL  concentrations of
drilling fluids (Table  20). Exposu~e  &o drilling fluid elicits pareial
cm comple~e ~lyp retzacaion  in the corals, accompanied in many eases
by hypexsecretion  of mucus. These are defensive reactions that, if
they persise for long because of continued pollutant insult, lead to
decreased nutrient assimilation and produc~ion, altered biochemical
ccmposition~  depressed respiration and nitrogen excreeion~ partial or
complete inhibition Qf gzowth and deposition of calcium carbonate
skeleton, bacterial infection, and, eventually, death (Table 20).
These responses are elicited by chronic exposure to concentrations of
100 ppm or less, though there are large inte~speei.es  differences in
sensitivity to drilling fluids. Reef corals are sensitive ko drilling
fluids, particularly heavily treated ones containing diesel oil.

While this repmt was in preparation, the previously unpublished
~esults Qf several investigations beeame available. These studies
measured the acuee toxicities and sublethal, effects of 11 used driLlimg
fluids obtained from offshore drilling sites in the Gulf of Mexics,
which bhe Petroleum Equipmehe Suppliers Association supplied to EPA.
The mean 96-h LC!50 values for bioassays  pecformed with the liquid amd.:

( suspended paz?ticuLaEe phases of drilling fluids and suspended whole
fluid preparations for opossum shrimp Mysidopsis bahia were 176,500,
25,145, and 649uUl respectively. ‘NM mean 96-h~ for suspended
whole fluid preparations, of the U driiling  fluids few l-day old la~vae
o% grass shrimp Palaemonetes  puqio was, L4V516 u1!I. There was a
statistically significant inverse relationship between the 96-t’i LC50
for opossum shrimp and the concentration in tie dgi.lli,ng  fluids of
petx’oleum hydrocarbons identified as No. 2 fuel oil (E’ = -0.73, p e
0.05). Drilling-fluid toxicity was not car-related ‘eo concentraeicm of
chromium in the fluid (r = -0.5~ p > 2]. The drilling fluids
eont.ained  LOO eo 98430 mglkg (ppm) petroleum hydrocarbems,  and 42 to
L8345 mgikg total chromium.

When 1 h old embryos of hard shell clams Mercenaria me~cenaria were
exposed eo Liquid and suspended pageiculaee  phases of &“he 11 drilling
fluids for 48 h, the concentration causing 50-pezcent inhibition of
shell fomaeion Eanged from 87 to gseaee~ than 3~000 ul/1 for the
.Iiqui.d phase and 64 to greater than 3$000 u1/L fog the suspeaded
particulate phase. Liquid phase prepazaei.ons  at concentrations  as low
as 10 to 100 ug/L interfered with feztil,ization og caused abnor’mal
emkmyonie  development in sand dolla~s _ and sea
uKchi.ns LYtechius  varieg aeus? ~. pictus and SEron~
purpuratus. Reef corals exhibited several sublethal gesponses follow-
ing exposure for 24 h to 25 DIJl, whole dzilli.rng  fluid followed  by 48
h recovery. These responses inehaded protein loss, changes in the size
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and concentration ratios of tissue-free amino acids? and depressed
calcification ‘zake. The drilling fluids eliciting sublethal responses
at the lowest exposure concentrations were those most acutely toxic
and containing the highest concentrations of diesel fuel,

Microcosm Studies

Various types of experimental microcosms have become popular in recene
years as links between laboratory experiments and field observations.
Microcosms have been used a few times to study the effects of driUing
fluids on recruitment of planktonic  larvae to benthic communities. In
these experiments, drilling fluid is layered on or mixed with the
boetom sediment or injected into natural seawater flowing into aquaria
(Rubinstein et al., 1980; Tagatz et al., 1978, 1980, 1982). Most of
these experiments have tested relatively high concentrations of
drilling fluid on or in the sediments (%00,000 ppm), which depressed
the recruitment of some species. Other species were found in greater
numbers in the sediments contaminated with drilling fluids. Certain
species of baceeri.a  and microeucaryotes  (ci~iates~ nematodes?  etc.)
were more abundant in contaminated sedimen~s  than in clean anes (Smith
et al., ”1982). These effeets could owe to changes in sediment texture
from the presenceof drillins gluid, to organ~c enrichment of
sediments?” or to the particular chemi~al compositions of the f~uids.

When ma~ine aquazia were supplied with unfiltered natural, seawater
containing 50 ul/1 (ppm) of used chrome lignosulfonake  drilling  fluid
fos 8 weeks, the numbers of tunicates, molluscs, and annelids settling
in the sandy substrate or on the walls of the aquaria were signifi-
cantly decreased compared to those sektli,ng in control aquaria (Tagatz
et al.?  1982). Differences in community structure in control and
experimental aquaria receiving 50 ppm drilling fluid were indicated by
a decrease in species abundance by Spearman@s measure of rank correla-
tion and an increase in species diversity as measured by the Shannon-
Weaver index. These differences could have owed to the physical or
chemical effects of suspended drilling fluids onsurvival or settlement
of planktonic  larvae  or to the accumulation of drilling fluids in the
sediments over time (which was noted but not quantified) altering
sediment texture.

Field Studies

Table 21 provides summary information on the few field investigations
that have been conducted of the environmental fate and effects of
drilling fluids and cuttinggs discharged to the marine environment.
These studies corroborate predictions derived from laboratory studies.
The effects of drilling-fluid discharges to marine ecosystems? where
detected, age ~~a~ized  to an area around and downcurrent of the dis-
charge and to the benthos.

Gettleson (1979) ~nitored  the condition og reef corals On the East
Flower Garden Bank off tie Texas-Louisiana coast befose, during, and

.
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Oriliing at 129 B water depths coral
zone at  20-50  m e t e r s  6  NW  at dgill
aiteg bottom currenka  toward HIM
drill site

Dgill  flulds  and bukti@9a Gettleson,  1978
d i s t r i b u t e d  t o  l,OLMI  m frcwa
discharge; no impact on
coral zone

70-90@ reduction in smme  ape. Uudson et al. ,  1902
of 11.ving corals within 115
x  tlS a areaa epitauna  aaecc!ated

East  Flower  Garden
Bank, NH  Gulf of Mexico

Fate  of dgil16ng Cluids
shunted to 10 m above
bottom~  effects  m coral

reef 2,100 aetesa  away

Palawan Island,
Pbillippines

B.ftecks  of dr iliing d i s c h a r g e
on coral reefs

Willing  directiy  on reef at 26 m
2 wells  drilled 3 m apact$ 3 c m / a
currents to the north

with corala affected to 40 m

Little accumulation of mud 6
cutthgs  o n  bottomi  no effacta
on benthos  attr ibutable to
diacbarges

V i s i b l e  c u t t i n g s  pile 150 m
diameters  e leva ted  Eta in
aedimenta  to 1.6 kmg abundance
of ptedator~ demersa 1 app.
incKeased$ Iarqe decrease in
abundance of hentiaic  intauna
near r 19 with some bioacmuOu-
lation CM Ba and ~aeibly Cr
b y  benthic infauna

Evidence of cuttingfa  withi~
200  m cd rigs; eievated  fla in
bulk  s e d i m e n t s  to 2 km$ no
ef fecta on benthos  attr ibutalale
to dr illing~  no bioaccumulat  ion

0.5-6 cm fluid and cuttings
on kt.tmm  but  carg  led away
quickly~ no effecte attribut-
a b l e  to discharqe~  on benthos$
possible uptake of Ba by mircro-
algae and Cu by amph lphcds

Surfacee  within 10 m of dis-
charge had different fouling
community~  a t t r i b u t e d  to
driiling fluid accumulation

Lower Cook  Inlet.  AK Fate  og dri l l ing discharges
and effects  on benthic
cmrarnunitiea

Drilling at 62 m water  depth, 4.6-5.3 m
tides, mean maximal tide currente
42-104  cm/a between bottom and
surface

Dames k Ncore,  1970
fkxrgbton et a l . ,  1980
Lees b tlougbton, 1980

NJ 18-3 Blink 684.
Mid.Atlantic  QCS

Drilling at 120 m water depthj
bottom  currente  ~ 10 cm/a
6 2 8  of time, aedimenta
208 si it/ciay

SG6G  Environmental
Consultants,  19@2

Georgen Bank,
MM-At lant Lc 63CS

f16ga at 80 and 140 m wraitore,d~
reahiual bottcun  c u r r e n t  3 . S  cm/mt
@requent  severe ~torrasj  aedhents
<18  slilt/chay

iIatteile/W.  ki.O. i.@ 198) u?
Sdhuret’  et a l . ,  1982 a

Payne ,  e t  al., 191i2

.,

U.S.  Beautfor  t Sea,
All

Effects of above-ke  and
below-ice diepoaal of
dr Al ling mud and cuttings on
benthic ccermwrnithes~
bioavaihbillty  of metals

k4ater  depth  5-9,  md ice cover  moat
of year  with tittom  scour i n
shallower  areas

Nor them ‘Eechnical
Serwicea, 1981

Of tshoge Southern
California

Plattio.rm on cite 2-3 years,
sampling in August

Benesch

Cr ippen

Tillecy

Drilling  fKom aCtifiC!’a~  i8iaIWi8
K apid  seaaona 1 area  ion and ice scour

Canadian BeauEort  Sea .$ktals  from  dcilling dia-
charge5  in sediments and
benthoa

E l e v a t e d  levels of iig,  Pb, Zn,
Cd, As, and Cr in sediments
near  discharge with ekdaEed
Ilg to  1,800 m; no c o r r e l a t i o n
between metals in sediments and
biota

Oecreaaing  concentration
9ra4ients of  Ba, Cd, CK, Cue
Pb, and Zn in sediments around
some c kga. #8etalB  not  elevated
in COmmerciak species of shrimp
and f i ah

Distr ibut ion of  metals  hn
eediments  and Moka  in oil
pmduct!on  fields

Shallow water, high  suspended sediment
load

a n d  ‘Ehomaa,  1980

——
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after the drilling of an explosatocy  well approximately 2?100 n south-
east of the reef. Discharges were shunted to’10 m off the bottom.
Although some of the discharged fluid and cuttings were distributed by

.

currents to a distance greater than 16000 m from the rig, none could
be detected in the coral  reef zone, which was shaliower than the depth
of discharge.

Hudson et al. (1982) found little or no suppression of growth in the
coral Porites lutes from drilling-fluid discharges made in exploratory——
drilling near a coral reef off Palawan Island, Philippines. Living
foliose, branching, and plate-like c@rals were reduced.by  70 to 90
percene, however, in an azea 115 by 85 m around.the wellheads, pssibly
because of the smothering or t~xic ef~ects of these discharges.
Communities of small organisms Living in crevices and cavities in and
among the coral heads (coelobitesl were severely disturbed within 40 m
of the wellheads (Choi, .1982). Minor changes in coelobite community
structure were observed up to 100 m from the wellhead. Animals Living
on the surface of the reef were less affected.

Lees and Boughton (1980) studied benthic communities in the vicinity
of the C.O.S.I!. well in Lower Cook Inlet, Alaska, before, during, and
after the drilling operation. Changes in benthic communities were seen
near the drilling  platform during the course of the study. None ceuLd
be unequivocab~y attributed to the drilling operation$~  howeverl
because of irregula~igies in faunal disbzibution,  probably owing to
differences in successional stages among the aceas sampled and the
failure to resample control sites. They concluded that, in khe very
high energy environment of Lower @ok Inlet, the rate of accumulation
of drilling fluids and cuttings on the bottom was not sufficient to
affect measurably benthic populations. Although populations of an
opportunistic species of polychaete, Spiophanes bombYx, my have
increased aftes drilling? such resistance is characteristic of dynamic
environments. In a related study of the same drilling rig, Houghton
et al. (19809 placed pink salmon fryt shrimp? and hermit crabs in live
boxes at 100, 200, and 1,000 m dcwncurrent from the drill,ing-fluid
discharge. In an observation made after 4 days, no mortalities could
be attributed EO the fluid’s discharge plume.

Detailed studies have been performed on the shortand long-term
effects of dri3Ji.ng  fluids and cuttings on benthic communities around ‘
an exploratory drilling platform in New Jersey 18-3 Blodk 684 on the
mid-Atlantic CM2S ogf Atlantic City, New Jersey (EG&G Environmental
CcrnsuLtants,  1982; CWUm,or et a~., 1981, 1982: Mau~er et ala 1981:
Menzie et al., 1980). A zone approximately 150 m in diameter of
visible acxmnulakion  from drilling discharges (primagily from d~ill

r-

cuttings) was observed in the immediate vicinity of the we~l, site?
while elevated levels of clays were detected up to 800 m southwest of
the sige immediately after drilling ceased (during a fizst post-
drilling survey 2 weeks later). A side-scan sonar survey L yeaz after
drilling ceased revealed scour marks left by anchor chains and
depressions left by the anchors. Drill cuttings and debris had
accumulated heavily in an area about 40 to 50 m in diameter immediately

.-

soueh of the well site. ?he height of the cuttings pile was estimated
to be. lea.e wan 1 m. During the “second postdrilling  survey, elevated
levels of clay wese not detected southwest of the drill site. In both
postdrilling  surveys, concentrations of barium in the upper 3 cm of
sediments were elevated (up to 3,477 ppm in the first survey and 2,144
Ppm in the second survey, compared to 148 to 246 ppm before d~illing)
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near the rig site and decreasing with distance from the gig. The
concentra~ion  of barium was elevated in sediments up to 3.6 km from
the dgill site. Neither the concentration of chromium nor of several
other metals was elevated in sediments near the rig following dri~ling.

‘The abundance 9f hake (UroehYcis chuss), cancer crabs (Cancer spp.),
and starfish U4stropecten  americanus) increased between the pred~illing
and fizst Postdrilling  sur~eys in the immediate vicinity and to the
south of the well site. These animuits may have been attxacted by the
incxeased microre.lief of the accumulated cuttings or by clumps of
mussa~s Mytilus edulis that had fallen off &he drilling rig or anchoc
chains. Within about 150 m of the discharge sessile benthic animals
such as sea pens Stylatula eleqans weze subject to buzial by drill
cuttings.’ The second postdrilling  survey found sea pens ccmplekely
absent from the main cutti:ngs pile? although they were observed among
patches of cuttings away fzom it, One year after drilling, hake and
cancer czabs were no longer concentrated near the rig site? and star-
fish had a paechy distribution throughout Che area.

Before drilling, the abundance of benthic maerofaunal in the
vicinity of the rig site was ~reater than that at a nearby BLM bench-
mark staticm (8,011 animals/m versus 3,064 animals/m2). The
abundance of benthic macroinfauna  at the rig site dropped to 1*729
animals/m2 immediately aEter drilling,  and then rose to 2R638
animaM/n? one yesr later. These changes in abundance were the same
for the four major Eaxonomic groups (polychiaetes~  echinoderms,
crustaceans, and molluscs). Polychaetes predominated in the macroin-
fauna at the study site during all Ehgee survey periods. Their
relative abundance, however? dzopped  from 78 percent in the predrilling
survey to 70 percent in the fkrst postd~il,ling survey and to 66 percent
in the second .postdrilling susvey, compared to 70 pezcent. at the nearby
BLM benchmark station. Molluscs were the only g~oup to re~urn to their
original abundance at the site within 1 year after drilling.

The abundance of the brittde seag limphicn?lus macil.entus substan-
tially decreased within 100 m of the rig site and remained decreased
at the eime of the second postdr’illing  survey. The abundsnee of small
brigele stags (of disc diameeer less ehan 1.5 mm) decreased more than
that of larger speeimens. The numbe~ of polychaetes  measu~ed during
the first postdrilling survey was significantly lowe~ at stations near
the rig site tha& had elevated levels of clay (from drill euteings)
compared with neagby stakicms that show no elevaei.oq  in sediment clay
concentration  between predrilli,nq  and postdrilling  surveys, The
~omposition of polychae~e feeding guil.ds~ however, was similar in all
three surveys (Maurer ek al., 1981), With the exception of these
casese benthic macrofauaa decreased in abundance similarly between ehe
pmdriUing survey and Ehe two postdrilling  surveys for the major
species within all taxnomic groups. With the exception of a few
stations less khan 100 m southwest (downeu~gent]  ~f the drill site that
had markedly reduced benehie fauna chwing khe first postdrilling
survey, there was no relationship between direction, distance from &he
rig si~e (out to 3.2 km)e or sedi.mene barium concentraeicx’!  and the
extent of decrease in abundance ck any major taxonomic  group or major
species. \ .
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Unfortunately, there were no control stations sufficiently far from
the rig site to ensure that they were not affected and thus that they
provided true reference points &o evaluate the three benthic samplings.
Data from more distant stations might establish better how much changes
in benthic  fauna resulted from drilling or from other factors. Sta-
tions farthest from the rig site and considered beyond the influence
of drilling discharges (Stations 55, 56? and 58) showed the same
patterns of faunal change as did stations near the rig site. The
composition and abundances of benthic fauna observed in the two post-
drilling surveys we~e mote like those observed in the earlier BLM
benchmark program in the area, particularly from BLM Station A3
(Wescht 1979), than Like those observed in the predrilling survey.
Because of natural tem~ral variability, the pcedrilling survey may not
have provided a suitable baseline (at least as far as macrobenthos
abundance levels age concermed) to evaluate the results of the post-
drilLing surveys. Natural temporal vari.abi.lity is the probable cause
for the large, area-wide changes in macrobenthic  abundance that was
observed between suzveys. This premise is supported by considering
&hat an exploratory well was drilled approximately 2.8 km north
[upcuzrent)  ef the monitored well site shortly befoze the predrilling
survey, If area-wide impacts occurred as a result of dcilling this
well~ they should have influenced the stations north of the test well;
howeves,  no differences in composition and abuildance were observed
between these stations and stations south of the test weU. The
previctusly-drilled well was drilled by ~e’same operator .using the same
drilling fluid company and program and drilled ehrough. similar forma-
tions as the test well. Water depth, boetom topography and currents
at both sites are similar. Thus. similar distributions- of--drillihg=” ‘“
discharges acound each well would be expected. If natura~ variability
is ignored~ pm-drilling macrofaunal abundance appeazs to be elevated
(with respect to BLM benchmark data) even though some of the stations
could have been exposed to impacts from the previous wel~. However v
da~a from the monitored well suggest thak macsofaund,  abundances
decreased u-n e-sure to drilling discharges. This contradiction
strengthens the argumenes that~ except for those stations in the -

immediate well-site area, the observed decrease in macrofaunal
abundance between pee-= and post-drilling surveys resulted from natugal
temporal variability. .

Speeies richness (number of species per 0.2 m2) at the rig site
d~opped from 70 ~ 7 in the predriiling survey to 3S ~ 10 immediately
aftez drilling and then rose again to .53 ~ 8 one year later. Shannon
diversity (H’) and evenness (Js) showed only very small changes between
the predrilling  and the two postdzilling  surveys. Diversity decreased
slightly, probably in part because of increased evenness? which was
observed in the postdrilling  surveys. These changes in species
richnessp diversity, and evenness were similar at stations neas the
well site andat the three stations considered to be beyond the
influence of drilling discharges.

The authors concluded that the physical and biological effects of
exploratory drilling discharges on the benthic environment of a
low-energy area of the mid-Atlantic (XS persisted for at least 1 year
afteg drilling activities ceased. To the extent that the decreased
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abundance and species richness of benthic macrofauna around the rig
site immediately after drilling resulted fsom drilling dischaxges~
there was evidence of recovery du~ing the yeag afke~ drilling ceased.

A similar investigation is being performed for the Minerals
management Service (formerly the Bureau of Land Management) on Georges
Bank, southeast of the Massachusetts coast (Battelle/Woods  Hole
Oceanographic Instituticmp  1983; Ilothner  et al.~ 1982; Payne et al.#
1982) . SmaLl anumnts of cu%thgs were detected in bottom sediments
within about ’200 m of the exploratory  rigs in Blocks 312 (94 m water
depeh) and 410 (2.37 m wate~ depth) following driUing WXhner et al..~
%982) . No pile of cu~~ings was visible in any bottom photograph.
Barium cc$ncentra~ion  increased in the top centimeter of bulk sediments
between predrilling  and postdrilling  surveys up to 3.5 Rimes (Erom 32
to 110 ppm) within 20~ m of khe gig in Bhck 410. A smaller increment
in sediment barium concentration was observed in the upper centimeter
of sediments collected from within 200 m of the rig site in Block 312.
Elevated levels of baxium, but not chromium, were deeected in bulk
sediment samples up to 2 km from both drill sites. The silt-clay
fzaction  of the sediments, representing about 1 percent of the total,
contained elevated concentrations of barium and ch~omium at stations
up go 6 km downcurrent  of the Block 312 drill site after 6 months of
driLLing.

During “tie first year of the monitoring program, benthic samples
were colleceed four times on a seasonal basis (in Ju~y and November
1981, and in February and May 1982) fzom 47 sampl$ng StatiOnS
upcurrent,  in the vicinity, and downcurrent.of the lease blocks.
DriLling began at the two rig sites in Blocks 312 and 410 in December
and JULY 1981 respectively. Drilling was observed eo have Little
impact on &he abundant and diverse benthic macroinfauna  duri?g the
first year of monitoring (Baetelle/Woods Hole Oceanographic
InstiRu&ion, 19Q3). In Block 312, where drilling started shortly after
the secend survey, there wag a change in the abundance of several
species at some stations within 2 km of tie gig where Bothner et al.
(1982) showed chat barium (and by inference the solid components of
dcilling fluids) acaanualakec% between the first and fourth surveys. In
Febguary, shortly  after drilling stacted,  some species increased in
abundance at stations closest eo the rig and deelimed at stations
fareher away. The abundance of khe cxmophiid amphi.pod  Erichthmius
rubiccwnis showed a marked decline in February at sosne s~a~ions.
Barium was not observed te aecumu~age at these stations until MSy.
T’hus it is doubtf%l that the population changes observed resulted
diKeotLy from the acwmulaeion  of discharged drilling  fluids on the
bottom, since the discharges accaumQa@d after the amphipod population
had declined. However@  the distxibueion and abundance of E. rubi-.—
cormis@ an epifaumal suspension feeder~ and of certain other species
a~ound the zig may have been influenced by the aceumulatian  on the
bo~tom of drill cuttingsp  mosg of which age discharged du~ing the
drilling of N&e shallow porgi~n of the  hOIIS  ~arly in drilling (Ayegs
et al., 19$Oa). Severe winter storms i~ February 1982, however, caused
substantial sediment resuspension and boetom scour ak these stati.ons~
as documented by boetom phaeqraphy. Changes in sedimena texture
~eSu~tiRg fr~m the St,orms probably we~e a major cause Of ehe benehic
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infaunal  Chan9e9 seen near the rig in February. Most of the
macrofaunal species that declined in abundance near the rig site-in
February substantially increased in abundance in May. Thus? any
effects of drilling discharges were apparently of short duration.

The much milder effects of exploratory drilling on the benthos of
Georges Bank than those on the mid-Atlantic OCS probably result in
large part from the difference in the amounts of drilling fluids and
cuttings accumulating on the bottom at the two sikes. The lower energy
environment of,the mid-Atlantic OCS allowed more drilling,fluids  and
cuttings to’accumulate on the bottom ehan did the higher energy
environment of Georges Bank.

Northern Technical Services (1981) investigated the effects of
above-ice and below-ice disposal of driUing fluids and cuttings on the’
nearshore benthos of the U.S. Beaufort Sea. Approximately 2.6 x 104

1 of drilling effluents were discharged below the ice at shallow-water
(5.5-m) and deep-water (8.2-m) test locations near the Reindeer Island
Stxatigraphic Test Well site approximately, 15 km north of Prudhoe Bay,
Alaska. In addition, approximately 3.5 x 1051 of drilling effluents
were discharged on the ice in 6.7 m of water. Reference sites were
located nearby in 4.9 and 7.67 m of water. Four days after the test
discharge at the deep water site, a layer of drilling fluid and
cu~tings of 5 te 6 cm was observed on the bottom under the discharge
point. About 3 m east of the site the estimateddepth of the layer was
about  0.5 cm. At the shallow water siee the maximum accumulation of
dril,ling fluid and cuttings was about 1 to 2 cm.

In ordes of relaeive abundance, the benthic fauna of the study area
included polychaetes, molluscs, and crustaceans. The experimeraea~ and
reference stations in shallow water (5 m) and in deep water (8 m)
differed significantly in infaunal abundance, diversity, species cich-
nessf evenness?  and biomass. The experimental discharges took place
in late April and early May 1979. Analysis indicated that the abun-
dance of some species changed at the experimental and reference sites
between May and August. The changes probably were due to seasonal
ef fec ts . At the disposal site above ice, the numbers of polyclaaetes
and harpacticoid copepods were significantly fewes. than at the nearby
deep-water reference site in August 1979 and January 1980. Grain size
and trace metal analyses of bottom sediments from the two sites indi-
cated that drilling effluents did not remain for long at the disposal.
site. The authors attributed the differences in ~lychaete and
harpaci&coid  abundances at reference and above-ice disposal-sites to
natural differences in ambient physical conditions (mainly sediment
grain size) at the two sites.

Amphipods (Onisimus species and ~eckosimus species), placed in live
boxes on the bottom or at mid-depth 3 to 12 m from the discharge points
for 4 to 89 days guffeged few mortalities. Trays containing clams
(ktarte specsies and Liowma fluctuosa)  were deployed for” up to 89 days
on the bottom at the deep-water reference site and the above-ice
experimental discharge site. After  4 days, 1 to 2 clams were dead in
boeh reference and e~erimental  trays. After 87 to 89 days, 7 clams
(26 percent) were dead in the experimental tray and 9 were missing,
compared eo 1 dead in the reference tray. The experimental tray had
also been disturbed, however, which could have contributed to the
mortalities observed.

.
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wnech ee al. (1980) studied fouling communibi.es on submer9ed
pontoons of a semisubmersible  drilling rig off southern California.
The horizontal pontoon surfaces within 10 m downcurrent of the dis-
charge pipe where solids accumulated had digfezent fouling cxxmnunities
than pontoon surfaces where these solids did not settle. Differences
were attributed primarily to sedimentation of the drilling fluids and
cuttings. Sediment-intolerant species disappeared and sediment-
tolezant species beoame more abundant on the fluid-exposed pontacms.

In summary? the effaces of drilling fluids and cuttings on benthic
and fouUng ccmmnmities is related to the amount. of material accumulat-
ing on the substrate, which in turn is related to current speed and
related hydmgraphi.c factors. Xn a high-ene~gy environment, fluids and
cutitings do not accumulate and have not been observed to affecti  the
benehos. In low-enecgy  environments, mare maeeria~ accumula&es,  and
in the vicinity of the drill site the abundance of certain benthic
species is reduced as a result of, kxxial, the species’ incompatibility
with c~ay, OE the chemical toxici~ies of the components of drilling
fluids or cuteings.

1310AVAULABILXTY

Hydrocarbons

Highly aromatic diesel fuels (cota&aining  30 t.o 40 percent asanaeics)
such as No. 2 ‘diesel fuel are among the mose Eoxie petroleum pmehacts
to marine organisms. Most of the petroleum hydrocarbons in a used
dies@l-treated  dzilling fluid probably will be sorbed to the bentonite
clay fraction of the fluid and be incorporated in the sedimen~s.
Pet~oleum  hydrocarbons sorbed to organic or inosganie particles
geneza~ly  are less bioavailable  to mazine organisms than hydrocarbons
in solution or dispezsed  in the wates column (Augenfeld et al., 1982:
F@.3ain et al,.e 1978? ~esijadi et al.~ 1978aob;  Rossi, 1977; Lyes,
1979; Neff, 1979]. The bioconcentzation  factoc (concentration in
&issue/concentration in sediments) fo~ petroleum hydrocarbon uptake
from sediments and detritus by marine animals usually falls in ehe
range of L eO 2. Augenfeld et al. (19$2) repo~ted maximum bioacxaxmala-
tion factors of 7.9 and 11.6 fog phenanthrene and ckmysene respectively
by the clam Macoma inqu inata fzom sediments. Although particle-sorbed
peemleum hydrocam%ons  are less bioavailable  than hydrocarbons in
Solueionp there could be sufficient  uptake of hydrocarbons from driU-
ing fhids to cone~ibuee significantly to the toxicity of those fluids
that contain diesel oil. There have been no published laboratory
investigations to date of the uptake Of petrolem hydrocartins  from
diesel-treated dr’illing fluids.

Iieavy Metals

?4eeaLe ccmncdy found in drilling fluids are barium# Chromiump cadmium,
Ctipper, iron, mercu~y, lead, and zinc, (T?able 22). Compxmd-s containing

\
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barium? chromium, lead, and zinc axe intentionally added EO drilling
fluids to serve different functions. ~ther metals the fluids contain
are trace contaminants of bariae and bentonite clay and formation
solids (Kramer et al., 198Q; MacDonald, 1982). Elevated concent~abions
of barium~ and occasionally chxm!ium, zinc? cadmium~ and lead~ presuma-
bly dezived in pa~t frem discharged dzilling fluids, have been
reported in the wa~er~ bo~tom sediments~  or both in the immediate
vicinity of offshore exploratory  wells (Czippen  .e& al..~ 1980; Ecomar,
1978: EG&G Environmental Ccmsultants?  1982; EG&G Envi.ronment.aL Con-
sultants,  1982 Geteleson and Lairde 1!380; Meek and Ray, 1980; Tillery
arid Thomas~ 1980; Troche et al.~ 1981; Wheeler et al.? 1980?). The
importana question relatin~ Eo these metals is whether marine animals
can acmuuulate Ehem in theig Eissues from the water or sediment EO Che
extent that the metals are toxic to the animals themselves or eo
animals at higher trophic levels? including, for exampler human
consumers of fishery products.

Laboratory Studies

There have been a number of
&x3xmalation of s~me metals

.

ldratory investigations of the bio-
in dsillinu fluids or drillin~-fluid

i.ng~edients (BEannon and Rae, L979; Ca~r ee al., 1982; Es~ey Huston &
Associates, 1981; Gerber ee al., 1981; Liss et al., 1980; MCCU11OC!I et
al., 1980; Page et al., 1980; and Rubinstein et al., 1980). They show
that some heavy metals in used drilling fluids are Moavailable bo
marine animals. Statistically significant bioacamulacion of ciwamium
and barium may oceuz~ despite~the  very low salability of barium sulfate
in seawater. Liss et al. (1980] have shown that higher concentrations

of chromiun! and barium than predicted age present in filtzates of sea-
water suspensions of drilling fluids; this may be the fxaetAon”accumu-
Iaeed by marine animals. Much of the Lead@ zinc, and possibly cadmium
is in particulate form and associated wish pipe dope (usually high in
lead arid zincj and in the clay or barite fractions of the fluids
(Kramer et al., 1980; MacDemald, 1982; McX3alloch  et al., 1980).

Field Studies

Several metals in drilling  fluids, particularly barium, tend to
acxwwlatx in bottom sediments in the immediate vieinlty and down-=
current  of the drilling  rig~ where they may persist indefinitely
(-the and Presley, 19$3? Crippen eh al., 1980; EG&G Environmental
Corisultants,  1!382; Get,tlesori  and Laird, M30~ Meek and Rayv 1980;
!l!illery  a~~ ‘I!l’iomaS@ l!3$10; ~~oci~e et ale 1981; Wheeler et al.~ 1980).
The question OE the bi.oavailabili.ty  of these sedimented metals to
benthic magine ardmals has been explored by C%ippefi et al. (1980), and
‘l!illery and Thomas (19S0).

Changes were reported in concentrations of several metals in sedi-
ments and benthic invertebrates in the vicinity of an offshore explor==
story rig in the Bal~imre Canyon off NSW Jersey befoce and after
d~illing (EG&G Environmental Ckxisultaraks, 2982). Only the elevations
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in barium concentration in the Wstdxilling  sediment samPles could be
attributed to the drilling-fluid discharges. Concentrations of
chromium in sediments from the postdrilling surveys were wi~hin the
range of values”obtained  for sediments from the predrill,ing survey and
from BLZ4 stations A2 and A3 near the drill site sampled on five surveys
prior  to exploratory drilling. Other investigators have identified
barium as the metal most enriched in bottom sediments around drilling-
fluid discharges. @othner et al., 1982; Chow,and Snyder, 2.980;
Gettleson and Lair$l, 1980; Wheeler et al.? 1980). This is not
surprising given the high density and low volubility of barite and the
lasge amounts of it. used in most fluids when drilling deep.

Some samples of “mixed-species assemblages of brittle stars,
molluscsr.and polychaetes collected during the first and seoond post-
drilling  surveys, at approximately 2 weeks and 1 year after drilling .
ceased, had significantly elevated concentrations of barium and
chromium compared with animals collected in the predrilling survey
nearly 1 year before drilling  started (EG&G Environmental Consul~ants~
1982) . The reported increase in mercury concentration in tissues of
animals from the first postdrilling survey (Marian$  et al.? 1980) was
later found to be in error (EG&G Environmental Consultants, 1982).
Recalculation of the gange of mercury concentrations in moUuscs8
brittle stars and polyc~aetes revealed no seatiseicaily significant
increase in mercury concentration between biota sampled before and
after drilling.

In both postdrilling  surveys the concentrations of barium in tissues
@f molhscs from the immediate vicinity of the drill site wege within “
the range observed during. the predrilling survey. Barium concentra-”
tions in tissues of polychaete Woxms and brittle stars from the
vicinity of the drill site were significantly higher in samples from
the’fizst  postdkilling  survey than in those collected before drilling
started. Mean barium crincentrations  in polychaetes  and brittle stars
were 24 and 15 ppm before dzillingr  and 88 and 218 ppm during the first
postdrilling survey. One year after drilling ceased? barium concentra-
tions in all but a few polychaete and brittle stag samples had returned
to those observed prior to drilling.  Concentrations of chromium were
elevated in tissues of polychaetes  during the first postdrilling
survey, and in tissues of molluscs, polychaetes, and brittle stars
during the,second  postdrilling  survey. Concentrations of bazium and
chromium in &he tissues of benthic organisms were not correlated with
the concentration gradients of these metals in bottom sediments.

Payne et al. (1!382) could find MO indication of any increase. in the
concentration of barium, chromium, or sevecal other mebals in the
tissues of bivalve melluscs  Arctics islandica or of demersal  fish near
exploratory drilling on Georges Bank, A few mollusc samp}es collected

.’ in February and May 1982 contained slightly elevated levels of
petroleum hydrocarbons, but the source of these could not be
identified.

Concentrations of several metals were measured in tissues of macro-
Invertebrates and macroalgae from the bottom at a reference and above-
ice drilling-fluid disposal site in the Beaufort Sea 8 and 12 months
after an experimental discharge (Northern Technical Services* 1981) .
Most metals were present in higher concentrations in organisms from the

.
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reference than from the experimental site. The concentration of barium
was found to be elevated in polychaete tubes and macxoalgae  (EunephYta
rubriformis) from the experimental siee, but this concentraticm was
analyzed by atomic abscWkion spectrometry? so the results real? not be
reliable. The macroalgae  also had slightly elevated levels of chromium
(3.$6 compared to 1.54 ug/g dry weight at experimental and reference
sites], Amphipods maintained in live boxes for 89 days at the exper’i-=
meneal site contained slightly elevated levels of copper (114 compared
to 89.5 ugig dry weight at experimental and reference sites). Con-
centrations of other metals analyzed (chromium~  lead and zinc9 were
similar  b bth experimental and control groups.

Crippen ee al. (1980) measured the concentxakions  of several meeals
in sedimen&s, dzikling fluids, and benthic animals from a drilling site
in the Beaufort Sea. Mercury, lead, Zincp  cadmium, and arsenic were
present at higher concentrations in the drilling fluid than in the
surface sediment. Some of these metals were associated with an impure
grade of barite used to formulate the drilzing fluid and prebably  we~e
in the form of insoluble metallic sulfides (Macdonald8  1982). MetaL
levels in the sediment nea~ the discharge site were not significantly
correlated to these found in nearby benthic infaunal organisms.

Tillexy and Thomas (1980) reviewed several investigations of the
disgributi,gn of heavy metals in sediments and biota in oil production
fields in the northwest Gulf of Mexieo and found that the concenb~aeion
gxadienes of bacium, cadmium, chmmium~ copper, lead, and zinc in sur-
ficia$ sediments decreased wi~h distance from sane platforms. Trace
mekal concengrati,ons  in muscle eissues of four commercially important
species (brown shrimp .Penaeus aztecus, Atlantic  csoakec Micropbgorn.—
undulatus, sheepshead Archosarqus  Probatocephalus,  and spadefish
Chaetodipterus faber) generally were not signi~icantly higher in
animals from the vicinity of oil prodlaceiOn fields man in animals from

other regions. They found, however, thae such metal concentrations
we~e net determined for other tissues~  some og which are more likely
than muscle to accumulate metals.

The resules of the limited field studies tend to corroborate the
results of Laboratory studies. The accumulation in organisms of heavy
metaLs from sedimented  ds’illing fluids is low. &@st of the metals OF
Ccmeezn aze originally associated wih the barite and bentonite  clay
fractions of the drilling fluid (Crippen et al., lWIO; Kcamer et al.,
1980] and age in the form of highly insoluble imorganic sulfides or
sulfa~es (~cwnaid, 1982)$ alehough chromium is associated initially
with Iignosulfonate.  Xn a used drilling fluid more than 75 percent of
~he ch~ome Lignosulfonaee  becomes bound to the clay fraction (Knox?
1978; McAtee and Smieh, 1,969: SkeUy and Dieball, 1969). 13eavy metals
in the fogm of insoluble sulfides, adsogbed txi pagticu.lates~  OE in the
fcxm of nonlabih  organic complexes, have a much lawer bioavailability
to magixae  animals khan d~ the metal ions in solutien  (E$reEeler  ee al,r
1981; Bzyan, 1982 Jenne and Luoma, 197’7; Heff et al., 197f39. page et
al. (19809 showed that mussels  Mytilus edu.lis accumulated more chromium
from a solution of trivalent chromium salts than from solutions  of
ferrochrome Lignosulfonate  or aqueous fractions of chrome li.gnosul-
frmate drilling fluid. Capuzzo and Sasner (1977) showed that chromium
adsorbed to bentonite clay was less bicmvailable to mussels klytilus
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edulis and clams ~ arenaria than was an equivalent amount of chromium
in a solution ~f CrC13. Chromium adsorbed to clay particles was much
less available Go sea-scallops Placopecten  maqellanicus  than chromium
in selution (Liss et al., 1980). Iiigh levels of a metal in a sediment
or drilling-fluid sample are not by themselves an indication of bio-
logical hazard. These adsorbed metals have very limited bioavail-
abi.1.ity. ,.

Field studies conduceed around offshore platforms report little to
no significant elevation of metals in sediments (EG&G, %982; Battelle/
woods ‘Hole Oceanographic Institution, 1983). This same pattern was
seen around shal~ow and deep watert multiple wel~ development and
production platforms (8-25 wells  per platform) in the Gulf of Mexico
(Bcothe and Presley, 1983). Boothe and Presley did note some slight
elevation of mercury and ~ead within 125 m of two deep water locations.
Based on analytical correlation, the ineccury appeared to be associated
with barium concentration and.probably was due to trace contamination
levels in the barite.

Toxicity and Biomagnification

Several laboratory and field studies have addressed the upeake and
reteneion by organisms of potentially toxic substances like trace
metals and organic compounds in drilling fluids. The goal of these
sfxadies has been to deeermine whether marine organisms accumulate
toxins in their tissues to ‘concentrations sufficient to harm.the
organism or animals ab higher trophic level+, including man.
Laboratory studies have been useful in indicating uptake and deputation
kine~ics and, to a certain degree, the anatomical fates of accumulated
materials, but laboratory studies of accumulation and field studies
monitoring tissue are difficult to $nterpret because organisms may
sequester and detoxify both metal and organic contaminants (Coombs and
Gecwge, 1978; Jenkins and Brown, 1982; Stegeman, 1981). In order to
effectively estimate the biological consequence *of tissue or body
burdens, it is important to examine the subcellular distributions of
the contaminants (Bayne et al., 1980; Brown at al., 1982a; Jenkins et
al., 1982). Because most bioaccumulation studies of drilling fluids
have measured only total tissue of body burdens, their usefulness in -

predicting biological effects is limited. The little metal accumula-
tion obsezved in both laboratory and field investigations, however,
suggests that the biological effec%s of this accumulation are minimal.

Another &SU~ tha~ must be considered is the potential for the
bio=gnification  of accumulated contaminant body burdens through marine
food webs. This issue has not been addressed directly with regard to
drilling fluids. Phelps et al. (1975) examined the distributions of
heavy metals, however, particularly chromium, in Narragansett Bay
ogganisms representing several trophic levels. Theiz data suggest that
chromium body burdens decrease with trophic level. In similar studies
in the Southern California Bight, Brown et al. (1982b)  found zinc and
copper levels decrease with higher trophic level, suggesting that
inorganic meals do not biomagnify. Zn these studies, however, total
mercury and DDT My buzdens were found to increase significantly with

.
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increased %rophic level. Of the total meccnxy  measured, some 90
percent was organic (e.g., CB3Hg). A moEe direct examination of ehe
biomagnification of metals in the marine environment would be useful.

CONCLJJS1ONS

Based on laboratory and fie%d s~udies to date, mose water-based dxilL-
ing fluids used on the U.S. OCS have low acute and chronic &oxicities
to marine organisms in light of ehe fluids expected cm observed rates
of d~lueion and dispe~sal in the ocean afker discharge. Thei~ eff!ec%s
are rfastxicted  primarily to the ocean floor in the immedia~e vicinity
and for a short distance dewnwurrent  from the dischasge. The bio-
aewmulation  of metals from drilling fluids appears to be restricted
(xI barium and chromium and is observed to be small in the field.
Table 23 summarizes the concentrations of drilling fJ.uids eliciting
deleterious responses in marine organisms.
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TAB~ 23 S-ry of Biological Effects of Drilling Fluids and
Drilling Fluid Ingredients on Marine Animals

Laboratory  Studies
A c u t e  L e t h a l  Bioassays

Pammeter (LC50 Range, ppm) Chronic and Sublethal, Effec&*

Drilling fluid ingredients

Baeite, bentonite, and
lignite >10,000 5-mm layer on sediment

Chrmne- & Ferrochrome- 120-12,000 50 ppm
lignosulfonates

Chromium (VI) O e 5-250 12 pPb

Diesel fuel O.1-1.,ooo =10 ppb water~ LOO
ppm sediment

.-

.

Parafogmaldehyde 0.07-30 ’10 ppb

Detergents, Surfactanks 0.4-14,000
. .-

Used drilling  fluids of 400 Bioassays 1-160,000 ppm in water
38% >100,000 1-=12 mm Layer on bottom

41% 10,000099,999 .50-100,000 ppm affects
U% 1,000-99,999 recruitment to microcosms;

6% 100-999 some bioaccumul.ation
0.5% <1oo of barium and chromium

3% LC50 Not Determinable demonstrated

FKELD STUDIES

Community responses Effects seen only on benthos in the vicinity of
dischaxge, and are mosk pronounced in low-energy
environments whege discharges accumulate on
bottom.

Bioaccumulation  of metaL& Small uptake of barium and chromium immediately
aftez dr-iliing

s~he lowest Concentration  at which effects are observed.
~here are no specific data available on the bioaccwmdation  of hydrocarbons.
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CONSIDERATIONS IN USING THE INFC9RMAT10N AVAILASLE ON THE
FATES AND EFFECTS OF DRILLING DLSC2LARGES

Most infcmsaeion about the effecbs of drilling fluids on marine
organisms comes from laboratcxy  experiments. Mose of these have
studied lethal effects over a short period of time, typically in 96 hr
LC50 toxicity tests. The organisms most frequently used in these bio-
assay tests have been the coastal and estuarine  species readily availa-
ble for testing and easily maintained in the laboratory. Only a few
assessments of drilling-fluid effects have been made in the field, and
these field measurements age noC very advanced.

The Limitations of the laboratory experiments have led to some
criticisms of their adequacy and of thei~ applicability in assessing
the effeces of dgilling-fluid  discharges on the OCS. These criticisms
also apply to current assessments of the effects of most anthropogenie
additions to the ma~he envi~onment. Information on the effects of
di$chazged dcilling  fluids is generally ng less substantial than that
on municipal and industrial wastes, sewage sludge, and dredged sedi-=
ments and in some respec~s is of higher quality because of more
sephiseicated reseazch in recent years. The issue to address is what
degree of confidence is warranted by hazaxd assessment models that rely
on lahoratozy  studies of toxic effects along with predicted exposure
regimes fQK the benthie and pelagic communities of the various ccmti.-
mantal shelE exavimnmenes. In such models, tes~ing acute texieity is
only the first step in evaluating biological effects. More sophisti-”
ea~ed measures of environmental effects, some of which are discussed
belowv are required in rigorous models. Even in sophisticated inves-
tigations, however, a fundamental dilemma remains in relying cm either
prospee~ive  studies, which may be limited in theix environmental
realism~ or retrospec~ive field assessments, which may be limited in
thei,r-predi,ceive  value.

LABORATORY EVALUATIONS OF TOXXCITY

Inlevaluating the toxic effects of substances on aquatic organisms, two
eYPes Of tests are used$ (1) acute toxicity tests, which determine the
Ccmacentxaeion  &hat, causes ‘&e moeeali.ey of some proportion of test
ovqanisms, (for example, half in &he LC5(3 tese); and (2) chrcnaie
toxicity tests, which determine what concentration causes some other
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measurable effect. Acute toxicity tests are usually conducted during
a 4-day period (96 h) to provide a standard for comparing the toxici-
ties of different substances and the relative sensitivities of dif-
ferent species. Chronic toxicity tests are conducted over various time
intervals? for example~ 48 h~ 96 ht 10 days# or 21 days? and measure
the effects of substances ongrowth, development, reproduction, or
behavior.

Most information on toxicity is based on the results of acute
toxicity tests. Often this is the only information available on the
effects of drilling fluids on marine organisms and thus is the infor-
mation extrapolated for use in evaluating field situations in hazard
assessments., Some of the limitations in extrapolating these ‘tests
should be recognized:

e Acute tests measure only lethality, not sublethal effects.
@ They are not conducted over the course of organisms entire life

stages or life cycles.
e They may not test species that are sensitive or commercially

important.
● They require using such high concentrations of substances that

they do not simulate the actual environmental exposure condi-
tions, in which discharges may be di~uted by 100 times within
a few meters of the discharge pipe (see Chapter 3).

The method used to extrapolate from acute toxicity values  to proba-
b%e sublethal effects for a species is by using an application.OC
safety factor. An application factor is the ratio of averaged acute
and chronic values. Where no chronic test values are available for a
species, a safety factor is used. For the results on drilling fluids,
the safety (or application) factors that have been used range from
>0.1-.01. In comparison, application factors for most toxicantsp
range from 0.01 to>O.001.  Caution must be exercised in using these
factors because the mechanism eliciting a sublethal toxic effect or an
effect through chronic exposure may not be the same one producing the
more easily measured acute toxicity. Ideally, application factors
should be used in a hazard assessment only when the toxic responses in
question result from the same meghanisrn;  in practice this ideal is
seldom attained. When assessing the actual ratios of acute to chronic
toxicities many being from sensitive species and life stages~ the
ratios range from 0.03 to 0.33? with the major~ty being towards the
0.33 end. This indicates that the normal safety factor is
conservative.

Laboratory tests of the acute toxicities of drilling fluids have
been conducted on over 70 species representing 5 major phyla. More
than 36 percent of these tests have been conducted on organisms in
I.arval and juvenile stages. Many of the tests of more sensitive
species test were conducted on species in their early life stages: 48
percent of all shrimp testse 43 percent of all decapod tests, 38
percent of all finfish tests, and 81 percent of all mysid tests (Neff
et al., 1981; Petrazzuolo?  1983). Since 1980, the emphasis has been
on testing the toxicities of drilling fluids on sensitive species and

.
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those in earlier developmental stages (eggs, larvae~ and juveniles) .
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A range of 96-h LC50 values covering three orders of magnitude
(102 to 105 ppm) has been seporeed  in eesting drilling fluids.
Petrazzuolo (1!381) concluded thae because of the disexibuci.on  of these
values (92 pescent are greater than 103 ppm) even sensitive oceanic
species are umlikely to exhibi’e  lethal ~oxicieies to fluids much below
the lowest known 96-h LC50 value, 50 to 100 ppm. ‘l!hi.s conclusion may
be challenged if the obsewad distribution of toxicities is a function
of variabLe fluid toxicity and nee the gesule OE tes%ing  with a few
extremely sensitive and many insensitive species. If it is found that
a small number of fluids axe much more toxic than othe~sr then khe
factors Gontcibuting  to their toxicity must be identified.

X& has been argued chat the results of bioassays with inke~tidal,
estuariner and nearshore  organisms should noc be extrapolated to
predict the effects of fluids on offsho~e species. The first groups
of organisms often susvive ~etter any rapid changes in temperature and
salinity, as well as the rigors of colleckiont transport~ and being
held in aquaria. It has been argued thae these characteristics reflect
these species’ insensitivity to chemical pollutants. Recent studies
indicate, however, that at least some nearshoce species are as sensi-
tive as those of similar morphology found offshore. For exampl.e~ LC50
values for two copepods, estuarine  Acartia konsa and oceanie Centro-— .
pa~es twicus, were similar in tests with sevecal drilling fluids? even
though the second species was much more difficult to keep in the
Lahorato~y  (New England AquaEium, 19$1]. MoreoveE, a number of the
species listed in Table 20 are fcxnd both near shore and on the outer
continental she~f. These include tie ocean scallop Placopecten
~ wieh conskieaates a ccwmnereial fishery on Georges Bank but
which is also found along he coast ag Maine. Other species with a
similar range of habi~ae that have been the subject of bioassays
include the bae sea fish PaEiria mifiiata (Chaffee and Spies, 1982),.—
the cancer czab ~aneeg borealis (Gerbes et al.g 1981), and various.—
species of echinoderms (embryos) (Crawfosd  and Gaees~ 19811.

The design of some laborae~ry toxicity  tests has also been criti-
cixsd. For example, the EIV$/COE  method fox assessing the toxicity of
liquid, suspendsd particulate, and solid phases of drilling filuids at
1:4 dilution does not realistically separate the components of treated
d~illing fluids. The high ratto of fluid to seawater in this dilution
(as compared to that in field conditions) Eesults in a suspended pa~-
eiculate phase that is frequently unsuitable fog testing  the toxicity
af tie fluid. Thus, ~his method of pgeparing tie bioassay mixture may
confuse the estimated toxicity value of the drilling fluid or drilling-
fluid fraeeion. Other problems with current bioassay techniques
include their difficulty in filtering &!%e suspended particulate phase
(excess solids stay in suspension) and the opaque~ess of their test
solutions {especially of chrome lignosulfonate  fluids)  ~ which makes
eonduetinq  bioassay obsegvati.ons difficult. Small eopepods have even
been observed mired in layexs of set~led dgilling-=fluid  solids (New
England Aquagium@  1981), a situation unl,ikely  to Occur in nature.

The sophistication  of toxicity tests of drilling fluids has
improved in recent years. A growing body of data desczibes the sub-
lethal effects of drilling fluids, effects including the abnormal
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development of’ mollusc larvae and embryos (Neff, 1980; New” England
Aquarium, 1981)? decreased growth rates in mysid shzimp (Carr et al.,
1980) and sea scallops (Gerber et al.~ 1981), and depressed feeding in ,
adult lobsters Homarus americanus  (Derby and Atema~ 1981). Sublethal
tests often examine organisms in critical life stages, and when they
are proper~y designed their results allow a more realistic evaluation
of the hazards posed by drilling fluids. In spite of the improvement
that the tests here cited represent the range of concentrations and
the exposure durations they use may result in longes exposures than
those occurring in the field.

The biological effects of ’discharged materials may also be assessed
through microcosm studies of benthic larval recruitment (see Chapter
4) . The resettlement of natural larval populations to defaunated
sediment that has been mixed with or coveced with drilling fluid in
these microcosms may to some degree simulate the development of benthic
communities following a drilling operation. Still, two factors limit
the extrapolation of results from these teses to other regions. First,
the effects on organisms of grain size, sediment chemist~y,  and other
physical, chemical, and microbiological factors in the sediments have
not always been iselated in experimental designs. Second, the results
of these experiments are limited in that they apply only to larval
populations.

In summary, laboratory toxicity testing has been useful in gauging
the relative toxicities of drilling-fluid suspensions and wiil continue
to be useful in screening drilling-fluid additives and in attempting
to understand the” mechanisms of toxicity and sublethal effeces and the
effecas of short-term exposures. Given the data on the fates of
drilling fluids in the field, especially on rapid plume”dispersion,  and
the available results-of  acute toxicity.tests?  as well as the- iilherent
Limitations in extrapolating from laboratory resu~ts,  additional acute
toxicity testing is unlikely to improve predictions of drilling fluids’
edfecks on organisms in the water celumn. Laboratory tests have not
Realistically.simulated the exposure conditions experienced by benthic?
organisms.

BIOACCUMULATXON.

The bioaccumulaeion of metals from drilling fluids and cuttings has
been addressed by both laboratory’ and field studies. In laboratory
exposures to drilling-fluid components and in field situations both
barium and chromium have been found to accumula~e  beyond levels in
control organisms. Chronic ingestion of drilling-fluid solids by
depOsit-feeding  organisms should be investigated further, since parti-
culate metals may be accumulated under these circumstances (Liss et
al., 1980). Such studies should consider that undigested solids would
be eliminated from the digestive tract and should attempt to distin-
guish between metals that are nonspecifically bound to macromolecules
(e.9.r to enzymes and nucleic acids) and those associated with intra-

cellular ligands, like metallothionein, or sequestered in membrane-
bound vesicles and thus effectively detoxified (Jenkins and Brown,
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1982) . Bioawauuulation by organisms in the water column has not been
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examined directly. Their exposure to water-soluble phases is usually
of short duration~ as the fluid plume disperses rapidl.yf  and thus
bioaccmmulation in these Cimmmstances  is unlikely.

THE VARIABILITY OF DRHJJNG FLUIDS

I& is important that a wide eange of drilling fluids be evaluated in a
comprehensive testing prdwume The cooperative program behween the
Petxoleun!  Equipment Suppliezs Association (PESA) and EPA ~o obtain
samples of used dri~ling fluids for toxicity testingp which relied an
random samples~ gave some much-needed breadbh to the data base on
drilling-fluid composition and toxicity. Random sampling is essential
in such a program if the results are to be credible. Complete docu-
mentation of the samples, dekailing their source, the method used t~
obtain them, and theis components and components concentrations are
also needed to allow informed interpretation of chemical and toxico-
logical testing.

It is cleag from a review of the literature (Table 20, Chapter 4,)
that the toxicities of drilling fluids to marine fauna vary up to three
ordersof magnitude even, though the major constituents do not vary
greatly. Toxic substances are added to some drilling fluids.
Hexavalent  chromium may be added to aid deflocculation, which ie
accomplishes mainly by extending the thinning ability of chrome Ligno-
Sulfonate  (Knox, 1978). Lubricants, such as diesel fuel, may be added
to reduce tcwque along the dgill st~ing, particularly when drilling
deviated (inclined) holes. The drilling fluids found to be relatively
toxic include those from a well drilled in Mobile Bay in 1979 under a
“no disehazge”  stipulation (Rubinstein et al., 1980) to which both - .=
hexawalene chromium and diesel fuel were added. These additives and
their degradation products are probably. the principal toxi,e  agents in
drilling fluids.

‘Elm puriky of unrefined basiae varies substantially; bazite mined
from vein displacement deposits may contain concentrations of lead. and
zinc sulfides in excess of 1 g/kg (Kramer et al., 1980) . Because ‘the
eancenkxaeions  of lead and zinc in deep ocean water age below LO-7
g/kg (Emaland, 1980: Patterson, 1974), discharges of d~illing fluid
weighk’ed with barite will cause a temporary increase of these metals
in the water column. These sulfide minerals dissolve slowly? however? ‘
sci increases in their dissolved concentrations are difficult to detect.

FTELD STUDIES OF THE FATES AND EFFECTS OF DRILLING FLUIDS

DiEeet measu~ement of the fates and effects of drilling fluids in the
field is inherently mo~e rigorous than a hazard assessment khat relies
cm models EO predict such fates along with Laboratory measu~es d
toxieiey. On the ether handg field seudies suffe~ the pgoblem of siEe-
speeificity and that of distinguishing genuine effects from natural
vaziabi~ity. Fugthermoeer even when effects Me documented in the
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field, it is generally difficult to determine Me significance of their
geographic extent or duration for the ecosystem oe for man. Final
appraisals thus become highly subjective. Finally, field assessments
suffer the inherent limitations of retrospective studies.

Field determinations of environmental fates have been of two types:
monitoring dissolved and particulate concentrations of drilling-fluid
constituents during discharge? and monitoring the concentrations of
drilling-fluid constituents in bottom.sediments  and ogganisms after
discharge.

In studies of the water cohhn, the visible or detectable plume of
suspended particulate matter has sometimes been sampled for potential
toxicants. Several recent studies of plume dispersion employed in situ.—
transmlssometry  techniques (Ayers et al.~ 1980: RaY and Meek? 19801 or
acoustical techniques (Proni and Trefryr L981) to sample areas where
concentrations of suspended matter were highest. In near-field disper-
sion, the advection and dispersion of ‘dissoLved ,and suspended phases
in the surface plume should be qualitatively similar: greatly under-
estimating dissoLved concentrations in the water column seems unlikely.
Plume dispersion studies have been conducted using dye releasesf
transmissometer profiling, or discrete water grabs for a variety of
discharge rates (bulk and continuous), water depths (23 to 120 m}, and
curreng  speeds (16 to 120 cm/s). The results of these empigical
sixadies  support the theoretical models (see Chapter 3) and indicate
that the soluble phase is diluted by at least. L04 within L h after
discharge. Of course, the aiscance from the discharge point at which
a particular dilution is reached will vary depending on current
velocity, and time from discharge is generally a better predictor of
dilution. Apparent dispersion of the suspended particulate phase is
at least an order of magnitude greater, because most of the discharged
drilling fluids (probably more than 90 percent, especially of bulk
discharges) and essentially all of the cuttings sink to the seabed
within a short distance of the discharge (in depths less than about
125 m-at greater depths the discharges reach neutral buoyancy before
encountering the seafloor) .

With the dispersion of potentially soluble toxicants  by a factor
of 104 within 1 h of discharge (corresponding usually to a spatial
extent of aboue 1,000 m), toxic responses in this zone should be
anticipated only if short-term exposures of several hours to the
substance discharged produced EC50 values in the 100 ppm (v/v) ran9e.
This conclusion is strongly supported by the plume effects model of the
EPA Adaptive Environmental AssessmentWorkshop (Auble et al., 1982) and
by Petrazzuolots  (1981) dispersion toxicity nmdels.  The resulhs of
recent analyses of sublethal effects in organisms it critical life
stages indicate that discharges of drilling fluids would usually not
approach such values. This conclusion cannot yek be extrapolated with
confidence to shallow-water environments (CIO m) and embaymenEs  where.’
dispersion may not be as rapid, although recent dispersion measurements
from the Beaufost Sea (Nortec, 1!383) suggest similaz dispersion in
shallow water.

Direct field surveys of the effects on planktonic  or nektonic
organisms have not been attempted and are probably not feasible given

.
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and sampling vaziabil:ty and the turbulent mixing of poten-
~ffected and unaffected pepulaeicmst  and in light of some of the

. .ons of prior hazazd assessments.
ignificant shortcoming in understanding the long-betm effects
.ing discharges concerns the fate of particulate components once
~ch the seabed. An inpx~ant factor in determining the fate of
Its is the resuspensive transport of sediments that tends to
md disperse particulate contaminants. Transport depends on
xxiynamic  regime of an environment. While mesa of the fluids
led on Tanner Bank {Meek and Ray, 1980) and in Lower Cook Inlet
ml Moore~  W781 seWkd to the seabed rapidly~ no acxauuulaeion
uuinants in botaom sedimenes was observed because sexong
; resuspended and dispersed the discharged material. on the
mdp gxadienes in barium concentration persisted in the more
lt benthic envi~orunents  of the Gulf of Mexico (Boothe and
, 1983; Geetleson and Laird, 1980; Trocine et al.., 1981) and the
:eak of the Middle Atlantic Bighe (EG&G Environmental Con-

3, 1982). Within the Gulf of Mexico, Boothe and Presley (1983)
]nd that the degree Co which they could account for the total
discharged in sediments surrounding an exploratory rig was
? related to water depth. In 13 m of the water, o@y 5.4
of the barium discharged could be accounted for in sediments

1 km of the rig. At another exploratory weLL in 13 m depth 84
of the barium could be accounted for within a similar radius
percene within a radius of 500 m. Ae a production plaeform

5 wells  had been drilled in 79 m of water~ only 11.6 percent of
ium was found within 50tl m as compared to 1.5 percent at a
ion platform in 34 m c$f water (see Table 16).
BCMC reports, elevated Levels of major drilling-fluid ccxnponents
:ium weze confined to an area within 1 km of the discharge
Care mus~ be taken in inter’pretinq such results because? con-
hms of dril~ing fluids can be diluted beyond detection in
that include the upper two cm of surficial  sediments. In one
Iat sampled only the top 1 cm of sadiment~ barium concentrations
:ee times ambient concentrations 1.9 km from the well (Trecine
1981). Surface layer  coneaminaticm may pose elevated exposuze
ms to those benthic organisme  that feed at the sediment-water
se. With time, sediment contaminants will dispe~se horizontally
> be verti.tally.mixed in sediments. BOothe and PEesley (1983)
xxxporaticm  of barium to at least 15 cm near a production
a more than 5 yeacs after drilling had ceased.
s~udies  have attempted ee measure the tempmal ex~ent of
changes. The effects o% discharges cm the benthos depends
on hew quickly  the community recovers, not only in total
and biomasst but also in the composition and stxweture  of the
We Populations of largeg, deeper buErowing benthi,e ozganisms,
XItzilwke &o hhe ge~hemical stxuceu~e of sed.imenes and to other
s of ehe benthoe by their feediagti buzrowing~ and zespizati.on~
more slowly than small surface dweilers  (130eseh and RcmenbeEg~
loads et al., 197$). Particularly  in outeg shelf habitats,
it speeies may have populations dominated by individuals Sevegal
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years old,-so substantial time is required to reestablish the natural
age sgructure in the community, even given rapid recolonization.
Gillmor et al. (1981), in the only study sampling the benthos 1 year
after drilling-fluid discharges ceased, found reduction in the density
of the ophiuroid  Am’QhioPlus macilentus  at the site of an exploratory
well on the outer middle Atlantic shelf. Amphioplus is an important
burrower in the benthic community in this habitat and is probably long
lived, as indicated by its persistent populations and community
structure. Amphioplus also showed depressed recruitment in affected
areas.

Drilling-fluid discharges may more greatly damage the ecosystem if
the spatial extent of their effects transcends those observed through
chemical analyses of sediments? os if their effects are long lasting,
because of slow recovery of communities or habitat modification (or
both). The postdepositional  fates of drilling fluids and the recovery
of altered communities are! the processes for which data are most
limited and predictions most Eenuous. Hydrodynamic regimes, including
tidal and nontidal cuzrents and wave-induced orbital water movements,
obviously vary from one region to another and across the continental
shelf. Furtherm6ce,  information on the resilience of benthic communi-
ties suggests that recovery rates from complete annihilation vary from
weeks in shal.low-wates communities (that are frequently disturbed by
nature) , to several months or years for continental shelf communities,
and to many years on the continental slope and in the deep sea (Boesch
and Rosenoerg,  1981). The variability in dispersion in ehe benthi.c
boundary Layer, the resistance of biota to physical and toxic effectsv
and Rhe resi,~ience  of communities in differen~  continental shelf
environments all need to be taken into account ih assessing benthic
effects (Auble et. al., 1982; Pe&razzuolo~, 1981).

Concern about the sensitivity of hard-substrate epibaota to the
physical and toxic effects of drilling fluids has prompted special
studies and regulatory restrictions, such as those on the Flower Garden
reefs and Tanner Bank. This concern is often translated into treating
all areas wheze hard-substrate epibiota exist (such as reefsr Pocky
outcrops? and canyon heads] as ‘biologically sensitive areas’ in
environmental impact statements and when applying lease stipulations
or permit requirements. A characteristic feature of hard-substrate
communities is a lack of sediment cover. The absence of sediments
allows the colonization and proliferation of colonia~  or solitary
epibiota on the hard”substratet which enhances the structure of the
habitaE and affords habitation &o a variety OE motile animals seeking
refuge or food. The lack of sediment cover may result from a dynamic
Physical regime that sweeps sediments away or from the lack of a source
of fine sediments for deposition. In the first case, drilling fluids
dumped or advected into the habitat may not be deposited or accumulate.
Thus, despite the sensitivity of its biota, the habitat is not very
susceptible to harmful accumulation of drilling fluids. Ccmcern should
be directed to hard-substrate communities in more quiescent habitaes,
Organisms in these communities may be sensitive EO nearby discharges
of drilling fluids if the fluids$ rate of accumulation exceeds ~he
Organisms r abiZity to remove settling material or if the ma~erial is

\
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toxic  ● The sensitivity of hard-substrate communities should be evaLa-
ated in light ot their poeeneial exposure to drilling fluids and
cuttings rather bhan through assuming categorically that hard-substrate
habitats are “biologically sensitive.”

EXTRAPOLATION OF RESULTS

A cemmcm concern in using research results is whether they can be
extrapolated to a particular ease. Such extrapolation includes that
from laboratory and other experimental results to the naeural envigon-
mene and also thae from one e~vironmene  OK geographic area &o anobhex.
Marine ecosystems on the OCS cLearLy vary in their sensitivities to
anthropogenic stress~ and cautian is therefore advisable in extrapo-
lating observations from one region EO another. On the other hand, to

‘dismiss all research results not obtained directly from the environment
analyzed may aamunt to ignoring valuable data. Most important in
extrapolating results aze considering the kind of physicochernical
processes affecting the fates of contaminants and the resistance and
resilience of affected communities.

There are generally adequate data to predict the fates of dissolved ‘
and suspended drilling-fluid  components in the wates column in dif-
ferene OCS envirmmemks.  Such data are no~ necessary available on the
lo~g-eerm fates of deposited maeerials.  The genexal model of a
continuum of marine envixonmemts  from those relatively dynamic (for
example, in Cook Inlet or on the innes continental shelf) to those
quiescerk (far example, in ehe Gulf of Mexico or on the outer shelf)
is adequa~e to conceptualism these differences but not to quantify
them. The emerging thecxies of the dynamics of the battom boundazy

.layer~ ineludi.ng  thei~ treatment of the effeets of surface zougkkess,
biokgica& processes, and heterogeneity of grain size, will be required
in making sound quantitative extrapolations.

Laboratory experiments have shown no clear diffezen’ces  in ~he
Eelative sensitivities of ozqanisms  from differen~  geographic regions
to dxiUAng fluids. Given that drilling fluids@ most profound effects
will Iikel.y be on Che ben~hese  khis suggests that relative biological
suseeptibili’ty  wiU be determined primarily  by the fates ef deposited
materials and by a biological conununityts ability  to recover (resil-
ience) . The resilience of benthic communities varies significantly.
Se can be prediceed approximately [Boesch and Rosenberg, 1!381), but not
Q~eeisely,  for mose ha$d- and soft-subst%ate communities.

In summary, because of the Lack of quant.i.ta~ive  models of ehe fates
of deposited materials and bio~ogical  resistance and resilience,  the
extrapolation of resules from one environment or geog~aphie  area to
another can presently be only qualitative.

LONG-TERM FATES AND ‘EFFECTS

Most information available on the fates and effects of drilling fluids
and cuttings comes from studies of single exploratory wells. The lcmg-
Eerm effect~of drilling discharges clearly may be greater when ehe
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discharges are made during oil and gas field development, ‘when scores
of #ells may be drilled from a single platform or within a lease block.
In drilling multiple development wells from a single platform (see
Chapter 2) the volume of drilling fluids discharged per well is sub-
stantially less# but the mess loading within an area and the duration
of discharges are greater. For example, extensive drilling in the Gulf
of Mexico OCS has gone on for 30 yearsr with an estimated current
annual discharge of drilling-fluid solids of 1.6 million t (Gianessi
and Arnold? 1982)? while in the first few years of exploring a frontier
area between 10,UOO and 100,000 t of dril~ing-fluid  solids may be
discharged.

Several studies have addressed the long-term effects of oil and gas
development and production in the Gulf of Mexico, notably, the Offshore
Ecology Investigation (Ward et al., 1979), the Buccaneer Field Study
(Middleditch,  1981), and the Central Gulf Platform Study (Bedinger,
1981) . The Offshore Ecology Investigation conducted in 1972 to 1973
contributed little to understanding the fates of contaminants resulting
from petroleum development because it failed to measure the contamin-
ants in bottom sediments adequately. The other studies examined the
distribution of potential sediment contaminants (trace metals and
hydrocarbons) along gradients fzom discharge points and compared these
data to those obtained from presumably uncontaminated areas. Of
course, there are many sources of contaminants o&her than drilling
fluids and cuttings related to the p~atform and i~s operation. These
include corrosicm”of  materials, produced water discharges, sacrificial
anodes, domesgic wastes, vessel discharges, and chemicals used in
operating the p%atform.  At most of the p~atgorms studied, many trace
metals wege elevated (including mercury, lead, coppe~~  and zinc) in
surface sediments compa~ed to areas, removed from development and sub-
surface sediments~ and were found in gradients around the plaefoqm
(Til.lery, 1980a,b; Tillery et al., 1981; Bocthe and Presley, 1983).
Interestingly, Bcothe and Presley (1983) found no evidence of elevated
concent~ations  of chromium, the bnly other me%al for which drilling
fluids are a likely source. Barium was the only trace metal elevated
around development and production platforms whose most likely source
is drilling  fluids,  although it can also be present in formation waters
at higher concentrations than in seawater.

Barium concentrations in surface sediments within 100 to 200 m of
Buccaneer Field platforms (17-22 m water depth) were higher than those
in subsurface sediments and surface sediments in undeveloped a~eas of
the south Texas continental shelf (Anderson et al., 1981). Decreasing
barium concentration gradients were also observed with increasing
distantie  from the Buccaneer Field platforms (Tillery,  1980a,b), from
many of those off Louisiana sampled during the Centzal Gulf Platform
Study (Tillery et al., L981), and from all of the six rigs considered
in Boothe and Presley’s reoent study (1983) of exploration develop-
menk~ and’production sites. Near Buccaneer Field platforms, 14nderson
et al. {1981) also noted the presence of bentonite clay, atypical of
local marine sediments and possibly originating from drilling fluids.
On the other hand, -the and Presley (1983) wese unable to distinguish
any bentonite clay that could have come from drilling fluids fz’om the
similar montmcrillonite clays naturally present in Gulf of Mexico

—
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sediment using simple bulk x-ray diffraction. It is also noteworthy
chat one study found barium concentration gradients around several
platforms in the Mississippi delta region (Tillery et al.f 1981),
despite the auehcxsi assertion that the influence of the Mississippi
River masks platform-related contamination.

The localized effects (within 100 m) on benthic communities
observed in the Buccaneer Field (Harper e% al., 1981) cannot be related
umquivocably to drilling discharges because of the other contaminant
sougces and physical effecks associated with the platforms {for
exampl.e~ seabed scax). Iiaweveg, the barium tracer data are signifi-
cant in thae 10 c% more yea%s had elapsed since active drilling to bhe
Cime c3f sampUng ae some of tiese plaafkmns. With s~ard to the fates
of dgilling fluids these da~a suggest thae detectable contamination of
bottom sediments, which may og may no~ have biological effects, may
persist under some OCS sedimentary regimes for years and perhaps
decades. The results of these Gulf of Mexico studies azep at present,
insufficient to quantify the long-term effects of drilling discharges
frem la~ge-scale  offshore oil and gas development in the Gulf of Mexico
and to extrapolate e~sewhege. This is in pagt because of the pauciEy-
of Long--tecm observations and because of the difficulties in separating
the effects of drilling discharges from those of otheg activities.

Given the limitations  of these Gulf of Mexico studies, what do the
assessments of single exploratory wells suggest about the long-term
effects of moge massive drilling discharges duging field development?
Are the Opegative tganspcxt processes fox the two kinds of discharges
quantitatively similag?  ~ greater discharges result in greaeer, more
extensive or more persistent contamination? Are the effects of greater
discharges simp~y.additive  or are they diffegent Erom those of dis-
charges from single wells?

~.dese questions cannoe be answered with absolute certain+sy. Even
so? the results of studies ~f exploratory wells should be pegtinent to
the assessment of long-eerm effects. In the water column, the elevated
concentrations of contaminants and theig effects should be ve~y small
and transient. Documented effects of Lomj-term discharges on the
bentlms are areally limited and transient. The fates of deposited
maeerials aze more strongJ.y influenced. by the dispersal regime (for
example~ as determined by wateg depth) than by any other factor. con==
lamination of bottom sediments from multiple wells appears to be less
than simply additive (Boothe and Presley, 1983]. Despite these condi-
tions? the existence of subtle effects caused by contamination over
bread ageas in heavily deve~oped environments cannot be ruled out.

OTHER SW?ON%ATU2N

%nformatirm available on the fates and effects of drilling fluids and
cuttings skws that the effects of an individual discharge are likely
EG be Iimiked in extent and pgimari~y confined to the benthas. Research
W date indicates ~hat the envirmmeneal risks of discharges from
exploratory drilling to most OCS communities are small. NO additional
research is needed on the fates and ef5Wts of dz!iilirng fluids in the
water column in open water where rapid mixing is likely.
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These conclusions do not hold for shallow-water, low-energy
environments like estuaries or embayments or for some areas under ice
in the Asctic. If additional infonnaaion on these topics is sought?
it should be on the fates and effects of materials discharged in the
development of production weUs and on Particularly susceptible
environments.
. The above issues are general ones applying to the fates and effects

of a~l human inputs into the coastal ocean. Better understanding of
the potential contamination of nearshore environments would probably
best be attained by generic studies of the processes that determine the
ecological effects of foreign substances in these environments.

Transpoct and Transformation

There is little information on the dispersion of drilling fluids and
cuttings in the bottom boundary layer. The vast majority of drilling
fluids and cuttings discharged into the water column settle in little
time near the discharged point. Resuspension and tractive (bed load)
transport determine the persistence, dispersion, and ultimate fates of
contaminants associated with this particulate material. The tidal and
mean currents and wave c3,imates  that affect these sediment txansport
processes vary w%dely among OCS areas. Such differences in physical
regimes can be clearly seen in comparisons of sediment contamination
in Cook Inlet, Tanner Bank? the Middle Atlantic Sight, and the GuLf of
Mexico (see Chapter 3). Sig@ficant advances have been made recently
in measuring sediment transport in the bottom boundary layer and in

—. modeling the interactive effects of waves and currents (Grant and. . . . . ..
““tidsen, 1982). This emerging technology and theory should be applied
in any development of predictive models on the fates of the sedimentary
fractions of drilling fluids and cuttings, if the models are to be
relevant to the variety of erosional and depositional, OCS environments.
Such understanding is important in assessing the fate of contaminants
from long-term oil and gas development. Predicting the physica~ fates
of contaminants is also important in judging the susceptibility of
sensitive or valuable environments, such as hard-bottom banks and the
estuaries adjacent to nearshoce discharges.

The bioaccumulation as well as the transport of trace metals in
ma~ine discharges has been extensively studied. The data on the
subject suggest that bioavailability  is related to the chemical
activity of the metal-ions. The bioaccumulation of barium in marine_
bivalvest however, appears to be related to the loading of particulate
BaS04 and not just to the concentration of barium ions in the
environment. The mechanism of the uptake of barite particLas is not
well understood, nor are the composition, transformation~  and bioavail-
ability of some of the organic additives in used drilling fluids.
PetxoLeum hydrocarbons are included in this category since they are
often found in water-based drilling fluids.

—
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Effects

—

The biological effec%s of drilling discharges am restricted primarily
to the benthos. The conditions of besathic exposure and toxicity are
only partially understood. ‘These conditions include the rates and
routes of bioavailability  in benthic organisms to contaminants in
resuspended particles and interstitial. waters. Documenting these
conditions would requige coordinated laboratory and experimental field
approaches because of the difficulty in duplicating exposure conditions
in conveneiona.1  bioassays and the need ~o assess ‘sublethal” effects
in lighe of their significance for the organism’s life and for the
sugvival of populations. Anothez pazt of the analysis would describe
the relative resistance of bsnthic communities to the physical and
chemical effects of sediment contamination _from anthropogenic inputs?
and the ~esilience  (or speed of recovery) of affec~ed  communities.

The development of sensitive and reproducible methods for testing
toxicity is required to standardize assessments of dril,ling-fluid
components and additives.

Resource Management

Like mose environmental research? that on drilling-fluid discharges in
the marine envirament  should be closely c~rdinated  with resource
management. Particular regulatory needs in this field include specify-

ing opera~ional, alternatives for the composition and discharge of
drilling fluids (especially with regazd to additives, including diesel
fuel) and standardizing toxicity tests to sczeen drilling fluids and
eheir components.
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ALTERNATIVE OPERATING PRACTICES

In response to federal and state statutory requirements and concerns~
a number of alternatives to simple ovesboazd discharge have been
employed or developed. Table 24 describes alternatives that have been
required, and also others thae have been developed or considered. This
chapter briefly discusses these alternatives with regard to operations?
cost, and risk.

SIKR4TING

Shunting refers to the discharge of drilling fluids and cuttings
chreucjh a down pipe (shunt pipe) to a predetermined water depth.
Shunting has been mquixed for some OCS wellsGeo reduce the exposure
of organisms in the water column or to tsanspqet  discharged material
to tie bobtxxn beundary Iayex ko eeduce the exposure of sensitive
crmmmnities  on topographic rises. Shunting to the waeer column
probably has little effe.et on dispersion. Where the bo~tom boundary
layer is slowez circulating than otheg water masses, shunting to the
bottom can reduce the rate of dispersion.

while shunking systems can be designed for and operated in water
of any depth,  their costs and operaeing problems ipcrease with the
depeh of the systemr and also with the severity of the weathe~. Shunts
have been used in the Gulf of Mexico in 100 m of water. The addition
of a shunt.  system adds equipment and weight to the already-crowded
drilling rig and another appendage below the water line in proximity
to the marine riser and blowout control systems. Z~ the shunk pipe
were t~ swing loose because of heavy weather or damage it could collide
witi and damage subsea connections.

Shunting operations for one well in the Gulf of Mexico employing
a 100-m shunt system on a jacleup  rig were eskima~ed w cost about
$107,000 (M821c!~ With pzoper care, such a system can be used

‘James Genders, Cities Service , July 1.982# pecsonal
communicant ion.

\
.
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TABLE 24 Dischazge  Alternatives

Examples of Examples of
Alternative Objective Where Used HOW Required

Shunting near
surface

Shunting near
bottom

Dilution Re-
quirements,
rate of dis-
charge
limitations

Barging to
land

Bagging to
ocean
dump site

Disposal
on ice

Generic muds
and appeoved
additives

Alternate
pm30essing/
recyeding/
reuse

Incineration

Ifijecgion

Minimize exposure
of plankton

Minimize exposure
of coral reefs

Reach greater
dilution to limit
harm to biota in
the water column

Avoid ooean
discharge

Avoid discharge
in coastal
environment

Take advantage of
seasonal ice
breakup to
dissipate
effluents

Limit toxicity
of fluid

Remove undesired
cotiponenes,  mini-
mize discharge

Remove oil.-
contaminated
cuttings

Reduce open-ocean
discharge

North Atlantic, - EPA permit,
mid-Aelantic MMS s~ipulations

Flower Garden EPA permit,
Banks Region VI

Lower Cook Znlet, EPA permits,
Georges Bank regions X and I

.
A l a b a m a  a n d State regulation .
California State
Offshore Lands

Beaufort Sea

North Atlantic,
mid-Atlant  ic~
California,
Alaska

(Requires EPA-
designated ocean .
dump site)

Lease stipulation

EPA permits,
regions It IX~
Ix, x
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on several wells. Shunting is considered a relatively inexpensive dis-
charge option.

DILUTION REQUIREMENTS AND LJMSTATIONS ON RATES Ol? DISCRARGE

Drilling fluids and cuttings can be (and normally are) discharged at
or neaz the water surface. This practice results in a visible plume
Chat may extend over several kilometers. The exeene and duration of
the plume depends on ~he ene~gy of the ooean environment. In certain
areas, nokably Lower Cook InLee@ Alaska, predilution  or ce~tain dis-
charge rates have been requized  in response to seascmai conditions.

The methods of predilution and maintaining certain discharge rates
may require additional equipmenh,  such as pumps and special  pit gauges
to monitor dischaqe rates. ‘These special methods can affacg cost and
operations by affecting the duration of operations. Drilking must
occasionally be stopped &o complete a buLk discha~ge that is prolonged
because of the high volumes of water required for predilution and the
slow discharge rates allowed. This added kime translates directly into
cast for the operatoc. At other times, the necessity of completing a
prolonged discharge may rest~ict the time available to move mebile rigs
with respec@ to weather conditions and sea states. The failure eo take
advantage of good conditions for these activities can increase the risk
of the Opesation. The data on dispersion presented in Chapter 3 indi-=
cates that such requi~ements  fog predil.u~ion and restrictive discharge
rates are not justified in most OCS ageas.

OFFLOADING AND TRANSPORT FOR DISTANT DIXXARGE

Drilling discharges can be transported by bagge or supply boat to an
ocean or land disposal site. Ocean disposal requi~es ‘the designation
of a site in accordance with EPA ocean dumping ragulakicxas  (413 CFR
220-230). Release at an ocean dump site would presumably take bhe
discha~ge from a coastal environment for dispersal in deep wates.
O@ean dispord sites in the mid-Atlantic have been used for industrial
wastes and could be used for dzilling  discharges as well? but no ocean
dump sites have yet been used for thes~ discharges. Land disposal also
requires a suikable site, but disposal areas for indust~ial wastes on
land are increasingly at a premium. Obtaining ocean dumping permits
or disposing of drilling discharges on land adds to the cost of
drilling operations.a

The ability to offload discharges for aransport is directly
relatad to sea staees and weaeher conditions. Adverse conditions will
prevent offloading as shown in Table 25.

aE’or example? one offshore operator paid $390?000  to barge drill-
ing discharges fxom a well to ehoee (w. D. Fribz, Mobil oil, personal
cxxmnunieationt  1980) ‘Nw landEi.11 opera~or  who received the wastes
prompely sold them for fiU dir~.
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TABLE 25 Percentage of Time That Drilling Discharges Cannot Be “
Transferred ko Barges or Supply Boats

Gulf of Mexico Georges Bank

Offloading to basges
(when seas exceed L m) 20 not feasibl~

Offloading to supply boats 2.2 12.4
(when seas exceed 3 m)

*eas exceed 1 m too much of the time to plan such operations.

SOURCE : Adapted from ~, 1981.

During adverse weather os sea staees that prevent the off loading of .
drilling discharges, drilling operations might have to be curtailed
due to a lack of on-rig storage space, resulting.in substantial addi-
tiona$ Coses.

Scme units, such as small jack-up drilling rigs, have very little
holding capacityJ while other units~ such as la~ge semisubme~sibles~
have a greater holding capacity. Adequate holding capacity can lessen’
rig downtime in adverse conditions.

Offloading and eranspoge  inexease  the hazards of offshoce driLling
operations. Cage must be taken to moog the receiving vessel to prevent
damage to the drilling  unit. The approach and mooring of the barge og
vessel are constrained by weather and by the mooring arrangements of
the drilling  unit. The position of crane facilities on the drilling
unit dictates the available Loading points. The addition of anchoring
systems required on a disposal barge further compounds the hazards.
Once the transfer of the discharge has been made, additional risk is
entailed in the transit of the transfer vessel to other areas for dis-
posal and in the additional. handling of the drilling discharges in
disposal.

The cost of offloading and transport operations vagies with the
circumstances. FOE an 18#000--ft  (5~490-m) well in the Gulf of Mexico,
the cost of these operations has been estimaeed at $917,000 (OOC,
19811. Transport of discharges to shore from +. comparable well drilled
off Georges Bank would cost about $3.29 million; to an ocean dump site
$3.02 million (OOC, 1982). Such costs range from 10 to 20 percent of
the cost of the well.
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OTHER TRANSPORT TECHNIQUES
.

●

.

Other techniques suggested far transporting discharges include a pipe-
line to an ocean dump site and the use of a monobuoy  for loading disc-
harges anto a barge or vessel at a distance from the drilling unie.
These arrangements have been reviewed (m? 1981)1 but are not con-

sidered here because of theig limited applications and higher costs.

DISPOSALON ICE

One discharge alternative has been suggested for use in the Beaufort
Sea and other ageas where sea ice is present for pazts of the year.
This relatively simple and potentially inexpensive method is to deposit
spent fl’ui.ds  and cuttings directly on the ice. The method has recently
been teseed (Miller et al., 1982). As in ocean discharges, the fates
cc!? drilling fluids and cuttings disposed of on ice depend.on site-
specific conditions. Discharges deposited on ice in nearshore ;reas
subject to overflow f.boding from rivers wcmld be widely dispersed
during the annual breakup of the ice. Withoue such flooding, Ehe dis-
charges are dispegsed  more gradually. Liquid fractions are remcwed
during initial surface melting. Depending on the movement of the ice~
solids may be either deposited near the disposal site a carried with
the ice and widely 6eposited oveg the seafloor.

SUBSTITUTIONS

Altered Composition
.

Just as special
tie composition

fluids aze formulated for special downhole conditions,
og drilling fluids can be altered to include less toxic

compounds fo% envi.ronmencal rdasons. For example, paraformaldehyde,  a
newpe~sistent biocidee is used instead of chlorinated phenols  on the
CKX3 e Comparable substitutions  have been developed for lubricants (for
example, pagaffinic oils Eor diesel fuel] . In replacing diesel fuel~
which is eoxic~ the use of other additives, such as emulsifiem~ can
alsa be minimized. [An impogtant  purpose of emulsifiers is to inte-
grate diesel fuel with other components of the drilling fluids.)

A vaziee~  Of mineral  and vegetable ail-based products have been
developed as alternatives to petroleum hydrocarbons as driU.ing fluid
additives. While these peoduces are in Limited use in the uo~er they
are used more extensively elsewhere. Field and Iaboratcxy  tests of
ope~ating ehagactezisties  and environmental acceptability  have been
conducted.  Tests and tzial introductions continue as experience is
gained concerning the alternatives’ opegating charaeeegisaics  and
environmental aceepeability.

Xn substituting ocher oils for diesel fuel (and at other t.imes)r
i& may be desirable to moni~or &he composition of d~ill.ing fluid to
quantify and distinguish between various types of hydmearbons.  GaS

rwetdwds~ such as those developed by ASTM Comieeee



D-19 can be used. Methods given in part 31, ASTM Standards (1982) can
possibly be applied to whole oils~ waterborne oils~ and marine sedi-
ments to examine the composition? quantities and origin of hydro-
carbons.

Processing Drilling Fluids Priog to their Discharge

Drilling fluids are processed while they are used to separate cuttings
(see Chapter 2). Better use of solids control equipment can in some
instances reduce the total volume discharged. So-called “closed mud
systems”, available ccmmerciallyj  accomplish this. Drilling fluids
cannot be reused more extensively than they are in current practice
because of the need eo condition them for desired functions. It is
always in the operator’s economic interest to conserve and reuse driU-
ing fluids when possible, but the operator must occasionally dispose
of a fluid to use another with more appropriate characteristics for a
given operating condition

Each of these alternatives is characterized by different costs and
risks than those of common practice. The costs of such alternative
practices tend to be higher, although in some instances only slightly
so.

A more serious” concern about such alternatives is their risk. The
environmental fates and effects of some alternative fluids and addi-
tives may be less well known than those of fluids commonly used. From
an operational standpoint~ the alternatives may require different
operating techniques and handling than commonly used fluids. When
using alternatives, operators cannot rely on the training and
experience they have had with commonly used fluids.

Alternative additives and processes may offer advantages in
special situations but until more experience with them is acquired~
their opezating and environmental benefits and risks will not be
established.

OTHER A&T!ERNATUJES

The remaining alternatives (in Table 24), incineration and i;section,
are not considered practicable. Incineration is not because large
amounts of the discharge are incombustible (OQC, 1981). Injection of
other than the liquid fraction of drilling discharges into porous for-
mations is not technically Eeasiblee  since one propertY of drilling
fluid is to consolidate loose formations encountered while drilling,
thus clogging the pores and preventing the formation from accepting new
material. To inject under these condi~ions  would require high
“pressures, and even then the formations would resist accepting the
material.

.
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TSE “NO DISCHARGE” ALTERNATIVE--A CASE STUDY

Alabama’s regulations for offshore exploratory drilling in Mobile Bay
prohibit the discharge of solid and liquid wastes like drilling fluids,
drill cuttings, sand, contamina~ed deck dzainage,  and effluents from
sewage treatment units. Only uncontaminated rainwater and water from
the bay used to preload rig legs or to test fire-fighting equipmene  can
be discharged. A major oil company recently accepted these conditions
and proceeded wiEh a drilling prcgzam using the “no disehargen altex’na-
tive.3 In the course of plan~ing,  alternatives and costs were
considered “in dekail. Collection and disposal of waste materiah while
drilling in shallow !@bile Bay present unique and costly problems. An
obvious solution is to collect all wastes in barges and transport them
to shore for disposal. However, othe% methods appeared feasible to the
company and were investigated.

Since the wastes this drilling generated might be discharged to
the sea under an NPDES permib if the drilling occurred on the OCSS
barging these wastes to federal waters for ocean disposal was one
alternative considered. However, long lead times were anticipated in
obtaining the required designation of an ocean dump site. .The delay
was sufficient to rule out ocean” dumping for the initial we.lle but
these were also questions to address about the ocean dumping equipment.
Could barges used in other ocean dumping contain the liquids without
seeping as these liquids wece collected at the drill site? If rick,
could an adequate sealing system be developed? Could more appropriate
barges be developed in the time available? These questions were never
answered.

Since most drilling wastes would be liquid, another form of
disposal considered was the subsurface injec&ion  of liquid wasees at
the dril~ixag  site and solids disposal onshore. Alabama regulatory
agencies indicated that a permit could be obtained for an oasite
disposal well for well, fluids and ccmtamina~ed deck drainage, buk that
injeeeicm of sewage txeatment effluents would require a permit that the
state would n~t issue. Specifying an additional onsite injection well
in the plans that were already under review by regulatory agencies
would have delayed obtaining needed permitxl. Sines this option only
parbly solved the problems of liquids disposal, the aneicipaeed delay
was unacceptable.

Disposal of all wastes, liquid and solid,  at onshore disposal
sites was carefully evaluated, with Poteneial  sites inspec~ed by two
company teams. In this as in similar cases a peablem was posed by the
Iimieed number of acceptable active facilities.  Some sites considered
were only in the planning stage. Permits had not been obtained in some
eases, and some opezators  had little or no experience in managing waste
facilities. Some active siees were judged unsuitable because of oper-
ational practices.

‘Floyd Garret, Exxone  personal conununication$ January 1983.
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The only aceive disposal facilities &hat met all company criteria
weze sites fog laazasdous  wastes. The main disadvantage for Me company
of using these sites was a much higher disposal cost. A second dis-
advantage in using ehese facilities may be &he use of limited disposal
space that might be needed for hazardous materials.

The plan fi,nally adapted by the company fos its first well speci-
fies disposal of solids by landfill and of liquids by subsurface
injection. Both  services axe provided at a hazardous waste disposal
facility located in Port Arthu8, Texas, approximately 740 km from the
drilling site. Waste solids are buried in cLay-Lined  pits. Waste
liquids, containing up t= 10 percent suspended solids by volume and
less than 200 ppm oil and grease, are first filtered eo remove the
suspended solids for bu~ial. The filtered liquids are then injected
inera a dispesal well 2,200 m deep. Other Iiqu.ds requi~e solidifica-
tion and landfill burial. The wastes are Transferred from barges to
trucks a~ dock facilities about 30 km from the disposal facility.
Backup disposal, capability is available at a hazardous waste disposal
landfill in Alabama approximately 390 km nocth of the drill site.
While closer ho the drill site, this facility does not have an injec-

tion well. Disposal costs would be much higher at this site because
of the need to solidify all liquids for bugial.

The jackup drilling rig used was specially designed and built for
the “no discha~ge” operation. This increased the coneractorts  con-
stxuc~ion cosa by shut $ti35~OO0  to add features noe normaL2y required
fog d~illing in the Gulf of Mexico. The cose of retrofitting a rig not
SFe&aU~ designed and built for the operation would be a minimum of
$1 million. The cost of bringing an actiye rig in for modification,
including standby and transportation chaxges, could be as much as $3
f%.z S4 million. Special rig featuzes fm this operation include exten-
sive use of coaming, drip pans, and drains ko capture and collect
Liquids from all equipment areas and drainage surfaces and manifolding
the dcain Lines of the shale-shaker tank and the cuttings chutes.
Piping to divide the solid and liquid wastes for sepaxate baxges was
installed at the well site. Uncontaminated ra$nwater Le.kept separate
from other liquids te be used in the drilling fluid. Temporary onboacd
ste~age space for liquid wastes was alsa prcwided  to handle anticipated
shcmk periods when barges might not be available far immediate dis-
charge of the wastes. Five tank barges, thee hopper bargesp  and one
Rug are used fuJ.1 time to handle waste collecaicm and transportation.
When drilling & la~ge-diameter  ho~et an additional tug is needed. The
barges required modifications GO peevene ~llution.  Coaming  (raised
framing for capturing and directing runoff or spills) was installed
around the pump and discharge lines  on the tank ba~ges, and the hopper
barges had to be compartmentalized to stabilize their cargoes. In

. &o additio~~ mooring anchors and piling were requiged ED maintain the
barges in posibion ae therig.

Waste drilling  fluids, cement, contaminated dzill-flxxx  deck
dgainage, and fermaticm cuttings are collected in an open-t,op, com-
partmentalized hopper barge. When filled, the ~ecei.ving barge is
replaced by another. The full bazge is towed to Pore firthur~ Texas.
The wastes are transferred to trucks for tzansportaticm eo the disposal
site.
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Contaminated rainwater and deck drainage (other than from the
drill floor), effluents from the sewage treatment unit, wash water and
other liquid wastes are callected at the well site in a permanently

. moored, compartmentalized tank barge. The liquids are periodically @
transferred to other tank barges for transportation to Port Arthur, and
then trucked to the

Table 26 gives
disposal operation.

TABLE 26 Estimated

dis~sal site.
the estimated additional costs of this special,.

Costs of the ‘No Discharge” Alternative

Estimated Costs
, jThousands  of Dollars)

MinimumA Maximu*

Rig modifications

Barge modifications

Tug and barge rental (including fuel)

Barge mooring (pilings and anchor systems)

Barge rig-up on location

Extra supervision and technical support. <s..

Waste Eacil,ity charges
for disposal

Liquids

Solids

Total

TOT-

500 500

720 1,000
,—

535 535

250 250

250 360

430 780
.

380 570

810 1,350 -

3,065 3,995

SAssuming~ 250 drilling days and a disposal volume of 110,000 bbl
(sewage treatment, 35 bbl; contaminated deck drainage and rainwater, 55
bbl; solids from drilling fluids and cuttings 30,000 bbl.

Assuming 350 drilling days and a disposal volume of 190,000 bbl
{sewage treatment, 35 bbl; contaminated deck drainage and rairiwater~
120,000 bbl; solids from drilling fluids and cueEings, 45,000 bbl).

‘._

=he estimated total cost of the well is greater than $20 million.
\ .
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APPENDIX A

COMEQSITION OF DRILLING FLUIDS

DENSITY MATERIALS

I’4aterials  used in drilling fluids in the greatest quantities are those
added to increase tie density in order to control subsurface pressures
which increase with depth as the well is drilled. The dense column of
fluid exerts considerable pressure on the bottom of the ba’ehole to
keep formation fluids and gases from entering the borehole in an uncon-

. trolled fashion. Several characteristics of these density materials
are common among the various compounds and are essential fot optimal
performance. These materials should be (1) of high specific graviey~
(21 nonreactive with the liquid phase of the fluid, (3) nonabrasive,
and (4) of optimal pareicle size.

High specific gravity is required in order to maximize the weighk
or density in the smallest volume possible for logistical and economic
reasons. Nonreactivity is essential because the weighting agent muse
be added o~tentimes in increasing amounts as the well deepens and yet
fluid properties (e.g., rheology or fluid behav.im) IUUS2 not be signi-
ficantly  affected by the influx of weighting materials. Zn the same
Sensee it is important that the weighting agent not be abrasive in
pumps or to dri~l stages, particularly at higher concentrations, in
ordeg to reduce wear. Optimal particle size is essential for several
reasons. This includes a minimal value pa) below which the par-
ticles affect mud properties easily (e.g., viscosity) and an upper
value (e44LI) beycmd which the particles are hard to keep in sus-

pension and also tend to become abrasive. By balancing these various
needs, one can obtain an optimal produce. Some products, such as lead
or galena~ are only used in special cases (e.g., to “kill” an uncon-
trolled well) while others are used primarily only in certain fluid
systmns (e.g., calcium carbonaee in law density oil base or emulsion
drilling fluids).

Of all ef ~he materials, barite is by far the most commonly used
weighting product worldwide. Indeed, it accounts for the largest pro-
portion of all components which are in drilling fluids. Barite has
fairly high specific gravity (4.3-4.5) but is also fairly soft and
nonabrasive. It is inert in both oil and water.

The amount of barike used annually depends on the general drilling
activity and particularly on drilling activity in high pressure zones.
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In 1942, the domes~ic use of barite barely exceeded 100,000 txms per
year, but it increased to l,900,0C10  in 1978 (API, 19’78b) and may well
reach 3~OOOJ100 tons by the yeas 2000 (Morse? 1983). The Uniksd States
is the wecld’s larqese producer and consumer of iaasitx?. Mining of
bacite takes p~ace in nine states with Nevada~ Arkansas* and Missouri
accounting for most of the production. Additional sources outside of
the U.S.A. include Peru, Ireland, China, India, Mexico, Morocco, and
Thailande

13arite is barium sulfate ore. Most of the harite  used in dril~ing
“fluids contains 80-90 percene BsS04. It is known as barytes, heavy
spa~~ tA.ff~ and cawk throughout the warld and is-surface or shaft mined
mainlyfrom vein~ ~esidual~  or bedded de-its. The barite ranges in
color fgcm white to black and may be interspe~sed with a variety of
Other mine~ak (e.g., quartz, clay, pyrite) thak may constitute from
10-15% of barite.  The barite is separa~ed from these materials at the
mine, if necess=y,  by a series of devices which collectively enrich
the anmnt of pu%e bari~e. The final product is dried and groumd ae
the mine or at separate grinding plants throu~hout the world and
packaged oc sold in bulk.

:Barite that is used in oil well drilling is required to conform
to a set of specifications established by API (198A) in order to ensure
consistene  material. These specifica&ions stipulate a minimum specific
gravity? pore size range and alkalinity.

Otheg than ba~ite, few other compounds are used ~o any exeent in
the domestic market as density nwterials.  Iron oxide or hematite
(Fq03) was one of the firsematertils usad but its use has been
~argelydis~ntinued  because of, its charaetegistic s~ining of skin and
clothes of the drilling  crews. IE is cur~ently seeing some ~evived
interes~  as a product or as an additive te bariee.

.
WW3SIF123RS

En order for the drilling fluid to remsve tie fo~~tion solids and
cuttings  fzom the bit atz the bottom of the hole and csrry them up the
annulus to the surfaee~ the gluid must have a cswtain thickness or
viscosity. Cnly tie smallest of pagticles  could be carried up the long
column with just pure wate~t even under pressure. More importantly,
p~essure or ‘fbw must be inkemupted during the &illing process (for
example, to change the driill bie) and pure watet? alone would allow the
solids to fa22 back @a &he bottom cluing these sta&ic periods. X& is
essentiti~ therefore, that the dzi%l..imej fluid be viscous enough ko
suspend the cut~ings during tiese pamiods..

As discussed in the T2rilling DiSehaEgeSm chapter, ckillbg fluid
ing~edients often have several functions. Viscosifiers alsa help seal
the Wellbr)re and prewmekss of liquids ts the fcxmathm, an essential
funceion beeause an unccmt%olled fluid Loss would require constant
monitenhj  and addition of water tri cozrect for the 10SS. More
importantly, eritieal fluid properties  would be in a etate of constank
flux and would make it difficuls to d~ill, Zt. is difficmlt to sepagate
ingredients in these two groups because of their functional overlap.

. .
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clays, hcwever, Mill be discussed under viscOsif  iers and @Ymers wil 1
be discussed as fluid k= agents event though both can functional
dually .

The Primary v iscosif iers are the various clays that are added.
Gray et al., (1980: 536) indicates that the term clay has several
meanings; however, it is best defined to be those natural earth

mterials of fine grain size which are primarily composed of hydrous
aluminum silicates. The definition becomes less precise as one reviews
the clays; however, it is more important to understand their function
and chemistry rather than find an exace definition.

In the mineralogical sense, Joseph (1978) indicates that drilling
f lui.d clays fall into two gr oupe-- the smectite group (layer ad) and the
hormite  group (fibrous) . The -miner alogical nomenclature is confused
by a number of regional and historical names. Since the most impor@ant
characteristics of the clays are their bonding with other caaponents,
which is largely dictated ‘by the polyvalent ion, the clays are often
listed with in each mineralogical group by cation where appropr  iaee.

A variety of Other classification SCheIIW are aVaihble (Br indley,
L955; Degens, 1965: Warshaw and Roy, 1961) , which uae a compositional.
basis for classification, and may be referred to for mote detailed
information on clay structure. Since clays are natural minerals, the
clay conpos ition and the presence of impurities are variable due to
geological differences. Silica, shale, calcite, mica, and feldspar are
the most common impurities (Perricone, 1980) .

The primary clay in dri$ling  fluids and one of the earliest uies
to be used is bentonite, composed mostly of sodium montmor ilhnite.
It is still the moat. commonly used clay with domestic use in excess of
650,000 tons (API, 1978) . Most of the domestically used bentonite is
mined in Wyoming, South Dakota, and Montana. There mines are sha.llw,
s ur face mines where the bedded clays are typically lenses between shale
layers. The lenses are of variable thickness (e.g. , 1-60 ft. ) and
under fairly shal.la overburdens. The bentonite  is mined, weathered,
and then sized and dried before grinding. As with bari. te, the American
Petroleum Znstitute maintains industrial specifications concerning
manufacture and operating properties. These include moisture content,
maximum particle size, and viscosity and plasticity criteria. Ben-
tonibe may be treated with a variety of polymers eo produce viscosities
equal to or greater than API specifications (Perricone,  1980) .

Another bentoni te, calcium montmor illonite  (also caUed sub-
bentoniee)  is used, but in. far less quantities, due to its prer per-
formance than sodium montmor illaai te. Often, sub-=bentoni  te is added
to bentonite when larger par title sizes are r quired. Other clays,
such as attapulgite and sepeolite, are used as v$,scosifi.ers  in salt
water fluids. These clays are mined domes tically also (Georgia,
Florida, and Nevada, respectively) . Due to their fibrous nature, these
c Lays are not suitable for fluid loss reduction and serve also exclu-
s ively for v iscoeity.

\
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FLUID -S ADDITIVES
.

As discussed in the seotion on v iscos ifiegs, clays and various polymers
aet as both viscoeifiers and as fluid loss additives. my dissociation
o f the two is spurious; however ~ this discussion separates tie ewe
purely for clarity. A properly designed drilling fluid should deposi k
a fil$er cake on the waU of khe well bore dug ing drilling to ~etard
the continuous Mquid phase in the drilling fluid from enker big the
formation. Bentonite,  and dr filed clays are the prime builders of this
cake # but in some instances 8 they age inadequate to stop the flm. The
addition of fluid loss controL additivea may be necessary.

,-
Polymers

age ~+dculady well sui%ed go this taak and both natwal and syn-=
thetic polymecs are usti. Starch was the fix st natu~a.1 pelymeg used
(Gray et al, 2942). Corn and ~taeoes are the pr inc~pal saxee of
starch for drilling fluids. Starch is prepa~ed  by treating the raw
make~ ia%s with heat and .ohemical agents to gelatinize the stzwch and
then dried and ground for bagging. Modified s tard!as have alse la”een
deve~opsd to include oyanoethylated stare? amine search ethe~ r
h ydroxypro@ sta~ch ether ~ and quatenar y ammonium salts of s tareh.
Additionally, preserved or ncmfermenting starches age available  which
may include a b iocide such as parafcmmaldehyde.

Sever al natural gums have been used. Guar gum fxom the guar
plant, a Texas legume, is one of the most prevalent. Semi-synthetic
gums produced from the chemical nudif ieation of cellulose oompr ise
a nether pgevalent group. Sodium carboxymethylfxUulose (CM) is widely
used as well as hydroxyethylcellulose  (=C). These compunds all
function by adsorbimg to the omn ipr esenk clays. Cel%ullos Le polymers
can be f ux thee treated to produce polyanicmie f oms usually with
s pacific mdecdar weight ranges that fumceian in the presence of salt
when = is less effective. Synthetic polymers that are wates dis-
persible have been developed in. resent years that func~ion ve~ y we~~
in drilling fluids. Polymerization of acrylic polyme~s and aexylates
hae resulted in the develo~ent of a number of diffe~ent  additives that
cemnter fluid has ~ or function as flocculan - p v i~=ifie~s  * or
b entonite extenders. The chemistry, concentration ~ temperature v and
@r iginal same material of the polymer additives axe all vex iable ? as
well as critical to oper sting character isti,cs.

TIiINNERS AND DISR3RSANTS

The next largest group Qf p~oducks aftes viscosii%xs are those
products which act to reduce viacos.iky. As drilling proceeds ~ the
dz Uling fluid has a tendency to thicken riatxwally  from &i@ addition
of very f tie formation solids and native clays. This tendency .
Increases with depth as temperakug e rises due ko the geetie~=l
ggadiema and causes the mud go undergo high tempe~atm.re gellakion or
th iekening. Other chemical  r eact.ions may also e~ eate th iekening of the
mud. A change in the clay’s swface &emistry is usually the cause o f
gelling and creates the need for a mate~ ial go disperse the clay par-
tio4es. Thinners typically have a relatively large anionic smponent
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which is adsorbed on the pusitive sites of the clay particles, thereby
r educing the attractive forces between the par titles. See Gray et al,
(1980: 164 ) for a more complete discussicm of the thinning mechanism.
Mater ials commonly used as thinners in water-based muds are broadly
classified as plant tannins, polyphosphates, lignitic materials, and
1 ignoeulfonates. Tam ins occur In many plants and are extracted from
bark, wood, or fruit. Most of the tannins used in drilling fluids are
frcxn the extract of quebracho wood, one of the first thinners ever used
in the united States (Lawton et S2, 1933 c 193 5). Chemically;  tannins
are esters of one or more polyphenolic  acids.

Poly@we~ates  are those phos~ates in which two or more phos-
phorus atoms are joined eogether by oxygen atoms, such as sodium tetr a-
#me~ate. Poly@mephates  may be of varying &ain lengths and the
formula is usually expr eased as the ratio of Na20/P20S.
Phoe@wxic acids and pyrophosphates are two other general types
occes ionaUy used. Both the tannins and phqs~ate  compounds have
temperature e limitations. The ph=~ates  become ncmf unctlonal above
250% and the tannins degrade betueen 250-350% (Carney and
Harris?  1975).

Lignitic  -tar ids include a variety of materials which chemically
differ due to source and preparation. Variously called lignite #
1 aonardite, mined lignin, brown coal, and slack, these ~terials be-me
popular as thinners after World War II when quebracho  exports ware
d iminshed. Lignite and brown coal are actually low heat value coals
whale leonardite is a naturally oxidized lignite from prolonged
weather ing. Leonardite  has a high content of humic acid; several
grades are available with varying humic acid contents. North Dakota
is the principal source with South Dakotar Montana, New Mexico, and
Tsxae as secondary sources. The material is usually strip mined, dried
to 15-20% moisture content, crushed and bagged. Modified lignites were
found to be excellent thinners after treatment with caustic soda u
chrome or potassium salts to pr educe a wr e temperature e stable com-
pound . Lignitic thinners can perform satisfactorily at high tempera-=
t urea ( 350°F) and are often used in geothermal drilling fluids.

The. lignoeulfaates  are waste byproducts of the sulfite process
for pulping wood to make paper. The chemistry in making l@msul-
fonates and the chemical structure of lignceul.fonates  are complex but
covered in a number of books and articles (Braning and Perriane, 1962;
Carney, 1970;” and Sarkanen and Ludwig, 1971). In simplest term, lig-
noeulfonates  are polymeric salts of lignoeulfonic  acids with various
f unceimal compounds attached. The functicmaliey of the Lignosulfon-
a tes are enhanced by the functional compounds. These are usually added
during the sulfite pulping process and reacted, then recovered by spray
drying. Calcium, chrome, and ira com~unde are the predominant
mater ials added to form calcium chromium~ f errochromium,  or f errolig -
n Oeulfonates.  The mechanism of thinning by 1 ignoeulfonates  is
discussed in Jessen and Jchnsm (1963) ~d more completely in Gray e t
al (1980: Chapter 4), but also relies on the 1 ignosulfonate  micell
at-chtig to the edge surface of the clay parkicles to break the
electrck inetic  a ttr action between the clays. AS the clays disperse?
the viscoeity  of the fluid decreases and the fluid is ‘thinned”.
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pH” AND ION CONTROL

The pH of most wateg based dr illfng fluids is kept alkaline for a .

variety of reasons. Corrosion cmtrol and the ccmtrol of poisonous
H~S gas are two of the prime reasons; however O other fluid proper Eies
are also affected (e.g., volubility of additives). For these reasons,
an alkaline PH is maintained by adding caustic soda (sodium hydroxide)
to the system as needed. Ionic balance is also commonly affected by
c~-minatiOn of the fluid sysgein by cement* salt? QE anhydrite. These
inputs can affect the gheo%ogy (fluid behavior) of the system and
require Weatment. Soda ash (sodium carbonate) and baking soda (sod*urn
bicarbonate ) ace the most common addi ki,ves. A number d addi EionaJ.
mege~ iah may be used fog specialized fluids or very specialized
prcb~em, bu~ their r e~ative usage frquency  is rather small in compa~-
ison to the abae thcee materials: bar ium carbonate, potassium
hydroxide, calcium sulfate, calcium hydroxide, sodium chloc ide, and
potassium chloride.

LU!3RICAN15

Wndex normal drilling, the drilling ‘fluid alcme is sufficient for
adequa~e  luh ication of the dr iLL pipe and bit. However ~ because no
hole is truly vertical and the drill pipe is flexible, there are likely
to be some points of contact between the side of the hole and the driU
pipe. This creates a frictiaal resistance thereby increasing the
torque required tm turn (as wel~” as r sise and lower) the drill pipe and
bit. Lubricants are added to drilling fluids when friction is
encountered. The addition of luhs icants is generally r squired for
highly deviated holes, holes with frequent direction changes # uncles-

,-

gauge holes, or holes with poor drill string dynamics.
Oil. base drill ing fhi.da are excel~ent lubrimnts, however, due

to higher costs and government regulakians, oil fluids are general~y
not used where the only advantag$  is lubricathn. A common histori’eal
p% actice concerning lubricants has been to add d$.esel fuel (No. 2 fuel
oil ) to a water base fluid. Fluids with high diese% fuel com%ene (as

,-
—

much as 50 peg cent) may be used to counter f r idion. Prior to dis-
charge, these fluids will be worked te Separate the diesel fuel frem
the discharge, or the fluid may be dilgted ho Icswer the relative diesel -

fuel content. These practices are within existing regulations, so long
as the dgilling  discharges do nQt cause a sheen on the sugface of the
caeean or a sludge on tie seafloor. Mere~er, with detergents and/or
emulsifiers in the system~ fluids containing as much as several percent
diesel can sometimes be discharged withaug a sheen. More impor tan tl.y,
1 aboratogy testing has denmnstr ated .tiat emulsified oil in a water
based fluid is not as effective a %uk ieant as ncm diesel substitutes
CurEentLy  available. Als~, these substitutes may have
the fluids ~ rheology than does emulsified oil. A list
used as lubricants is in Table A-L.

less effect on
of chemhals
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LOST CIRCULATION MATERIAL S

Circulating drilling fluids can be lost to downhole for~tions  through
induced fractures, preexisting open fractures, caverns, pores, and
s 01 ution channels. Lost circulation is one of the most common problems
encountered during rotary drilling. Lost circulation mater ials are
added to the mix either as an additive or in some cases as a premixed
slurry slug. Whatever the means employed to add the material to the
fluid, the end result is the same--that of actually plugging the frac-
tures or openings. These additives are either fibrous, filamentoue,
granular ~ or flaked and are almost always naturally occurring. Ccsmnon
lost circulation meter ials include ground nut shells, mica, and ground
cellophane.

CORROS ION INHIBITORS

Comosion of downhole tubular pipe is a very serious problem. The
simplest and most conmm means to control corrce ion is to use a highly
alkaline de illing fluid, but this practice has limitations-hydroxyl
ions degrade clay minerals at temperatures abowe 200% and a pH above
10. There are three major forms of corrosion:

o Carbon Dioxide. C02 dissolves in wager reeulting in a
lower ing of pH values through the production of carbonic acid. This
can be ctmtroUed using sodium hydroxide to a pE of 9-10. In some
cases excessive acids may be produced; these can be neutralized with
calcium hydroxide, but this can precipitate scale deposits whigh set
up corrceion  cells. Scales can be controlled by the addition of a
scale inhibitor such as sodium phosphonate.

o Oxygen. ~ is alnmst always present in dr filing fluids
where only a minimal anrxnt is sufficient to cause significant corro-
sion pitting under rust or scale patches. This form of corrosicm is
contra!.led using oxygen scavengers such as sdium sulfite or amnmnium
bisulf ite. Filming amines and morphol ines can also mitigate corrosion
by depas ition of a film on metal surfaces. Chromates can also be used
to incorporate a film (a complex @f oxygen, ircm, and chromium) on
downhole  metal SUE faces. HexavaLent chrome is reduced to trivalent
chromium in the fluid system.

o Hydrogen Sulfite. ~ S may contaminate the dr Kling fluid
by an influx of sour gas or by the degg adation of 1 ignosulfonates  by
sulfate-reducing bacteria or by high temperatures (330°F). Hydrogen
sulfide is beth a deadly poison and a severe scm~ce of corrosion,
through the mechanism of hydrogen embr ittlexent. It can be remwed
from the drilling fluid syshem through the use of sulfide scavengers
such as zinc carbonate? zinc oxide, og organically chelated zinc
compounds wh kh pt event mud flocculation by g educing the amount of free
zinc ions. Iron oxides are also used and do not af feet the geological
or filtration properties of the mud.
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TASLE A-1 Chemicals Commonly  Used in Drilling Fluid Lubricants.
,

ihxkqhmrme?s

Alsmhd Estaez ,,

Aluminum Stearate

Aspkia2.&

Calcium Olea&e

Coconut Diethanolamides

Coomut Oil Alkamlemide

Diesel Fuel

Diphenyl Oxide Sulfonate

EthoxyLates

Ethcxyla&ed Alcohol

Patty Acid Soaps.

Gilsonite

Glycerol Dioleaee

Glycerol Monoleate

G%ass Beads

Graphite

Lanolin

Mineral Oil

Osganic  PhosphaCe Ester

Rosin Soap

Sodium AN&ylsuMates

Sodium Asphalt SulfonaEe

Sodium Phosphates

Serbitan Esees Sulfonate ,“

Stearates

Summatx$d M.mhd m’itx

Sulf%ma’eed Tall O&&

SulfonaEed VegetaGl&

Tzietheuwkmi.ne

Vegetable Oils

Wool Greases

alkaline muds (ph~ 121 are resistant te baeeegielogi.ca.l  aet~viky.
If these options axe not available, then the addition cd a baetezieide
may be necessary. Bacte~icides  are most common in drilling fluids
cxmtai,ning sta~eh o~ polymers which aze  rapidly degraded by heae~

\

,-
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agitation~  or microorganisms. Paraformaldehyde  is the most common
bactericide used in drilling fluids as well as workover and completion
fluids.

Paraformaldehyde  will depolymerize  in acidic or basic solutions
to form its monomer, formaldehyde. Neglecting any loss due to absorp-
tion, there are several means by which it will be depleted from the
dgilling fluid system. Reactions with bacterial mucoproteins  with
activated aromatic rings found in lignosulfonates  and tannins reduce
the paraformaldehyde. Also, destruction by air oxidation forms either
a formate or C02 by the Cannizaro  reaction. Due to these mechanisms,
parafokmddehyde must be routinely added to the system to maintain
adequate treatment levels. Several non-fermenting starch additives are
in use today. In these additives the bactericide has been incorporated
into the starcht eliminating the need to add additional bactericide.

Under the current regulatory scheme, all bactericide used in
drilling fluids axe regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency
under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)
as well as discharge permits. Also, the Minerals Management Service
has banned chlorinated phenols from use on the OCS. Under FIFRA

registra~ion~  end-use~ labeling, chemical identification, and applica-
tion rates are tightly regulated. Of the many available bactericide,
relatively few bactericide have oilfield registrations. Those wiehoub
proper registrations are not used. Robichaux (1975) and Jones et al.t
(1980) listed eight differenh  chemical groups that have been used
(Quarternary amines, paraformaldehyde,  cupric su2.fate, chlorinated
thiaphene chloride, glutareldehyde,  carbonates,
chlorine dioxide). Additional materials (e.g.,
received approval since that time.

SURFACTANTS

triaza chlorides, and
isothiazoline)  have

.=

Surface active agents ace adsorbed on surfaces and at interfaces
resulting in a decreased surface tension. These are used in drilling
fluids for several different purposes such as emulsifiers, wetting
agenes? foamers, defoamers, and agents to decrease the hydration of
clay pasticle surfaces.

There are three main forms of surfactants. Cationic surfactants
dissociate into large organic cations and simple inorganic anions.
These are usually salts of a fatty amine or polyamine such as trimethyl
dodecyl  ammonium chloride. Anionic surfactants  dissociate into large
organic anions and simple inorganic cations. Soaps axe the most common
fo~m such as sodium oleate. Nonionic  surfactants are long chain
polymers and do not dissociate. The most common nonionic surfactant
is phenol reacted with 30-mol ethylene oxide. Cationic  surfactants are
strongly adsorbed on to negatively charged clay and rock surfaces,
whereas anionic su~factants are adsorbed at the positively charged ends
of clay crystal lattices resulting in a retardation of the hydration
of bentonite. Other chemicals used as drilling fluid surfactants  are
found in Table A-2.
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TABLE A-2 Ch4micals Commonly Used in Drilling Fluid  Sur.factanta.

Coconut’ Diethanehmides
~OCCIIU~  oil A3kambmid,e
calcium CLaat e
Patty Acid Dar ivatives
Pelycyd.k?  AkohQl Anhydr ides
Ptiyoxyethylsnes

The relationship between emulsifiers and surfactants  is d$recg. Xnteg-
facial tens ion between oil and water is vegy high but can be lowered
through the use of a surfactane, which decceases the surface kens ion
Fesulting in an emulsion-a s tabie dispersion of fine dropl,ets  of one
liquid into anothe% liquid. In additicm, emulsifiers stabilize
emulsions due to their molecules adsorbing at the oil/water inter f aces
f Orminq a protective “skin ● around dispersed drepl,ets which pE?evenks
coalescing when these droplets collide.

Emu.lsif  iers axe generally used in oil-base fhaida, howev~, &hey
cam be used in wa&er+a&ed systems to em& ify oil into the water
phase. They can ei thes ace ko emulsify oil into wates or wate~ ineo
o-i-l .- Stab&e- mechanica~ emulsions- can be- formed. without. US tig.  a

~em~cal emulsifier (surfactants  ) by the adsorption of ciidoidal  solids -‘ -

in the f2.uid at the oil-water inter facas. Dispersed clays and 1 igno-
sulfontates oan act as mechanical emulsifiers in alkaline fluids.
RepK esentative chemicals used as emu.1.s  i, fiers axe fwnd in Takile A-3,
as wel$ as these I is ted unde~ sw factan~ ? Table A-2.

TABLE A-3 Chemicals Commonly Used in Drilling Fluid Emuls ifi.ers

ALkyl Aq@ sulfona~es and sulfates.
PoLyoxyethylene fatty acids* estegs, and ethecs
Nonylphenol  reaeked with ethylene oxide
F% tty acid soaps, po~yiamines, and amides  blends
Ga2ci,um Dodecylbenzene Sulfonates

*

*

..). -

.-
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FOAMERS AND DERIAMERS

FO~in9  agents (sur factanta ) are added to remove boeehole wates whiLe
air drilling ? to create a 1~-density  fluid to renme d il~ solids when.
per forming wor kover and/ or completions fn depleted c eservoirs,  or as
an insulating medium in arctic wells. Ve~y few wells drilled on the
OCS use a ix or foam drilling due to the depth and pr essur es. Chemicals
normally used are found listed under surfactants, Table A-2.

De foamers are used to break foams used in dr ill ing ox those formed
in gas-cut drill fluids. 5y far the mcst common chemicals used as
de foame~s are 2-ethyl hexanol,  aluminum s tear ate, and ester alcohols
such as the mcnoiscbutyrates.

Flocmdants  are
@f hard rock is

FLOCCULANTS

used to ~emove smell cuttings when clear water dr il,ling
r squired. These f lcoculants  can be injected  in the

fluid return after ‘the shale shaker allwing solids to ‘flocculate in
the rese~ve git. Floccuhnts are also used to clarify reserve fluid
pits prier to dis~al. They are rarely used off shore.

AcryUc polymers are excellent flocculants  at a concentration of
0.01 Zbslbbl. but can perform a dual function as a f il tratim ccntrol
agent at concentrations of 3 lbs/bbL. Chemicals currently used as -

fkccwhnts include alum, calcium sulfate, polyacryl.amides, sodium
polyaczylate, copolymers of vinyl acetate and maleic anhydr ide, and
cticium oxide.
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APPENDIX B

FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT DRILLING FLUID PWDUCTS

The extent of redundancy of drilling fluid products is difficult 50
measure: nevertheless ie would be useful information, for reviewing
well histories for the purpose of permit compliance~ for example. The
drilling fluid products offered by each of the four major drilling
fluid supplier companies is listed in Table B-1. While this list is
for only a segment of the industry, it is a useful comparison of
product equivalency because most of the offshore wells, and especially
wells on the OCS, are serviced by the major supplies companies. Some

areas (e.g.? Georges Bank) have been exclusively serviced by msjors.
Of the 86 different drilling fluid components listed, 66% were avail-
able from all 4 companies, 7% from 3 of 4, 6% from 2 of 4, and only 6%
were totally unique to one company. Products which are listed as
functional equivalents may be different chemically, although a quick
review of the table suggests that this is noe often the case. Xe
should also be noted tha~ chemically equivalent products may be
slightly different due to v~zying percentage of active ingredients,
particle sizes, processing technique, relative proportion of compo-
nents~  or quality  of materials. Nevertheless, this analysis suggests
a ~ather substantial redundancy faceor among the four largest
companies. The inclusion in the table of the smaller companies which
may not devote as much effort as the majors to product development~
would likely not change the overall picture of redundancy provided by

the table.
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TAOLE  B - 1  Comparable  Drilling  Wluid !?mducte  by %’sadenames

Dl%cm!?rmt?

.

OR PRKwc8PAL Mm63
Cc+wotwtm SERVICES SARom WAGCOBAR B! Imisw PBIWARY  APPLICATION

Llarite

Bar $ te/Eiema’c  i ha
Blend

Bentonite

Flenet  iic htxdd
Be6iton&te

(’)

!Mx4 BM-

nw.m
BAR-PLNS

1WC63

NIJ-DENSE

I14C0  WATE

Ii4C0 GEII

IMCO  KLAY

LWco
BRINEGEL

IMCO  HXB

Xnco
SNURLW1.’

()

Barohi

B a r - G a i n

Baracacb

Aquagel

ilam.co

ZeOgel

Qoick+el

Fiosal

()

Hagcobaz Hil-klar

LO-Wate W.o. 3 5
W*OO  5 0

klagcogel  Hl19el

High  Yield Green Band
Blended Clay Clay

,

Salt Gal Salt Water
Gel

K iwk-Th  ik super-cot

Viaquick Plosal

For  increaekng mud weight up  Go 20
PP9

For incseasln$  ’mud wet9ht UP to
22 ppg

To  inc rease  den~ity  of a drilling
a n d  kill fluid  up to 25 ppg

For increasing density to II PP9
with acid soluble maCerial

Viacoaity  a n d  f i l t r a t i o n  control
in water-base muds

IFor  vltlcosity  a n d  filtration
control  in w a t e r - b a s e  muds

ViscoaiEier  i n  s a l t w a t e r  muds

Q u i c k  viacosifier  Eor f r e s h w a t e r ,
upper-hole muds  with minimum
chemical treatment

Viscoaifier  for f~esh-water  QC
s a l t - w a t e r  muds

l--

-d
cd



TABLE D-1  [continued)

DESCRIPTION
OR PRINCIPAL IMCO
C@4PONEN’E SERVICES 6AROID MAGCOBAR MIi.cHIQl PRIMARY APPLICATION

Batter ially Produced I n t o  x c XC Pol  yae r Ouov ia XC Pol yixer
Polymer

Viacosifier  and Eluid loss control
addit ive for low-solids muds

Sepiol ite I n t o Gee-Gel Viscosifier  I n  a l l  w a t e r - b a s e
DURDGEL muds, especial ly high temperature

d r i l l i n g  fluids

Multipurpose
.POlymec

D X SPERSANTS

sodium
Tet raphosphate

Sodium Acid
Pyrophociphate

Quebracho
Compound

Modified Tannin

Processed
L i g n i t e

Causticlzed
L i g n i t e

mco Hil-Polyraer Polymer for fluid  loss control
POLXSAFlf” 305 and viBcoaity

IMCO PNOS aa~ofoe kfagco-Phoa
(srp)

1f4C0  SAPP SAPP SAPP

IMCO  Q-B-T Tannex n - c
Quebracho

DESCO Deaco De5co

IWO LIG Cartmnox Tann A Thin

IMCO THIN cC-16 Caustilig

oil FOB Thinner for low  pfi f r e s h - w a t e r
muds  where temperatures do not
exceed 180°F

SAPP For  treating cement
contamination

Mil- Thinner for fresh-water and
Quebracho lime muds

Desco Thinner for fresh-water and
s a l t - w a t e r  m u d s  alkalized for pli
c o n t r o l

Ligco Diepersant,  emuls i f ie r  and
supplementary addit ive for f luid
loss control

Ligcon Dispersant,  emulsif ier and
supplementary addit ive for fluid
10ss control

L



KM%C641FTION
cm L% IMCIPAL mm
6W4PONBNT WMwmxs BAROID MAGCOB&6

H
MI IZIISM PRIMARY APPLICATION

,

Q-~cox6n Spersene Uoi-cal Diapersant  a n d  fluid loaa
cOntcol  additive fog waker -base

nwo-vc-lo

muds

Blended multi-purpose  dA8peraant,
fluid  loss agent and inhibitor
foe MSJO  SD--ihl mud syB&.sns ;

@lerjded
Ligrtoeulfonate

compound

Hagco  CFL X-WI Thin DI@ersant and Eluhf Aoss
control additive tor water-base
muds

Chcom-mxm
Lignosdfonate

Iwo
RD-2ocKr

FLUID LflSS REK$JC13RS

)lagco C o n t r o l  flukd 10ss  in
Poly Sal water-base muds

O r g a n i c

Po 1 yme  K
I n t o
PErv!ALom

DEXTRXD

Hy-la-de  1 I$ilstacch C o n t r o l s  fluid 10ss  in
saturated saltwater and lime muds

IMCO  U31D Imperaex

Magco CMC Milcltem  CHC For f luid 10ES control  and barlte
(Regular) (!led-Vis} suspension io water-base muds

Iwo ‘cMc
(Reqular)

Celtex
{Regular)

Sodium  Cwfboxy-
methykellukme

Hagco (MC Milcbem  CNC For  fluid loss control a n d
(High Via) (High Vis) viscosity bui lding in l o w - s o l i d s

muds

Celhx
[nigh Vh}

DFUSPAC Or i spat Or lspac Fluid  loss control addit ive and
viscosifier in salt muds

Dr Ispac

KM Lspac

Super  lo

DUISPAC
SUPERLO

Mispac Qr ispac Wtmary f luid loss a d d i t i v e .
Super 10 Super  lo Secondary viscosit ies in

water-based muds



TABLE B-1  [cent hued)

DESCRIPTION

Olf  PRINCIPAL If.lco
C~KINliNT SERVICES maolD NAGCODAR Hl LCMEN PRIMARY APPLICA’EKON

Fluid 106B cont ro l  in  ca lc ium
Eree  muds

Cypan Cypan
WL-100 WL-100

sodium
Polyacrylate

IMCO Cypan
SP-101 WL-100

- EMULSIFIERSLUBRICANTS - DETERGENTS

A  watec  dlapersable,  nmn-
toaming, nontoxic addit ive
designed to impart lubricity and
reduce torque, drag and fr ict ion
i n  a l l  w a t e r - b a s e  d r i l l i n g  fluids

Supplies the lubricating pro-
per t i es  of o i l s  w i t h o u t  t h e i r
environmental  pollutlon

,
Ueed in water-baee  muds to
Impart extreme pressure lubricity

Nonweighted  fluid  for
s@tting t o  f r e e  d i f f e r e n t i a l l y
6tuck pipe

Invert emulsion that  may be
weighted to desired density
for placement to tree
diEEerentlally stuck pi~e

Lubricant and fluid  loss

Specially prepared
blend of organic
l i q u i d  CIMpOUlldS

IMCO
LUBft-10~

D O S - 3 Plil-Plate 2Blend of Organic
Esters

nico Torq
LUSRI KLEEN Trim IK

Lube Sit Lubr i-~1 lm
Lube

Extreme Pressure
Lubr Icant

IMCO EP
BP  LUBE Mudlube  “

011  Soluble
Surfactants

IMCO Skot-Free
ms12PIPB

Pipe Lax Petccw20te

Carbc+%eeBlend  of  Fatty Acids,
Sulfonates  and
Asphaltkc  Hateciala

lMCO SF-1OO
SPOT

STAB I L-
HOLE

1’6’1 -WDWater Dispersible
Asphalts

Ufco

NOLSCOA’6’  .1 I
.,

reducer for water-base muds  that
contain no diesel  or crude oil

.
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‘1’ABLB  B-1  ~continued)

Dmxmp’nokt

OR PRINCIPAL IHCO
cOH@oNENT Smuncm Euutom NAOCOBAR MI143W.!4 PRIMMW hPPLXCATXON

Soltiex Used in water-base IMId.S ffa
lower downhde  flwid  Iosa and
minimize heaving shale

LubK  icant a n d  fluid-lass
r e d u c e r  foK wakes-base  mud~  that
c o n t a i n  diesel OK cuude oil

OIL D16peiaible nlco BacoM Pave-A  .
Asphalks Mm OIL Asphalk Mole

Detesgent lMCQ  MD Con Det D-D

Cacbc-Seal

Used in wates-b~me  muds to aid in
dropping sand. 5t9UlSlf~es 041,
reducee torque and minimi%es bit
balling

Blend of Anionic IWO SW m imuho Sa,
$thr.factantei

QE??OAM5RS -  H.OccMLAm’s  -  SAcmmmmk

At Aosol  and’
l - -

--J
m

knex .Smulsigieg  for sa l t -water  and
fresh-water muds

Aluminum Aluminum Ahmh!m Ahwehmn

S t . e s t a t e SteaKate Stearate Skearate

Aluminum
Stearate

Defoamer  for liqnoaulEonate
muds

Liquid  Sur face IMC!O

Act  Ave  Agent D!WML!4-L=
?.)efoamer  for all water-base
muds

Surface-Active mm Bara- Hagconol

Dispersible  Liquid FOAMBAN Defoam 1
Detoamer WMlo

&D-7
IQ-s

Ail-purpose  de foame~

Saparan flsed  &o d r o p  drilled  aolide
where  c lear  waker  la d e s i r a b l e  for
a  drilling  fluid

( tII (t
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‘EA13LB  B-I tcontinued)

DESCRIPTION

OR PRINCIPAL IWO
COMPONENT SERVICES BA.soin MAGCOBAJI 14114JNEN PRIMARY APPLICATION

Blended Carbonake IMCO CIDE !Jarri-B33 wagco Poly Bac te r ic ide  used to prevent
Solutionri De foa!ner fermentation

Pasaformaldehyde Para- Aldacide ParaEormal- Paraformal- Bacterlcide  utied to prevent
forma ldehyde dehyde dehyde fermentation

LOST CIRCULATION wATBSIALS

Fibrous Mlco  FXBER

Plater ial

N u t  S h e l l s :
F i n e

N u t  Shells$

Medium

Nut $hellst
Coarae

Ground  Mica;
Pine

Ground Mica:
.Coarae

Ce 1 Iopbane

Fibertex Mud Fiber r411-FibeK Filier as well as matting
material to restore lost
circulation

.

WofIt often  ueed to prevent
los t  c i rcu la t ion

Used in conjunction with
f i b e r s  o r  flakea to regain loet
c i r c u l a t i o n

Used where large crevices
or fractures are encountered

tised  for prevent ion  o f  los t
c i rcu la t ion

Ueed for prevention and
regaining of lost circulation

Ueed to regain lost circulation

IMCO PLUG Wall-Nut Nut-Plug Hil-Plug

IMCO PLUG Wall-Nut Nut-Plug 1111 -Phly

IMCO PLUG Wall-Nut Nut-Plug !$ll-Plug

Iiico HYCA $llcatex MagcO-Hica Milmica

n4co @!YcA Milcatex 14agc0-Mica e4ilmica

lMCO FLAKES Jel Flake C e l l - O - S e a l Hilflake



TABLE  8-1 [continued]

DEscRlPTEot4

OR PRINCIPAL IN(2O

COWPOIIIENT SERVICES BAROID wAGcpBAN 891 Wlsw PRIwARY  APPLICATION

Combination d KWIK  SSAL Kwik Seal Kwik sad Uwik Seal !Jsd where  severe  hat
c i r c u l a t i o n  fta Wwalmten?d

Diaseal M

khmex

is-PluL3

Durenex

Quick
Foam

FoKne a  high-~olids plug to
c u r e  severe  lost circulation

Diaseal M Diaseal M

SPECIALTY  PKMNC’A%

Increasea yield of bentonlke
t o  EOrnJ  lou-solids  d r i l l i n g  fluid

1-
=1
02

Imparts  inhibikkon, fluid loss a n d
rheo!ogy control  i~ potassium muds

Benex Benex

!iigh-ternperature  rheokigical
Stabilization and f,lttrak$on
control

Foamkng agenk in air or mist
drilling

Nagco
~oawsr 76

Geb-AlcBiodegradable
Surtactant

For  use as a hydcogen  .eul Eide
ecavenger  in waterbase  and
oil-base muds

&lil-GardZinc Compound mlco
Suw-x 11

Into
CNACK-CIIEK

t%event stress  cracking of
drill s t r i n g s  in an H2S
env i conment
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T A B L E  B-1  (continued)

DESCRIPTION
OR PRINCIPAL luco
CONH3NENT SERVICES BAROID nAGcooAR MI IJM?M PRINARY APPLICATION

/’

A Catalyzed Anuacnhwa
Bisulfite

Filming Amine

Fi lming Amine

Organic Polymer

CCN4MSRCIAL  CHSf41CALS

Sodium Nydroxlde

Potassium Nydroxide

Sodium Carbonate

Sodium Bicarbonate

Barium  Carbonate

Sodium C h r o m a t e

lMCO XO~”  Coat  7 1 7 OS-lL Noxygen

Aqua-Tee

Ami-Tec

Scale-Ban

For uae an an oxygen
scavenger

.
IHCO

X-CORS”

A1l-pUCpOfIe  corrosion
I n h i b i t o r

Bara Coca Naqco
I n h i b i t o r

IMCO
IPERNAFIW

C o a t  415
I n h i b i t o r

Pfagco
I n h i b i t o r

Corroal@n  Inhtbitoc ;

Into
SCAIJ3CHEK

surflo-ii35 SL-1OOO S c a l e  i n h i b i t o r

l--

Caustic
Soda

Caust ic

Soda

Caustic
Soda

Caustic
Soda

For  pif control in w a t e r - b a s e
muds

Caustic
Potash

Potassium
Nydcux ide

Potass ium

Hydroxide
Potaaalum
Hydroxide

U s e d  ko controi pli in
potaaaium  system

Soda Aab Soda Ash Soda Ash Soda Ash For  treating-out calcium in
low pH mudsr,

Sod i urn sodium sodium
Bicarknate

For  treating-out calcium or
cement  in high P14 m u d s

Sodium
Bicarbonate Bicarbonate Bicarbonate

Bar ium Anhydrox Barium
C a r b o n a t e C a r b o n a t e

sod A urn Sodium sodium
Cbsomate Chromate Chromate

Bar ium
Cartmnate

For  treating-out calcium
sul Eate {PI! should be above
10  for best retxilts)

sod i Um
Chromate

Ueed in water-base muds to
prevent high-temperature
gelation
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~[ / Attachment
\/’ >

Following is summary of the conclusionf,of the National Research ,+’”

Council (NRC) “Drilling Discharges in the Marine Environment’! report that
are particularly germane to the management of the Minerals Management
Ser-fice (W) Environmental Studies Program:

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cb
All of the bulk constituents (water, b~r+te, clay minerals, chrome
lignosulfonate, lignite and sodium hydro~ide)  are nontoxic to
marine organisms at the dilut+s reached shortly after discharge.

(.
Several common drilling fluid additives are much more toxic to
marine organisms than the bulk constituents.

Compared to tile mass emissions of river sediments and those of
municipal wastes and dredyed material, the quantity of drilling
fluid discharged in the ocean is small..

96? of the whoie drilling fluids tested in short term
experiments (from 44-144 hours) have LC50 values greater than
1,000 ppm.

98% of the test using the suspended particulate phase of
drilling muds have an LC50 10,000 ppm.

Toxity is probably attributable to the use of diesel fuel.

Acu-te toxicity test DO NOT indicate sublethal signs of stress in
organisms .

Acute toxicity test DO NOT reproduce exposure levels
typical of field conditions.

Sublethal effects DO OCCUR at concentrations between
ppm.

and intervals

10 and 1000

There are no well-established relationships between responses and
exposure intervals.

Predicting effects of marine organisms ‘ biocummulation  of drilling
fluid contaminants has NOT considered the organisms mechanisms for
sequestering and detoxifying contaminants.

Potential increase of accumulated contaminants with increasing
trophic levels has NOT been addressed.

Research on other discharges containing the same metals suggest
they are NOT biomagnified.

The potential for biomagnification  may be greater for organic
compounds or organo-metal complexes.

5
, ’

,/’
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0 ORGANISMS FROM ANY ONE OCS REGION APPEAR TO BE MORE SENSITIVE TCI
DRILLING EFFLUENTS THAN COMPARABLE ONES FROM ANY OTHER REGION,
INDICATING THAT TEST RESULTS USUALLy MAy BE AppLIED FROM ONE
REGION TO ANOTHER.

0 TESTS indicate that some nearshore species ARE appropriate
surrogates for testing the effects of drilling effluents on
offshore species.

0 IT IS DESIRABLE TO TAILOR DRILLING FLUID REGULATIONS TO TAKE
ACCOUNT/ADVANCZ OF ENVIRONMENTAL CO?lDI’TIONS OR TO PROTECT
SENSITIVE HABITATS, BUT THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT JUSTIFIES
DIFFERENT REGULATORY POLICIES Confining THE USE OF DRILLING FLUID
ADDITIVES IN DIFF3RENT GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS.

.
0 Horizontal turbule~t diffusion results in dilution of the plumes

by a factor of 104 or more within an hour of release.

0 Direct assessment of the effects on plankton and nekton in the
water column have not been attempted and, given natural
variability and the difficulty of sampling, are probably not
pasible.

0 Even sublethal effects on pelogic biota moving past the point of
discharge are confined to a very small area around the point of
discharge, THIS FINDING SUGGESTS THAT RESTRICTIONS ON THE
DILUTIONS OR RATES OF DISCHARGES ARE NOT JUSTIFIED IN MOST C)CS
AREAS .

0 Most laboratory experiments on the effects of drilling fluids on
benthic organisms have not been very successful” in mimicking
realistic exposure conditions.

0 Predicting of discharges is generally unnecessary given the speed
with which they are deluted, except possibly in low energy or
shallow water environments.

0 Long lived communities which are characteristic of hard substrate
epilrota, may be particularly susceptible to long term effects if
they are exposed to large concentrations of muds.

0 The information base for assessing the fates and effects of
drilling discharges in OCS waters has some notable deficiencies?
many of which pertain equally to the effects of other pollutants.

o The lixi~atior?s in the fates and e:fects data base do not
invalidate most of’ the results produced.

0 Our understanding . . . is limited by the state of our general
understandin~ of marine pollution rather than specific
-’c.---’-’-  ~- .-, .- ~,-..-. — . . --- ‘--r:l:,i~~ or +r5?Li7.;  Z;<z._. . .. . . .
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0

0

0

0

3

The panel concludes that extensive further research focused on
drilling fluid discharges IS NOT NEEDED.

Effects are quite limited in extent and confined mainly to the
benthic environment.

Results suggest that environmental risks to most OCS communities
are s~~ll.

Uncertainties regarding effects
depositioml  environments.

RECOMMENDATIONS: (1) Discharges
sensitive benthic environments,
monitored or lifiited.

still exist for low energy

should be prevented from burying
(2) toxic additives should be


